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INTRODUCTION

We know that early childhood is _the most critical period in
human growth and development_ we also know that the
concentration of our education msources during these early
years probably yields the greatest return of any investment we
can make.

Because the early years sre so crucialthe penod when the
foundation for learning is laiii=the quality oT early learning
experiences:. must be excellent They must be diverse, creative,
well-planned and _managed to give er;h child the develop-
mentalaxperiences necessary for begjnr.!ng the formal learning
process A solid beginning in kindergarten will enhance each
individuals potential for later school success.

This handbook has been preparad to help Georgia kinder-
garten teachers plan, implement and evaluate their programs. I
:ope it will contribute to the coniinuina effort to build a quality

kindergarten program in our state

Werner Rogep,
State Superintendent of Schools
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FOREWORD

Early childhood educators from the classroom, system, state and university levels have developed
this kindergarterthandbook Six systems tested the concepts and plans of action introduced here.
The importance of the task justified the length of time and the oroad Staff representat;on utilized in
the development of this program plan.

Beginning learners take center stage in this curriculum framework. Their cognitive affectiv'e and
psychomotor development have received careful attention within this transdisciWine olki6 fOT
tiom Each_contributer was acutely aware that a student's futdre attitude toWard lOarning is often
determined by early educational experiences.

Second_to the learner in priority is the teaching team, made up of the local admin!sit.; Thar and super-
visor, kindergarten and primary teachers and aides and the parents whose interaction i be.
coordinated with care. This project supplies suggestions and recommendations for assissmy and manag-
ing the _environment, the entry level and progress of each youngster and the quality of the prescribed
learning experience.

Staff development will_obviously play an important part in assuring the effective use ol this handboo .

Thoughtful evaluation and suggestions by all who use this handbook Will increase its value.

Acknowledgement is hereby made of all those persons who maintained a creative, open climate for
program planning despite the usual restraints. Appreciation for Such support can be acknowledged.
but never fully expressecL

Lucille_G. Jordan
Associate State Superintendent for Instructional Services
Georgia Department of Education
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Kindergarten Philosophy

Each generation givesnew form to the aspirations that shape education in its time. What may be
emerging as a mark of our own generation is a widespread renewal cf concern for the quality and
intellectual aims of educationbut_milthout abandonment of theideal that education should serve
as a means of training welt balanced citizens for a democrAfy. (Bruner; 1960)

In Georgia, early childhood education has come into its own. The education of young children is now
considered basic for the development of productive; future adult citizens. As Georgia increases its
effarmta_support educational opportunities for_ kindergrten aged_children;_a major concernis the
development of_ quality programs: To this end, a_State _Beard of Education advisory committee has
adopted the following philosophy for developing a curriculum framework for kindergarten programs
in Georgia.

We believe that agood kindergarten should be based on developmental principles; and its goals
expressed in developmental terms relaWd to _the total child_and his family._The curricuLtm should
be directed toward the formation of basic concepts and the development of these basic skills,
concepts, /earnings and attitudes in the areas of psychomotor, cognitive and affective area domains.

This philosophy implies that

children's growth and development should be the basis for designing educational experiences;

program goals arid objectives should be based on the child's individual developmental needs;

activities should be designed to promote continuous growth within the broad domains of

affective development,

physical development,

intellectual development;

Child Development Principles

In order to evaluate the appropriateness of a program for young children, principles which govern
child development must be considered. Table 1 identifies relevant child development principles and
their relationship to the development of program objectives in this handbook.

.TABLE I

CHILD DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING

_Child Development Principles

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Program objectives will

Development is the total process through which
children adapt to their environment. It includes the
processes defined by maturation and learning.

Provide for the physical, intellectual, social and
emotional development of children.

Provide for development of the auility to general-
ize and apply skills and concepts in various settings.

People differ in their rate of development both in
contrast to other people and within themselves.

Provide for developmental range.

Provide for assessment of individual differences.

A child's knowledge of the social_ and physical
world progresses from knowledge about concrete
things to abstract understanding.

Be_Losed upon a continuum of development ranp- .

ing from concrete to abstract levels.

Provide for development of social and physical
knowledge.

Development of skills and concepts progresses
from simple to comPlex levels.

Be based upon acontinuum of development rang-
ina from simple to complex

2
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Develc-ment in 'che intellectual, affective and
physical domains is interrelated.

Be specific for each of the three program domains
(physical, intellectual, affective); however; growth
in each of these domains will be considered and
interrela,ed in the development of any one pro-
gram activity.

Social and physical environments influence all
aspects of the child's development. Appror riate
stimulation is necettary for adequate development.

Characteristics of Quality Programs

Be implemented in classroom settings which Pro-
vide a wide range of active learning $ettings and
which promote interaction with a variety of
materials as well as with different adults and
children.

Provide ',or the use of exploration and play to aid
learning for young children.

Methods of teaching and the.specific content taught will naturally vary in kindergartens throughout
the state. Certain characteristics, hovvever, generally define a quality kindergarten program. Table 2
includes these characteristics and their implications for teacher and child behavior.

TABLE 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF QUALITY KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS

Program characteristics
_=1,

TPicher will C ;ild will

Learning activities are designed
to match the chi:dren's indivi-
dual abilities.

Provide for on-going assessment
of each child's development and
learning.

Plan child activ;ties based on
each child's developmental level.

Provide for individualized learn-
ing to account for the range of
children's developmental
differences.

Usea variety ofiormal and
informal techniques to record
each child's progress.

Participate in a variety of activi-
ties matched to their individual
abilitiet.

Participate in planning classroom
activity.

Select from several activities:

Children learn to develop posi-
tive feelings about themselves
and what they do in school.

Know how children feel about
themselves aod the school pro-
gram.

Provide many opportunities for
children to express their feelings.

Provide success experiences for
shildren.

Provide activities whiel match
the ability level of each child.

Provide for recognition of each
child every day.

3

Express feelings about self to
children and adults.

Expre.3s feelings about activities
to children and iults.

Experience success in school
every day.

Help other children succeed.
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Goals_are stated clearly as the
basis for program planning.

State broad program goals in the
affettiVe, Ph Ytital and intellec-
tual domains,

State more so,cific objectives
Within each program goal area
to guide '.he growth of children.

Actively participate in the selec-
, tion and development of what

they will learn.

Be able to talk about what they
have learned.

Be involved in individual and
group_conferences with the
teacher to discuss what has been
done and leer- ed.

Program development is based
on the assumption that e'rti
child_ can and will learn, given
the rioht conditions,

a
Plan and implertient On-gOing
changes in the_educational
1..nvironment_so_that_each child
can experience suc:ess in the
program.

Planand implement activities
which use multi-media and
multi-sensory approaches to
learning.

Participate in activity.

Experience success with planned
activities;

Work with teacher to change
sell-expectations that deny
success.

Program development is Wilt
on the assumption that learning
for young children is an active
process;

inVolve children in all phasLs of
the inttruttional process :

planning, iMplenientatitin ahd
evaluation.

Pian a learning environment
which provides children with
physical movement,

Provide a learning environment
which will encourage a variety of
respcmses from children (e.g.,
physical or verbal).

Poe a learning e nironment
which encourages both child-
child and child-adult interac-
tiOns.

Participate in planning and eval-
uation sessions with the teacher:

Participate in activities which
encourage active movement.

Participate in concrete and
manipulative activitieS.

4
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KINDERGARTEN IN GEORGIA
A SUPPLEMENTARY HANDBOOK

SUGGESTED USES
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Overview

The key to success for_any educational programis the teacher. The emphasis of this handbook,
therefore, is to provide teachers with suggestions for planning, implementing and evaluating pro-
grams for kindergarten children. The handbook is not intended as a specific recipe for teaching
success. In fact, it is doubtful that such a recipe could be developed to fit the individual needs of
all teachers and children. Rather, the handbook is intended to be used as one resource among
many (e.g., local system guides, curriculum resources, other published materials) for developing
quality kindergarten programs.

Terms Used in the Handbook

Throughout the curriculum sections of the handbook, the following terms have been used.

Domain one of the three broad and interrelated areas of child development: affective develop-
ment, physical development and intellectual development.

Goal _a major componentwithin a_darnain;_Grossmotor development and fine motor develop-
ment are the two goals in the physical development domain;

Goal Area a major section of a goal. Arm-hand precision and hand-finger dexterity are the two
goal a-eas within the goal of the fine motor development.

Objective a skill or understanding within a goal area. This is the level of objectives stated in the
handbook. These intermediate range objectives will be described on a continuum from simple
to complex for each goal area.

Continuum of Objectives a listing of objectives that reflects the movement of child growth from
simple to more complex levels.

Fermat Used m the Handbook

In addition to this introductory material, the handbook contains information relat to (1) learning
environment, (2) affective development, (3) physical development, (4) intellectual development,
(5) working with parents and (6) assessing child growth.

Each of the curriculum area chapters is organized around similar subheadings.

Overview. A general description of the program domain (e.g., affective development).

Goals. A listing and definition of the goals identified within each of the major program domains;

Scope of_ Goals, Goal Areas and Objectives. A concise chart which brings together the goals, go&
areas and continuum of objectives developed for each major program domain. As much as possible,
the objectives have been listed in order of simple to complex to match the direction of child
groWth;

Child_Assessment Checklist. A model which can be used_for ongoing evaluation of children's pro-
gress in each of the major program dornains_Categories for assessment are directly related to the
goals, goal areas and objectives listed in the curriculum sections.

Suggested Activities. A partial list of activities to illustrate how each objective might be imple-
mented in the classroom.

Program Evaluation Checklist. A self-check tool that the teacher may use to evaluate areas of
strengths or needed modification.

A continuum of objectives is listed for each goal area to serve two related purposes.

Present an overview of the range of child growth that serves as a basis for curriculum planning for
5-year-old children.

l
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Assist teachers to individualizeprogram activities so that these activities may be adequately
matched to the range of developmental abilities repIesented in any one classroom.

Children's development patterns are more easily identified in some areas than in others. In general,
however; a continuum of growth has been identified for each program domain.

The suggested act.vities listed for each objective also follow an order of simple to complex. The acti-
Vities lists are not intended to be exhaustive or restricting. Many more activities will need to be added
to provide the amount of varied practice a child must have before the_intended skill or understanding
is in factlearned. A personal card file cataloging the activities grouped under headings presented ib
this handbook may be helpful.

Throughout the handbook; development within each of the major domains (affective, ph, cical, i:izcl-
lectual) is recognized as being interdependent. That is, one area of development necessarily supports
development in the other two areas.

Physical
Development 4

Affective
Development

Intellectual
11' Development

Althoughdevelopment in each of the broad domains will be described separately, there is a continual
need to consider and foster child activity that facilitates development in several domains simultaneously.
For this reason, many of the suggested activities support growth in more than one area. Specific sugges=
tions for integrating developmental areas will also be made within each program domain description.

Use of the Handbook for Self-Assessment

Perhaps this handbook's primary use will be helping teachers look at their own programs in an objec-
tive way. The program evaluation checklists have been developed for this purpose. They should allow
a teacher to assess

use of the program objectives continuum;

content of classroom activity;

organization of the classroom as it relates to particular program domains;

teaching behavior reiated to planning, implementation and evaluation.

No value judgement is intended by the use of checklists. Rather; the checklists should be used as a
teacling tool to more specifically assess both a kindergarten program's strengths and those areas
needing further development

The checklists may be used in a variety of ways:

i To assess strengths and program operations needing development. Checks in the "No" and
"Sometimes" columns of the checklists will indicate areas needing further development:

To stimulate discussion with the teacher assistant concerning program operation

To stimulate r!iscussion with a principal or supervisor who helps identify in-service training needs

Table 3 gives one specify: example or using the program evaluation checklists for self-assessment.

7
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TABLE 3

USING THE PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLISTS FOR SELF-ASSESSMENT

Steps for Use Example

1. Read through the handbook for an overview of
program assumptions and content.

1. Skimmed through the handbook.

2. Read all program checklists. 2. Read program checklists contained in each
chapter.

3. Select one of the program checklists to answer.
Generally, you will want to start with the
learning environment and then move to the
program domains. Respond to the checklist
honestly.

3. Started_with the learning environment. Worked
on the checklists_during after school planning
time and at home. My biggest need Is to organ-
ize and man-iye :earning centers which match
up to the individual needs of children. That's
a big order.

4. After completing one of the program_checklists,
refer back to the section of the handbook
which describes the area selected for assessment.

4. Re-read the learning environment section of
the handbook.

5. During team planning sessions, discuss and plan
changes related to the identified needs,

5. Started discussing the learning environment
assessment with my teacher assistant. We
agreed we needed to work on organization and
management of the learning centers first. We
brainstormed ways to introduce the centers to
the children. We will try out a Choiceboard
during whole group time tomorrow.

6. Implement changes. 6. The children were really excited about the
Choiceboard. Although it did help the children
know where they were to go, they should be
introduced to it again.

7. Check yourself out again. If satisfied with effect
of change, move on to another area of concern.
If not satisfied with effect of change, seek
counselof otherteachers or supervisors and
implement new changes.

--
7. It took aweek tofeeLcornfortable with the

Choiceboard. One teacher suggested l_model
how to use a center with a small group of
children after they had arrived at the center.
This should help the children work indepen-
dently faster. I'll try that next. I know I will
be_working on this area for awhile before I
move_toanotherconcern on the checklist.
I need to check back to the handbook to get
more ideas for planning learning centers.

13
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Ute Of the Handbook for Planning

Another intended purpose of the handbook is to assistteachers in assessingand recording individual
growth in each of the program domains as an important part of the planning process. The childi
assessment checklists included in each curriculum area were developed for this purpose. Table 4
shows specifically how the checklists can be used to plan appropriate activities, for children.

TABLE 4

PLANNING PROGRAM ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN

Steps for Planning Examples

1. Read through the CHILD ASSESSMENT
CHECKLISTS contained in the handbook to
Underttand the range of development in each
program domain.

1. Read chetklittt in ciieeictildeh Chapters.

2: Select_a particular goal area checklist to suggest
criteria for observing children.

2. Program domain: intellectual
Pi-d-geeiti §cial: numbers !
alai area: numbers and numerations

3. Identify the range of differences among children
r-I your classroom for the goal area selected.

3: Over_a period of dayt, Children eee Otiehied
operating in a variety of activities related to
numbers: Their skills range from_the ability to
classify to the ability to combine and separate
sets.

4. Select and organize activities and_rnaterials
which will match and support the identified_
range of child growth in a particular goal area:
These activities will become part of a :earning
center.

4. A iiiirnberS learninj center has been organized
which Ctihtaiiit the fbilOWirig ear* -of materials
and_activities:_ sorting brix, troMiriti bliickS, Set§
of jacks; felt objects; numerals and bbatti.

5: Identity a means for recording child activity
and growth:

5. ArietdOtal retbrdS Will describe activity selected
by the e:hiki ehd eelate the level of growth to
the listing of objectives for numbers and
numeration: About five children will h^
selected each day to be observed working at
this learning center:

6: Summarize growth for each child in each
program domain:

6. Ute CHILD ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS to
aCCUMUlate, over time, growth information on
ta-cb child.

7. Plan new and revised Activity using these
current records of children's growth. Remove
those materials and optiOnS which:no longer
support the identified needt of children,

I
7: The_chadren's abilities WW1 ratio fediti ClatW-i:

cnion to reading_ numerals. The followihg atti:
vities have been placed at the numbers learning
center a new sorting box, domino blocks,
felt objects, numerals and board; numeral_ _

teMplateS, Materials to make a numeval book:

1 4
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ORGANIZING THE-
EARNING ENVIRONMENT

THE TEACHING PROCESS
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ksuccessful_learning_environment meets children's needs and interests. In order to accomplish this
goal, the teacher must assume an active role with children. The teacher actively plans, implements
and evaluates the learning environment each day. Thus, the teacher provides a cycle of teaching
activity. Planning determines implementation of the program. Implementajon is meaSured by evaL =
tion, which is the basis for planning, as ilustrated in the following diagram.

Evaluation

Planning

Implementation

The P I E Cycle for Teaching

Planning

Both long-rangeand daily planning assure maximum child growth and development. The teacher uses
planning to organize larger units of activity far children (e.g., experiences with animals, taste. color),
to organize materials and equipment in advance (e.g.,:films, paints, books) and to provide an overall
frarnewcrk for selecting and developing objectives and activities for children's growth.

By_schedulina daily planning times, bath the teacher and the teacher assistant can participate in
organizing the next school day. During the planning sessions, the teaching staff should

review and record child responses and growth within the classroom environment;

review the organization of materials and cPnters;

review the children's use of equipment and materials;

identify specific objectives; from a continuum of objectives, which will reinforce and/or eXtend
children's growth and learning;

develop classroom organization and activity to promote children's growth;

select methods for recording children's performance within active learning settings.

Consistent planning provides for the following.

Phwical, intellectual and affective areas of children's development

Individualized needs of children

Children's past experience in and out of school

Children's involvement in the planning and assessment process

Supportive interaction between adults and children

Implementation

The teachers and the children work toge.ther in implementing the program. Implementation will be
based on the planning concerns listed in the previous section.

In meeting the needs of the physical, intellectual and affective domains of children's development,
the adult will

implement specific activities to meet specific program objectives in each area of development;

implement activities which integrate growth (e.g., a cooking activity in which children
(a) measure_- intellectual growth; (b) use the egg beater physical growth; (c) participate
with other children in planning activity affective growth.

12
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In meeting the individualized needs the adult will

interact with individial children;

obsen:e individual children;

give suggestions to a child needirig help;

assist children in eval iating their own work;

record a child's progress.

In using children's past and present experiences, the adult will

provide activities in which children practice skills or concepts previously learned;

use past experience (e.g., language, travel, food) as a background for learning;

develop the physical environment (e.g., bulletin boards, books, equipment) to reflect the children s

cultural background;

use children's out-of-school interests ',e.g., TV programs, toys) as themes for activities.

By involving children in the planning and assessment process, the adult will

provide whole group, small group or individual time for children to talk about what they have done
in the classroom;

encourage children to suggest activity themes and materials to include in the classroom;

provide opportunities for children to develop guidelines for participation in learning activities.

In supporting interaction between the teacher and child, the adult will

listen to children's ideas;

verbally acknowledge and reinforce children's activity;

accept the language and ideas of children;

extend children's ideas by adding information to the experiences they discuss.

Evaluation

The evaluation phase of the program involves both the teaching staff and the children. As children
increasingly are invotVed in planning activities; the children should actively assess those activities
they have planned. For example, (at the Construction Center)

Child: Look at what I built.
Teacher: What a long bridge! What is going to travel on your bridge?

Child: Trucks and cars and bicycles.
Teacher: is your bridge strong enough to carry a big truck? (pointing to toy truck at center)

Child: (No response)
Teacher: Let's take the truck over your bridge to find out.

Child: (Moves truck along bridge. Bridge begins to wobble.)
Teacher: What can we do to make the bridge stronger?

Child: (Adds a row of blocks to make the bridge wider.)
Teacher: That was a great idea! Let's take the truck across the bridge now.

Child: It works!'
Teacher: Great! Making the bridge wider made it stronger so it doesn't wobble. That w2s a great

idea.

13 1 7
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Individual, small group and large group settings can be used for evaluation purposes. Honest and
open fe6dback to children is important and should always be couched in positive consideration of
future planning.

The continuum of program objectives establishes the basis for on-going evaluation. A systematic
record of children's growth assures a proper match between program activity and child growth.
More specific recommendations for record keeping and evaluation are contained under Assessing
Child Growth.

1 8
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ORGANIZING THE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

SCHEDULING
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Overview

Program scheduling for five-year-olds must meet (1) the developmental needs of these children,
(2) the increase of maturity levels of these childrin as the year progresses and (3) the physical
structure of the classroom. Developmentally, young children respond best to programs that provide
a balance between

e:.4floration/discovery and group activities;

individual activities and group activities;

creative arts and academic fields;

being listened to and listening;

vigorous play and less active play;

iarge mu5cle activities and small muscle activities;

first hand experiences and vicarious experiences;

outdoor activities and indoor actMties;

the three domains.

An adequan balance of activities in the program will encourage and support children to participate
in self-initiated and self-regulated activities. Within the limits of the environment structured by the
teacher, the child learns to make independent choices for his/her activity and to take independent
responsibility for completing the activity.

The following program schedules are presented for your consideration. Modifications of any of_these
schedules is encouraged to assure maximum flexibility_in relating to children's needs. Specific times
are not indicated on these schedules. As_much as possible, large blocks of time should be used to
implement program activities since the time allotted for any activity will vary from day to day,
a flexible schedule will allow for this time variation.

20
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Time Children

60 minutes Arrive/Check in

Breakfast

Sample Full-Bay Kindergarten Schedule

Irdependert activities

Circle time: share, observe,
sing, discuss topics related
to health and safety

90 minutes Worktime/Centers

45 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

25 minutes

30 minu:os

60 minutes

40 minutes

Language arts, Mathematics,
Art, Music, Science, Social
studies

Clean-up

Outdoor activities:
participation in planned
movement activities and use
of playground equipment

Language experience or
individual skill lesscns

Lunch

Story time, discussion

Quiet activity time: read
books quietly, listen to tapes
or records, rest

Worktime (see above)

Clean-up

Evaluation of the day:
"What's Happened Today,"
songs, rhythmic act;vities,
finger plays, etc.

Dismissal

leachfir

welcome

Interact with children

Supervise activities

Conduct circle time:
calendar, weather, etc.
"What's Happening Today"

Supervise centers

Conduct small group skill
lessons and evaluations

Clean-up

Conduct activities

Conduct lessons and
evaluations

!nteract with children

Read/discuss story

Individual evaluations,
record student information,
parent conferences

Work with individuals or
small groups

Conduct activities

Planning, staff meeting,
preparing for next day's
activities, gathering
materials

Note: Outdoor activitieS may be divided into morning and afternoon time periods.
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Aide

Attendance

Interact with children

Lunch report, etc.

Prepare for centers

Supervise centers

Conduct small group skill
lessons and evaluations

Clean-up

SupervisE children
Prepare for lunch and rest
time

Supervise groups of
childreifilms, stories, etc.

Interact with children

Prepare centers

Supervise children

Supervise children

Supervise students
remaining, preparation for
ne,t day
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25 minutes

90 minutes

40 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

15 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

15 minutes

30 minutes

15 minutes

SAMPLE KINDERGARTEN SCHEDULE

Full-Day Program without Breakfast

Total GroupSharing, rhythm activity, finger plays, song , planning

Small Group InstructionsRotate three groups for instruction in language arts, learning
centers, instruction in mathematics; clean-up, snack

Total GroupRestroom, physical education (25 minutes) and free use of equipment (15
minutes)

Total GroupLanguage experience: picture/word association, class stories

Lunch

IndividualQuiet time (rest, listen to tapes or records, read books quietly)

Total GroupStory, discussion

Total GroupCreative activity (art music, drama)

IndividualLearning centers (choice of indoor or outdoor activities), teacher does
individual or small group follow-up

Total GroupRestroom, snack

Total GroupActivities related to social studies or science unit (including health and
safety)

Total groupClean-up, total group discussion and evaluation, dismissal

18
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60 minutes

Fu 11-Day Program with Breakfast

Children arrive
A choice of activities is available for the children (e.g., blocks, clay, books, coloring,
puzzles)

Breakfast served family-styleAdults sit with children to encourage natural conversation
Sharing time; music/rhythmic activities, calendar, weather, etc.

90 rn. ites Total group discussion of the day's activities

Learning CentersAdults work with individuals and/or small groups in the areas of
language arts, mathematics, social studies, science, health, safety, art
Clean-up

30 minutes Language experience; total group activity

45 minutes Dir., led physical education activities and outdoor activities (wheel toys, woodworking, art
activities, sand and water play and other materials suitable for outdoor use)
Clean-up and preparation for lunch

30 minutes Lunch

25 minutes Story time

30 minutes Quiet activity time (listen to tapes or records, quietly read books, rest)
Adults plan

60 minutes Learning centers (see morning activities)

30 minutes Clean-up

Total group makes plans for the next day, discusses the day and sings

Parents begin picking up childrenChildren work in the outdoor or indoor classroom
until parents arrive
Adults evaluate and plan
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30 minutes

15 minutes

90 minutes

30 minutes

Minimal Full-Pro, Instructional Program
(41/2 Hours, Excluding Lunch)

Children arrive
A choice of activities available for the children

Sharing time; music/rhythmic activities

Total group discussion of the day's activities
Learning CentersAdults work with individuals and/or small groups in the areas of
language arts, mathematics, social studies, science, health, safety, art

Clean-up
Total group story time and discussion of morning activities

Directed physical eeucation activities (20 minutes) and outdoor activities (wheel toys,
woodworking, art activities, sand and water play and other materials suitable for outdoor
use)

30 minutes Clean-up and preparation for lunch
Lunch

30 minutes Quiet activity time (listen to tapes or records, quietly read books, rest)

60 minutes Learning centers (see morning activities)

15 minutes Clean-up
Total group makes plans for the next day, discusses the day and sings
Parents begin picking up childrenChildren work in the o, loor or indoor classroom
until parents arrive
Adults evaluate and plan

20
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Overview

The physical environment of the classroom can greatly determine the program's effectivenest.
Maintaining standards for a safe, healthy kindergarten classroOrn, therefore, is tremendoutly
important to the program. Suggested standads have been organizd into the following broad areas
(1) indoor environment, (2) outdoor environment, (3) safety standards and (4) health standards.

Indoor Environment

It is recommended that each classroom have 35 square feet per child With 1,050 Square feet
minimum per classroom.

There should be generous amounts of windows, preferably at child level within two feet from
the floor, Windows should be equipped with shading devices for glare control and may be
opened or closed (excluding climate controlled and cluster arranged rooms).

Storage units should be available for coats. Individual units should be available for storing per-
Scinal property and items to be taken home, These spaces should be easily accessible c children.
In addition, storage space should be available for teacher files and other professional materials.

A total of 16 feet of counter top space shouid be available in each classroom for art, science and
cooking activities.

Each classroom should have one stainless steel sink 23 3/4 inches by 16 1/4 inches by 7 3/8 inches
deep, with a cold water tap and a supply of soap and paper towels.

Shelf space measuring 18 inches by two incheS and twci inehes by 36 inches is suitable for storing
paper supplies. For general storage, closed cabinet space, 12 inches deep, is preferable.

4 Approximately 30 percent of the entire classrbom fibor space should be left vacant for art, science,
waterplay and cooking activities. It should b easily cleaned for wet activities and if possible,
should include a door to the outdoor play area.

Approximately 65 to 70 percent of the total floor space should be covered with a loW pile, high
density carpet or large area rug.

A minimum of one toilet, preferably two, should be located in or near the k indergarten classroom
and set two feet and two inches off the floor.

Ceilings should be covered with acoustically treated surfaces.

Electrical outlets should be located every eight to 10 feet for adequate center access.

Outdoor Environment

A minimum of 2,750 square feet for one kindergarten unit and a minimum of 4,300 square feet
for two kinde-garten units simultaneouslY in session should be available, with an additional 1,300
souere feet for each unit over two that is simultaneously in session.

The outdoor area should be adjacent to all kindergarten Units. Classroom doors leading directly
from the indoor classroom to the outdcior area are desirable.

A covered area located outside for rainy or extremely hot days shOuld measure 250 to 300 square
feet per unit simultaneously in sesSion. A concrete or asphalt floor area facilitates use of wheel
toys in the area.

26
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A sandbox 150 to 175 square feet should be located in the outdoor area.

A variety of _apparatus to encourage large muscle activity (e.g., climbing, Swinging, balancing)
should be located in the outdoor area. Apparatus should be made from heavy wood or concrete
pipes, with a minimum of metal equipmert SuSceptible to rutt and sharp edges. All movable equip-
ment (e.g., jungle gym, sliding board) should be cemented under the surface of the ground.

A four-foot fence with a gate should enclose the kindergarten play area.

A storage room for outdoor play items_should be located beside the outdoor area and should have
a cement floor for protection of the storage items.

6 The outdoor area Should be either paved or grass covered. Preferably it will contain both types of
ground cover. The area should be well drained and, where possible, contain trees, shrubs and
flowers.

Safety Standards

All wash fixtures and play area equipment should be safely designed ard in good repair.

Classroom and bathroom facilitiet Should be sanitary and free of infectious, vulnerable conditions.
A direct source of fresh air should be pumped into the classroom when needed.

Room temperature should be comfortable and easily controlled.

There should be adequate artificial light fOr work and play.

All floor space should be warm, dry and free from draftS.

First aid supplies should be easily accessible in the classroom.

6 Space should be available for temporarY care of an ill or injured child.

Children and staff should have practiced ekerciSeS of exit plant in case of fire or other emergency.
If possible, alternate shelter Should be available in the case of disaster or emergency.

Staff should have successfully practiced use of fire extinguishert and know where they are located
in the building.

Children should be instructed to report broken toys, broken gl8ss or any unsafe conditions in the
indoor or outdoor areas.

Children should assume responsibility for cleaning up all spills from their activitiet.

Children should assume reSpontibility for using toys in their designated areas to prevent unsafe
activity interference.

Children should assume responsibility for returning toy:: and equipment to their designated storage
area when they have finished using them.

Health Standards

Adequate permanent health recordS, maintained on each child; should contain information
on vision, dental health, groWth, tpeech and hearing.

Referral pi ocedures should be developed to refer children to physicians, social workers, therapist:3
and psychologists when appropriate. A telephone number and address should be on file for each
person to whom a child may be referred.

Required immunizations should be verified by a School official to insure accuracy of records.

Children arid adults should be expected to wash hands after using toilet end before eating or pre-
paring food:

Children should be instructed to keep objects out of mouth, ears, nose and eyes.
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Children should be expected to cover mouth for coughs and sneezes and to use a tissue or handker-
chief appropriately.

C;Iildren and adults should continuously review the classroom environment to prevent safety and
health hazards.

24
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Overview

Learning centers efficiently_and effectively organize learning activity for children. Each learning
center is usually limited to two to five children. The number of learning centers present in the class-
room at any one time depends on the number of children in the classroom the ability of the children
to select from a number of choices and the children's interests and needs. Table 5 detcribes potential
uses of learning centers.

Learning centers will be developed gradually. As the year progresses, more materials are added,
increasing_variety and challenge. Children will need time to explore and get acquainted with their
environment. The schedule should allow at least one hour for learning Center activities in order to
provide the opportunity for a child to work in several centert or tO carry out an extended pr oject in
one center. Within this framework; the teacher will nave opportunities to work with individual child-
ren or groups of children.

Planning for Learning Center Activity

Each ' arning center is organized around a theme. Suggested themes. include

an event such as Halloween, birthday, trip to outer space;

an activity such as art, cooking, game; woodworking;

skill and concept development such as sorting, matching, discrimination.

TABLE 5

BASIC USES OF LEARNING CENTERS

Learning Center Uses Activity EkarriPle,...--....
Introduce new concepts and skills Grouo familiar objects which are alik--

Practice concepts and skills Using a new set of objects; again group objects
Which are alike

Assist child in taking responsibility for his/her OM
learning

Child seletts and returnS materials to their proper
storage area.

Provide a variety of activity choices to enhance
individualized instruction

At the Exploration Center, child may
lock at rocks under a microscope
group smooth and rough rocks
order rocks by size
develop a design using rocks.

Promote the integration of physical, affective and
intellectual development

At the Library Cerite,e, child WiH
select picture book about animals (intellectual)
share book with another child (affective)
turn pages of book as modeled by adult
(physical).

Promote independent learning and exploration Provide a range bf Materiak at center. Arrange
materials in an attractive manner.

Introduce center with an open-ended question 77

"Who will discover what is in our 'touch box' this
morning?"

_
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Theme selection allows the teacher to develop a number of related activity options. These activity
options generally account for a range of sophistication on the part of the children and offer choices
from which children may independently select their activity.

Learning centers integrate all areas of development. Table 6 shows how development in the physical,
intellectual and affective domains may be integrated into centers.

TABLE 6 ---.
INTEGRATION OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT INTO LEARNING CENTERS

Learning Center_
Theme & Activity

Physical
Development

Intellectual
Development

Affective
Development

Construction Center
Theme: Space Travel
Child Selected Activity:
Build space tower.

.,
The child develops arm
and hand precision by
constructing tetver

The child integrates
previous observations
with new experience

The child Willingly
participates with
other children in
building tower

Library Center
Theme: Space travel
Child Selected Activity:
Lirten to story about
a:.,astronaut's travel in
space

1
The_child develops
hand and finger
dexterity by operating
listening post and
turning pages of
picture book

The child verbally
recalls events of
story in order

The child Estens to
anbther child'S
response to Story

Cooking Ceriter _ _

Theme: Space food;
Child Selected Activity:
Mix orange drink

The child develops
hand and finger
dexterity by mixing
orange drink

In small group discus-
sion the child recalls
food eaten by
astronaut

The child willingly
participates with
other children in
preparing a menu

Management of Learning Centers

Whole group planning sessions acquaint children with the learnin9 centers and allow them to brain-
storm activities for a iearning center. Following a general discussion about the centers; each child
selects a learning center to use. For example;

Choice Boards:
List or picture each learning center. Children select a center to work at by taking a key or other
syrnbol located beside tnat center name or picture. The number of symbols beside each center are
limited to the number of children who may participate at that center at any given time. When a
child is ready to move on to another center, he/she returns the symbol to the board and selects
another symbol.

POcket Charts:
Located at each r._enter, allows each child to place his/her name card or picture card in a pocket of
a pocket chart located at the center. The nuniber of pocket openings will indicate how many children
may work at the center at any one time.

Whatever means used; the procedure must provide the child with maximum independence. The child
should be able ta select and move on to another center independently. New centers and new centhr
activities are introduced gradually over a period of time. The teacher may effectively introduce new
activity options by modeling activity options at the center.

After children have observed actual operation in a center, they will be more independent and success=
ful in working at that center.
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To effectively operate the centers, quiet activity centers should be separated from the noisier areas.
For example, block building and dramatic play centers should be separated by distance from the
library or game centers.

By creating open ended options for each center activity, children may aevelcp a center activity in a
number of imaginative ways. For exampIe,at the multisensory center the children may sort a num,Jer
of bottles that are alike in some way. The open ended nature of the activity allows each child to sort
the bottles according to size, color, shape or use. Many different responses are possible. Teachers may
encourage open ended responses from children by asking the following questions.

"I wonder what would happen if?"

"How do you think these go together?"

-What can you use to help you find the answer?"

A variety of manipulative materials at each center will provide open ended activities. Children should
be encouraged and supported to develop their own ideas and unique ways of responding to materials
and activity. Materials at each center should

relate to the center theme;

extend individual child growth;

allow for teacher and/or child assessment of activity.

It is important to set ground rules for childrens behavior. The fewer ground rules needed, the better,
but some limits will need to be developed and discussed. Following are some suggested rules. The
child should

work at the center he/she selected;

take responsibility for returning materials to the proper place;

leave materials at the center ready for use by next participants;

seek assistance from another child or adult if help is needed;

finish work at one center before selecting another center;

modify tone of voice when working at an indoor center:

Each adult working in the classroom will actively observe and interact w;th children during learning
center activity. Adults should engage in one or more of the to!lovvin§ actiVities at this time.

Supervise and facilitate child activity at one center

Work with mdividual children at any of the centers to support child activity

Observe particular children to acquire specific information about child growth

Spend time at several centers to introduce new materials, new operations or new concepts

301eCticin of materials used at the centers should be based on

center theme;

children's level of operation;

provisions for a range ot sophistication in activity options;

ability of children to use material constructively.

Materials at the centers will be primarily manipulative, thus allowing children to actively interact
with the learning environment:

Evaluating Child Growth at Learning Centers

Child growth may be evaluated in any one or all three of the program domains (physical, intellectual,
affective). This evaluation may be based on
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interaction with the child;
ob:ervation of the child;

work the child has completed at the center.

As often as possible, the child should be given verbal feedback H order to learn self:assessment of work
and to better select and complete future work at a learning center.

Suggested Learning Centers

The following learning center sUggestiont are listed for your consideration. This listing is NOT
intended to be inclus;ve; but to suggest a linliteo number of examples for teachers: At each of these
learning centers; opportunities abound for gross and fine motor development, communication, social
interaction, experimentation with ideas and objects, discovering new concepts and ideas, practicing

:-.ppiying and generalizing ideas about themselves, other people and the world arbund them.

COnstruction center. Children are encouragerito manipulate and create with blocks and 7;:ock build
ing accessories. Boards may be added to this certer to add pos.iibilities for new construction. A wood-
work.ng bench may be placed within this center or next to it to further enhance construction
possibilities for chi/drem

Library center. A prominent place in the kindergarten where children look at books or listen to
stories, this center offers a wide variety of picture books and story books. Large cushions on the
floor and a rocking chair provide comfortable seating. The books should be easily accetsible and
appealing tc the child.

Cooking center. ThiF Center may be available to children periodically throughout the year. Tools
include a hot Plate; measuring materials, cooking utensils and a place to store cooking materials. In
addition, cutting boards and dishes may be added to the center throughout the year. Children may
serve their cooking far\-_ at this center or in other areas of the robrn.

Game center. Thit Center Will house amide variety of game activities including puzzles, lotto, bingo,
ped boards, sewing cards; etc: These games will be stored so that only a limited number will be avail-
able to the children at one time: Game selection will be based on child need and interest.

Muitisensory center. Thit center provides meaningful educational activities designed especially to
promote intellectual development. Materials in this center promote the child'S ability to use ell five
senSet = Sound, smell, taste, sight, touch in discriminating, generalizing, cate-gorizing, analyzing,
evaluating and thinking creatively. ln one area a variety of manipulative materiels may promote
development in mathematical concepts of number sets, number systems, size, shape and measure
ment, while in another area, r-iding oriented materials promote listening, visual and auditory dis-
crimination and eye-hand c1/4. _(dination.

Exploration center. In this area, related to the biological, physical and ciarth sciences, chitdren
obSérvé, classify, predict and report information based on a variety of science experiences.
Art center. Paint, crayons, chalk, paper and clay materials will invite children to create and express
their feelings and impressions of the world around them. Close accets to water will enhance opera-tion of this center.

Dramatics center. Role play and imaginative play help children to clarify and expand their concepts
and experiencet. Opportunities to re-enact social experiences is a popular activity for this age child.
This area will change frequently during the year to provide settingt such as a house, a supermarket,a shop or a mode of transportation. Suggested props include clothing, household utensils and furni-
ture, puppets and cleaning tools. This center should be located near the construction area to encour-
age children's response and interests.

Motor deyelopMent center. It is highly desirable for the kindergarten room to have direct access toindoor and outdoor areas for large movement actiyitieS. Space is necessary for activities such as
climbing, running, jumping and balancing. Sand and water play activities may be located indoors or
outdoors to promote motor development.
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The above examples of learning centers should remain in the classroom for weeks or mcntht. The
teacher might alvi want to use the children's interests and needs in establishing short-term interest
centers, such as water table, sand table and "Star Trek Center."

The following diagrams suggest several ways the kindergarten room may be arranged to accomodate
learning centers.
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The Teaching Team

To facilitate effective classroom interaction, a two-member teaching team (teacher and teacher assis-
tant) instructs children enrolled in state supported kindergarten programs. The teacher, licensed in
early childhood education, direrts the teacher assistant, who is professionally reSponSible for
children's growth and development. The wOrkiiig relatiOnthip between the teacher and teacher assis-
tant depends on good planning and communication. The teacher assistant must understand the
teacher's expectations in the classroom to best contribute to program objectives: In addition, the
teacher assistant should know and accept the teacher's philosophy concerning education of young
children. During the daily planning and evaluation sessions, the two team members exchange specific
observations from the day's experience and Plan activities for the following day. Weekly team plans
should also be developed in this manner.

The teacher assistant should be comfortable managing the assigned activities, and at times may wish
to observe the teacherisinteractions with a particular group of children in order to expand profes-
sional experience: In addition to instructional tasks, the teacher assistant should share routines and
clerical chores with the classroom teacher. Preparation and organizational materialt, daily attendance
and lunch money are all shared responsibilities. It iS vitally important that the teacher assistant be
respected as a talentee professional co-worker rather than a custodian.

Although the teacher assistant assumes a great range of responsibilities, it cannot be forgotten
that the teacher has the ultimate responsibility for the children.

Other School Personnel

Since children are affected by all people with whom they come into contact, personnel must relee
well to young children. It is most important that the following adults establish communication and
cooperate with one another in order to most effectively educate the very young child.

Administratu-s and supervisors

Cafeteria manager and kitchen staff

Social workers

Custodial staff
Librarians

Secretaries

Other teachers
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ORGANIZING THE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

DEVELOPING UNITS OF ACTIVITIES
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Overview

By organizing learning centers and classroom activities according to unit themes or areas of content,
the teacher may more easily :oordinate a set of activities aimed at all areas of development (intel-
lectual, physical and affective). The process of developing a unit is described in the follov,ing five
basic steps.

Step 1 Select a unit theme based on one or more of the following sources.

e Long range program goals (e.g., development of number understanding)

Curriculum content suggested by a local school district (e.g., safety)

Interests of children (e.g., cartoon figures)

Cultural backgrOUnd Of Children (e.g special hclida

Step 2, Formulate general unit objectives.

These content orielited objectives increase understanding about the unit theme by relating general
information or skills -Lo that unit theme.

Step 3. Formulate intermediate unit objectives.

Although reiated to the general unit objectives, these are directed more specifically at the children's
developmental needs described in the program domains (physical, intellectual, affective).

o Conside7 the classroom range of ability in the three domains. Based on the information regularly
maintained in the asSessrnent checklistsi the teacher may select a suitable scope of intermediate
objectives.

Step 4. Develop learning centers and activities which relote to all of the following.
Unit theme

Unit content

Intermediate objectives

Specify a range of activities within each learning center to support development of specific objectives.

Step 5. Assess thildran's growth as related to the unit objectives.

See chapter on assessing child growth.

The following sample unit more specifically illustrates the five-step process for developing a unit of
activities.

1. Unit theme: Animals

Rotionale foe Unit theihe Seliction. One of the children's dogs just had puppies: This stimulated
much sharing among the children about the4. pets. It is also one of the units recommended in
the Science Curriculum Guide used by the school system.

2. General unit objectives

To find similarities and differences among kinds of animals and between animals at-id people
(e:g physical characteristics, foods they eat, where they live, how they move)

To increase familiarity with many and unusual kinds of animals (e.g., opposums, ostriches,
ardvarks, donkeys whales, reptiles, buffalo, seals)

TO ih-cte Understanding of what animals need to live (e.g., food, shelter, water)
a Intermediate objectives

Physical. The child will increase development of arm/hand precision.

Affective The child will increase ability to respond to others.
Intellectual. The child will increase ability to

communicate with others;
numerate;
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observe and classify;

cooperate with others.

4. Learning Center Activities. The following is a sample grid that may be used for organizing specific
objectives and activities.

Learnino Centers
and Activities

I. Learnino Center

ActiVity A

Activity B

ActiVity C

H. Learning Center

Activity A

Activity B

Activity C

Physical
Development

intellectual
Development'

Affective
Development

The following is a sample unit for 1-3 days' work,

learning Centersi Physical I ntellectua I
I

Affective
Development Development Development

1. Construction Center

Build a zoo out of Arm/hand precision Uses descriptive Works with group
blocic;. (manipulating blocks) vocabulary to cornwele project

2. Library Center

ProVide a collection Turning pages Classifying and Responds to indoor
of books for chdd-
ren to_explore
independently

observing
Uses language fre-
quently and with
enjoyment

limits

Adult will read
animal stories to
children;

Memory,
Labelihg,
Grouping

Cooperates and
responds in small
group

Children may Arm/hand Recall;
listen to records. preciSion Labeling

Cooking Center

Make animal Arm/hand UseS 6escriptive Works with group
cookies, precision vocabulary

Observing
to complete
projett

Math Cehter

COunt the animals Handles Recognizes sets Responds to
in a variety of
pictures.

pictures of 1, 2, 3 indoor limits
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Develop class
graph recording
kinds of pets
children have.

Discovery Center

Discuss pictures
and label a
variety of animals.

ExplOre_a varity
of wooden
animals Discuss
with adult

Eye/hand and
arm!' TI

COOr ion

Fins water jars
and food. bowls

Small muscle

View filmstrips
on "zoo animals"
and "pets"

Share photographs Fine rricor
of pets children arm/hand
have. Develop a precision
display using these
photographs.

3. Commurications
Center

Dictate on a tape
rc :order stories
about animals

Punches buttons
on tape recordei

Count squares in
a row an graph
Compare "most"
"fewer" -- "more"
'least"

Ot crying
Uses language
Uses descriptive
vocabulary

Label, compare,
recall characteris-
tics of animals

Label; compare,
recall characteris-
tics of animals

Communicatior
Labeling
Comparing

Observing,
classifying
Uses descriptive
vocabulary

Participates and
shares with others

Works coopera-
tively with
group

Willingness to
participate

Motivation to
listen

Willingness to
participate
Valuing self
and others

Listen§ to
another child

Asgessinent. The teacher will record growth of each child's participation in unit activities through
the on-going assessment checklists for all three 7reas of development.

During daily planning sessions, classroom staff should share observations about specific children
and share work completed by individual children.

4
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Recognition of Need

Recognizing those children who are_not suc- ding in the range of available activities provided in
the classroom is a first step to providing for the educaticnal needs of A LL children in the classroom.
This recognition should signal to the classroom teacher a need to carefully observe and assess the
child in an attempt to determine the cause(s) of the child's lack of success in this activity. At early
ages, lack of success in school type activities may appear as a developmental lag, a lack of experience
or a social/behavioral problem. Careful observation identifies where each child succeeds and where
more attention is needed.

Working with Parents

Basic educational activities in the home such as cutting, pasting, matching; talking; listening and get-
ting along with other children may provide needed practice for the child. Through parent/teacher
communication, parents may become aware of their importance as the first educators of their child.
If these_basic activities have not been mediated for the child in the home, there is a good chance the
child may appear "behind" other children in school. The kindergarten curriculum may be able to
overcome this lack of experience in the home, depending on the severity of the deficit. I n any case,
working with parents to assist them in contributing to the maximum development of the;r child can-
not be overestimated.

Role of the Teacher

Because the_ kindergarten teacher is usually the first professional educator the child meets; the
teacher's role is crucial in provicLig (1) appropriate school experiences in which the child can
experience success and (2) adequate diagnosis of need: The teacher must ALWAYS be wary of
labeling children. As described earlier in the handbook, effective teaching

gives children ample opportunity to succeed in a range of activity and materials;

continually assesses where children progress along the continuum of growth domains;

encourages success by matching children's levels of development with the levels of activity provided;

assumes children enrolled in any kindergarten program will represent a range of developmental
differences.

Teachers model acceptance or rejection of a child for the rest of the children In the classroom. When
the teactwr responds to a child as being "clumsy," "disruptive," "unable to succeed" nr "demanding
of teacher time," this misunderstanding will most likely be shared by children in the room. On the
other hand, when the teacher treats the child as challenging and capable of succeeding at some level,
others will be convinced of this as well.

Making Appropriate Referrals

When diagnostic teaching based on_child observations and parental communication do not increase a
child's performance, then appropriate professional referral becomes essential to determine in what
setting and how the child may be best taught. Working with school system personnel to confirm the
exceptional need o a child is most important. In Georgia, children with special needs beyond the
average population of children include those who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing and deaf,
speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, multihandicapped, hospital/
homebound, deaf-blind, have specific learning disabilities and are gifted.

Following the diagnosis of exceptional need by school system personnel, recommendations for work
with that child in the classroom may include

40
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allowing additional time fur the child to complete activities;

providing special equipment to complete activities (e.g., special magnifying dev ces for siOt or
hearing);

providing a special setting or increased interaction between the adult and child.

Communicating Special Needs to Other Children

Teachers should openly talk about exceptional needs with the other children in the classroom. All
children need to feel they are a vital part of the class and can participate to the best of their ability
in classroom activities.

Like adults, some children tend to overprotect children with special needs. Children need to under:
stand the circumstances surrounding the special condition of a child and learn how to work con-
structively with that child. Understanding that these children should be independent in their inter-
actions in the classroom is extremely important. Special accommodations may be needed for these
children.

Understanding how each individual in the classroom can most helpfully function under these condi-
tions will set the stage for a maximum learning environment for all children.

Many handicapping conditions are reversible.

The earlier the recognition of a special need and provision for that need, the better the chance of
making school success possible for the child.

Diagnostic teaching is necessary to identify and significantly affect whatever the special need of
a child may be.

Avoid labeling.

Every child, no matter what the level of development or condition, needs to experience support
and success in the classroom.
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LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST

4 5
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PROGRAM EVALUATION: LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Yes No Sometimes Notes

Planning

1. Long range planning is used to

A. Organize curriculum units, based on selection of
objectives thr individual child growth.

P.. Organize materials and equipment in advance.

2. Lon range planning is based on objectives
sequenced along a_ continuum of child growth
and development in the areas of

A. Physical development

B. Intellectual development

C. Affective development

3. The continuum of objectives.

A. States oblectives in a .1equence from simple
to complex within each curriculurn area.

B. Is used for planning children's daily
activity.

4. Daily planning sessions

A. Occur at a regular tiMe each clay.

B. Involve teachers and aides.

5. The planning process includes

A. Selecting objectives based on children's
observed activity.

B. Developing learning centers and activities
based on objectives matched to the need of
an individual child or group of children.

C. Selecting practical rneans of observing and
recording child growth ir. active learning
settings.

C. Consideration of al: three areas of child
growth (physical, intellectual; affective).

E. Consideration of children's past experiences
in and out of school.

F. Consideration of children's ideas about what
should be learned or experienced.

G. Identification of how each member of the
instructional team will function in the
classroom.

rnplementation

6. The physical space in the classroom

A. Is arranged into well defined learning centers.

B. Motivates children to participate in a wide
range of activity.

C. Encourages and supports an active learning
environment.

t
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Yes No Sometimes Notes

D. RePects the cultural background of the
children (bulletin boards, books,
equipment):

7. Adults in the classroom

A. Interact positively with individual children.

B. Observe individual children.

C. Give suggestions and support to a child whb
needs help:

D. Give feedback ,',") children about their work.

E. Record activQ2/ :Ind growth of children.

F Accept and use children's out-of-school
interests (televisio ; toys: etc.) as themes
for developing learning activities.

Teachers involve childremin the o%nning and
assessment process by encouraging children to

A. Talk about what they have done in the
classroom during

whole group discussion,
small group discussion,
individual conference.

B. Suggest activity themes and materials for use
in the classroom:

C. Help develop classroom rules:

9. Teachers support nildren's thinking by

A. Listening to children's ideas.

B. Veroaliy acknowledging children's actiVity.

C. Accepting the language and ideas of children.

Extending ideas of children:

E. Asking open-ended questions.

Evaluation

10. A variety of recording methods are used to
record individual child growth:

11. Daily evaluation sessions are held with

A. Individual children.

B. Small groups of children.

C. The entire class.

12. During evakiation sessions; teacher communi-
cation tocuses on the strengths of the child.

13. During evaluation sessions, the child is made
3ware of needed improvements.

14. A.child's success isbased on personal level of
development as related to the continuum of
objectives.
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Yes Sometimes
_

NOtes

Sthedulirig

15. The daily written schedule provides

A. Planning time for children.

B. Planning time for instructional personnel.

C. Time to observe and assess child growth:

D. Time blocks of one hour or more for
iearning center activity in which children
are responsible for self-initiated and self-
regulated activity selection.

E. There is_a balance between
independent exploratory/discotery
activities.

vigorous play and less active play:

indoor and outdoor activity.

16. The daily schedule identifies

A: Time blocks.

B. Learning center themes and activities:

C. Materials or equipment needed at each
learning center.

D. Daily routines (i.e., snack time, bathroom
break, lunch money collection, etc.).

_earning Centers

17. The_classroom is organized into four or more of
the following learning center areas.

A. Construction Center

B. Library Area

C. Cook Comet'

D. Garri8 Center

E. Multisensory Center

F. Exploration Center

G. Art Center

H. Dramatics Center

I. Motor Development Center

J. Other

8. Each center is organized around a theme.

9. Learning centers

A. Introduce new concepts and skilk.

B. Practice concepts and skills.

C. AssiSt each child to take responsibility for
his/her own learning.

D. Provide a variety of activity choices to
enhance individualized instruction. 4 8
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YeS Sometimes Notes

F.: Integrate physical,_affective and
intellectual development

F. Provide independent exploratory/discovery
learning experiences.

20. Activity oplons at each cerner account for a
range of child levels:

I
21. In managing learning centers

A. Whole group or small group planning sessions
areused to introduce !earning centers to
children.

B. Expectations for children's behavior at the
centers are clearly communicated to
children.

C. Children use a management system that
limits the number of participants in each
center (i.e., pocket chart, choice board. etc.).

D. There are enough centers in the room for all
children to_be involved, limiting each tenter
to five or less partk.pants at any one time.

22. Materials located at each center

A. Relate to the center theme.

B. Extend indMdual growth of children.

C. Support a range of chld levels.

D. Are primarily manipulative.

E Can be used successfully b f the childi en.

? . Evakiatiori of child growth at learning centers
is obtained

A. As adult interacts with child during activity.

B. As an adult observes child.

C. By reviewing work child has completed at
the center: -

D. By holding conferences with child.

rhe Teaching Team

!4. The teaching team consists of a teacher certified
in early childhood education ind a teaching
assistant.

15. During the daily planning andevaluation sessions,
the teacher and teacher assistant

A. Exchange specific behavioral observations of
children.

B. Record relevant information about children;

C. Select and plan learning activities for the
hekt day.

D. Identify adult roles and resnonsibilities in the
classroom for the next day.
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Yes No Sometimes Notes

26. The teacher and teacher assistant

A. Know and accept a common philosophy
concerning the education of young
childreit

B. Share routines and clerical chores.

C: Feel comfortable about openly expressing
ideas; suggestions and concerns to each other.

27. The instructional teaching team systematically
takes responsibility for communicating with the
following about program operation:

A. Parents

B. PrinCiPal

C. Supervisors

D. Other kihdergarten teachers

E. Primary grade teachers

F. Libra:ian or media specialist

G. Psychological services staff

H. Social workers

I. Secretaries

J. Custodial staff

! . The teaching team systematically takes
responsibility tor communicating with the
following about indiVidual children.

A. Parents_

B: Principal

C. Supervisors

D: Other kindergarten teachers

E. Primary grade teachers

F. Psychological services staff

G. Social workers

5 3
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AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW
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To become a person. with _confidence in himself.the.child needs to have opportunities to try himself
out by initiating ideas and actions which are successful most of the time. (Hughes, 1970)

Development of individuals who have positive attitudes toward themselves-, toward others, toward
school, and toward learning is a basic aim_of quality education for young children_ These important
goals form the hub around which successful lewning and development revolve. Positive attitudes
enable children to participate easily and successfully in the learning environment.

The teacher's ability to_integrate attitudinal development into all areas of kindergarten activity
greatly enhances the effectiveness of any educational experience for young children. The affective
domain supports children's efforts to

develop confidence in themselves and their feelings;

participate with others in successful ways;

accept and appreciate other people;

value people and learning.

Approaches to developing adequate affective development stress the adult's crucial role of
encouraging a climate in which children may develop positive attitudes. Effective teaching involveS
effective interaction. The effective teacher provides a learning environment in which children

can be successful most of the time;

are recognized as valued members of the group;

are accepted for who they are and what they bring witn them to school culture, language,
physical traits;

are recognized primarily for what they can do rather than what they cannot do;

are encouraged to ask questions and helped to find answers and solutions;

are encouraged to share their experiences from outside the school setting in order to use and
elaborate upon those experiences for future learning;

are required to do only that which they are capable of doing.

In these approaches to the affective development of children, teachers support children's growth by

accepting children's ideas;

listening to the child;

expressing confidence in the child;

suggesting new ways of exploring and working without pressure;

helping the hid to elaborate an idea;
helping the cId to evaluate personal behavior and accomplithments objectively;

reinforcing positive attitudes and achievements.

Child/teacher interactions must be consistently supportive. Activities must allow children to
experience success as well as support further growth and development. The total learning environ:
ment must consistently support, extend and reinforce positive attitudes of the children toward
themselves, toward others, toward school and toward learning.
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AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS
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AFFECTIVE GOALS

AWARENESS: P. literal awareness of oneself and others

WI LLINGNESS: Willingness to participate in school activities

RESPONDING: Motivation to listen to, accept and appreciate working with other people

VALUING: Valuing onetélf, other people and learning

A continuum of objectives has been developed for each affective pal area to assist in identifying
activities that will provide for a range of abilitiet and growth in this area of development The
reader will note that in addition to specific activity suggestions, classroom mmagement techniques
and classroom organization suggestions have been included to support this phase of child develop-
ment.

The following objectives and 8ctivities for each goal area are suggested for implementation with
kindergarten children.
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AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
SCOPE OF GOALS, GOAL AREAS

AND OBJECTIVES
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Goal AWARENESS

Go& Area Awareness of self

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child can state his/her complete name, address and phone number.

2. The child can describe him/herself physically.

3. The child can identify his/her own feelings.

4. The child can identify him/herself as somebody other people like.

Goal Area Awareness of others

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child can identify other children.

2. The child can describe other children.

3. The child responds to feelings of others.

Goal WILLINGNESS

Goal Area Willingness to work in activity

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child willingly participates in a particular activity.

The child willingly participates in a variety of activities.

Goal Area Willingness to work with others

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child willingly participates w;th a particular group.

2. The child shares his/her experience with children outside the iroup.

Goal RESPONDING

Goal Area Responds to others

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child listens to another child.

2. The child answers another child's request.

3. The child anticipates another child's need.

Tha child shares something of value with another child.

Goal Area Responds to a group

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child responds to limits set for classroom and outdoor activity.

2. The child takes responsibility for personal role as a member of the group.

3. The child contributes to group discussions and group planning by supplying relevant information
and ideas and asking thought-provoking questions.
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Goal VALUING

111 Goal Area Values self

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will take care of his/her physical self.

2. The child win state his/her wishes and opinions.

3. The child will defend his/her wiShes and opinions.

Goal Area Values others

1. The child will listen to another child's opinions.

2. The child will a: or another child's opinion.

3. The child will consider different points of view before forming an opiniol

4. When the group cannot agree, the child will suggest a compromise.

r-0 7
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AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
CHILD ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
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CHILD ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST: AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
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AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMEN-
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Go
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Goal AWARENESS

Goal Area Awareness of self

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child can state his/her complete name, adoress and phone number.

2. The child can describe him/herself physically.

3. The child can identify his/her own feelings.

4. The child can identify self as somebody other people like.

Suggested Activities

1. The child can state his/her complete name, address and phone number.

Consistently address children by name. During the first week of school, the teaching staff may wish
to put name tags on the children to assist all adults in the classroom and school to address each
child by name.

Read books to children such as Maria, Everybody has a Name.

Print child's name on each piece of work he/she completes (e.g., a picture child has drawn, a
story a child has dictated)

Develop a class looseleaf notebook with a pemonal page for each child, including name, addres and
phone number; a photograph of the child taken while participating in a classroom activity; a sentence
describing the picture, dictated by the child. When the youngster can state his/her complete name,
address and phone number, he/she gets to take the page of the notebook home.

2. The child car describe self physically.

Sing song, "Head; Shoulders; Knees and Toes."

Give child a small hand _mirror to identify the basic parts (e.g., face, hair, ears, eyss, nose, mouth,
forehead, eyebrows, eyelashes, cheeks, lips, teeth, chin). Then ask children to describe w!-ere a cer-
tain part is located. Activity may lead to development of a book consisting of dictated seAtences
from children to describe each part of their bodies.

Outline child's body on a large sheet of paper. Have child draw or paint in specific characteristics.
Display these outlines the classroom or the hallway. You moy want to have other children guess
who each outline represents.

3. The child can identify his/her own feelings.

Encourage children to talk about their feelings as they experience a variety of activities. For
example; "How did you feel after you had finished climbing to the top of Stone Mountain?"
"How did you feel after you realized that you had bumped into her accidentally?" "How did you
feel when mud got splashed on your jeans?"
During whole group discussion time, show the children a series of pictures of children showing a
variety of emotions (e.g., happy, angry, bored, sad). Ask children to identify how these children
feel. Ask the children to recall when they had feelings just like the child in the pictiire.
Develop a "Feelings" book or mural in which children dictate an incident that made them feel

. Have children illustrate their dictation.

4. The child can identify self as somebody other people like.

Throughout the day, adults in the classroom need to praise children and tell them why they like
their behavior or work. The more specific the teacher can be, the more helpful this will be for the
child. For example, the teacher might say, "I believe that collage is the shiniest collage I have ever
seen." Sincerity, on the part of the teacher, is very important.
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During whole group discussions, thank children for such things as sharing 8 new experience, sharing
an idea, sharing a favorite book.

Have fun with all of the children. Systematically choose to engage with a single child cr a group of
children for fun; balance on the teeter totter; play games with the children rather than directing
the games all of the time.

Goal Area Awareness of othcrs

Continuum of Objectives

1. The chiid can identify other children.

2. The child can describe other children.

3. The child responds to feelings of others.

Suggested Activities

1. The child can identify other children.

Play circle name game. First child says, "I want you to meet Gary." Second child says, "I want you
to meet Gary and Brenda." The third child says, "I want you to meet Gary, Brenda and Martha."
Play Blind Man's Bluff. One child is blindfolded. Another child is selected to go up to the blind-
folded child. The child who is blindfolded must try to guess who the child is by feeling the child.
If the child who is blindfolded cannot guess the name of the child after three tries, the other child
is blindfolded.

Ask children if they can tell you who is absent from class.

2. The child can describe other children.

Play I Spy. One child describes another child without saying the child's name. The rest of the
children try to guess which child is being described. The first child to identify the child by name
gets to describe another child for the class.

Develop riddles with children to describe children in the class, For example
He has blond hair and blue eyet.
He likes to1 look at books about ships.
His father is a policeman.
His name is

These riddles may be written down and placed in a book to be read back to the children.
Answers to each riddle may be put on the back of each riddle page.

Develop bar graphs to describe characteristicS of the children such as birthdays, shoe size, weight,
waist size, height, color of hair. DiScuSS who is represented by each bar on the graph.

3. The child responds to the feelings of other children.

6 Share with the children your own experiences of helping or sympethizing with another person.
Encourage children to share their own similar experiences with you.
Shaw children a series of pictures in which children are in need of help, e.g., a child dropping
grocery bag full of groceries, a child falling, a child who it hungry. Discuss what they would do
if they met the child in the picture.

Take every opportunity tia Share wiu the class incidents involving children in the classroom who
helped a child who needed help. If the children involved are willing, they might share with the
group how they felt while the ineident happened and how they felt when another child gave them
some help or offered a kind word.
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Goal WILLINGNESS

Goal Area WiHingness to work in activity

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child willingly participates in a particular activity.

2. The child willingly participates in a variety of activities.

Suggested AttiVitiet

1. The child willingly participates in a particular activity.
Establish clear expectations for the child for a particular activity. Give the child enough support
that success is almost assured. Compliment the child on completing the activity.

Havingiven clear directior, for involvement in an activity, ask the child to complete the activity
alone. Be available to the child if assistance is needed. Compliment the child on completing the
activity:
Ask the child to manipulate a set of materials located at a center to find out something about
those materials; Allow the child to work independently or with another child; After several min-
utes encourage the child to describe the objects. Value the discoveries by sharing them with other
members of the class or writing them down to share later:

2. The child willingly particates in a variety of activities.
Describe a variety of things a child might do at one learning center. For example, at the Multi-
Sensory Center; the child may try to guess what smell is contained in each of the six smelling
jars or look through a smell book or use a tape recorder to describe how a piece of food smells.
The child selects one of the activity options and completes the activity; Time permitting, the
child may repeat the activity or select another activity at the center.

During whole group planning and discussion time, the teacher describes the activities that are
located at each of the learning centers that week. Each child is asked to select the learning center
they would like to work in first. At the end of the week, each child is expected to have completed
at least one activity at each center. _Each child will place his/her name tag at a center in which
he/she completed at least one activity each day.

Locate interest cer:ters in the classroom which contain a variety of activities based on the children's
interest and which are available to the children anytime during the day when they are not involved
in planned whole group or small group activity.

The children are allowed to select an activity that they want to do during self selection time. Acti-
v:ties availablc during this time are listed on a chart with a symbol after each one to help the
children to remember what the activities are. Each child's name is listed at the top of the chart.
Each Child colors in the appropriate box to indicate which activity he/she has selected for that day.

C. Area Willingness to work with others

Cont -iuum of Objectives

1. 1n. child willingly participates with a particular group.

The child shares experiences with children outside the group.

.

ygeStEu A.:=,tivito6s

i. The child willingly participates with a particular group.

Organize a daily planning time with the children in which they may request participation with a
particular group.

Organize children in different ways throughout the school year. For example, at times you may
ask chiidren to work together who have a similar interest. At times you may ask children to work
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together who have c similar need. At times you may ask children to work together because they
selected to work together.

Rotate groups through the learning centers. Each group works together at a cent,Ir and rotatets
through the rest of the centers together, during the rest of the day or the reSt of th0 week.

2. The child wiHingly shares experiences with other children outside the group.

During whole group planning and discussion time, encourage children working in different
groups to share what they have done.

Encourage children to have their work displayed in a designated area of the classroom. Allow
children to lool: at and discuss the displa ts with other children.

Goal = RESPONDING

Goal Area Responds to others

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child listens to another child.

2 The child antwert another child's request.

3. The child anticipates another child's need.

4; The child shares something of value with another child:

Suggested Activities

1. The child listens to another child.

Play Simon Says. Orie -child gives directions to the rest of the children. Each time he/she prefaces
the ditectibh With "Simon Says," the children must follow the direction; Each_time the direction
iS ribt prefated with "Simon Says," theichildren should disregard the directions._Any child who
makes a mistake must sit down; The object of the game is to seat as many children as possible.

Play Add a Line Children areseated in a circle. The first child says, "I went to the grocery store,
and J bought a popsicle: The second child says, "I went to the grocery store, and I bought a
popsicle and a drum stick:" The third child in the circle says, "I bought a popsicle, a drum stick
and a piece of celery."

Establish polite hauits while children are listening to another child talk about an experience during
whole group time. Encourage the children to listen carefully enough that they can share with some-
one else what the child said.

2. The child answers another child's request.

Talk with children about different ways to ask or request things. The book What Do You Say Dear
may be a helpful way to start the discussion. Compliment childreh on their polite requests.

Encourage children to participate in activity planning. During planning time; encourage children to
s-3re ideas and requests for new and different activities. Ask children for ideas that will incorporate
1. :se requests into the next day's activity.

St! A learning center leaders who will answer questions that other children at the center may have
and who will get additional materials and resources if needed.

3. The child anticipates another child's need.

Using ;:ctures or a filmstrip, ask the children whet they might do to help each child in the pictures.
Ask thc children tc discuss times when they were able to help another child because they knew
ahead of t. -he what was needed.
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Play I am Going To Need. Children are seated in a circle. The first child makes up a story such as,
"1 am fixing lunch. I want to make some sandwiches:I am going to need ." The
second child finishes the last statement and begins a story of his/her own.

Talk with children in large or small groups about incidents that happen in the classroom and on
the plz.,1round. Encourage the children to think about ways they might have helped the child in
need. Prai..- children who offer help voluntarily so that the entire class knows about these efforts.

4. The child shares something of value with another child.

As children bring things from home to share with the rest of the class, talk about how this property
should be taken care of while in the classroom: Always allow the child who owns the property to
decide if she/he wants individual children to handle it Praise children who obviously are taking
good care of someone else's property.

Encourage children ;o talk about their most prized possessions. The teacher may write this feel-
ing into a book illustnted by the child. The teacher could ask, "What is your favorite thing that
belongs just to you?" "Why do you like it so much?" "Who would you be willing to share this
with?" "If 'you share this with somebody else, how would you want them to handle it?"

Goal Area Responds to a group

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child responds to limits set for classroom and outdoor activity.

2. The child takE for his/her role ac a member cf the group.

3. The Child Cont
and ideas and asi,

discusskms and group planning by supplying relevant inforrnation
. -,voking questions.

Suggested Aco

1. The chiid ,os iiJ. nrcs- set for assroom and outdoor activity.

Before children parLicil _-!.te in a group activity; discuss with them expectations for behavior that
will allow members of the class to:live together more happily. Emphasize the need to respect the
rights of other people. Develop a shact set of rules through which they will learii to respect the
rights of others. For example; "Everyone in this classroom has the right to move around the
classroom without getting hurt Therefore, we will always walk in the classroom. Everyone in
the classroom has the right to ask for help on a project, if it is needed. Therefore, we will always
use 'inside voices' in the classroom so people can he heard when they speak."

During whole group time, encourage children to share problems they might have had completing
work at a center. If appropriate, ask the other children to suggest how this problem might be
avoided in the future.

2. The children take responsibility for personal role as group members.

ive children opportunities to participate in a variety of groups. Some groups are organized by
interest, some by need and others are based on a skill level.

Ask children to assume different roles in a group For example, one child will get the materials,
another child will return the materials, another child will put the children's work in a folder.
Have children decide whir:ri member of the group will pei form certain tasks.

3. The child contributes to group discussions and group planning by supplying relevant information
and ideas and asking thought-provoking questions.

During whole group planning and discussion time, review with the children what happened today:
Then discuss with the children what will happen tomorrow. Encourage the children to participate
in the plan for tomorrow by asking what activities require more time than was available today, or
what they might like to add to-- learning center to make tomorrow's activity easier. The
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respolte to these and other questions should be incorporated into the next day's planning. The
adultt in the clatsrObrh will need to add their own knowledge about the children in making final
decisions about tomorrow's activities.

Work with small groups of children to organize a particular project. Compliment children as they
ask relevant questions about the plan. Encourage children to think together to answer these
questions.

Goal VALUING

Goal Ares Values self

Continuum of Objective§

1. The child will take care of physical self.

2. The child will state hls/her wishes and opinions.

3. The child will defend his/her wishes and opinions.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will take ,--fte of the physical self.

REad books to children which deal with such topics as brushing teeth, eating good food,
getting dressed.

Put a variety of cleaning and grooming items in the Housekeeping Center. For example, soap and
water, play barber and beauty parlor sets, clothes. Encourage children to dramatize getting ready
for bed, getting ready for school; preparing food. Pick up cues from the children about theft
understanding of self-care.

Organize a learning center around the theme "Keeping Healthy." Activity options might include
cutting out pictures of good food to eat and pasting these pictures on a class mural, dictating a
sequence of act:vitv related to getting up in the morning, drawing pictures of people who are taking
care of themselves.

2. The child will state his/her wishes and opinions.

Acknowledge children's requests_when they are clearly stited. Compliment children for asking for
something clearly. As much as possible, do not recognize children when they point or whine. The
teacher may want to assist a child to state a request, if it is felt that the child may lack langtiage
to make the request.

Ask children individually and in groups to give their opinion about something that happened in the
classroom, e.g., "How Might we make it easier to wash the brushes 3t the art center?" As much as
possible, accept in some form the contribution of the child.

3. The child will defend his/her wishes and opinions.

During group discussion time;_when children do not agree on a solution, ask individual children to
ekplain Why they think their solution is the best solution. Assist the children tip defend their deci-
sions as the most reasonable solution. The children may also be assisted tO deVelbp cOmPrOmise
decision based on thi.7 discussion.

Allow children opportunity to try out a solution. Talk with the children following the try out to
conclude whether or not the solution tried out worked well. Be sure that success or fai,ure of the
child is not a part of this process. Focus on determining what does and does not work.

Goal Area Values others

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will listen to another child's opinions.
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2. The child will ask another child for an op ~lion.

3. The child will consider different points of view before forming an opinion.

4. When the aroup cannot agree, the child will suggest a compromise.

Suggested Activities

1. The child Will liSten to another child's OPinionS.

Provide a model for children's listening behavior by sincerely listening to children in a variety of
settigs.
Discussion of the right of all children to be heard should lead to establishing how we listen to
another child. For example, looking at the child speaking, not disturbing others or our own
listening by speaking or moving.

Encourage childrer to respond to another opinion by stating why they agree or disagree with :he
opinion.

2. The child will ask another child for an opinion.

During large and small group meetings encourage children to work together by sharing with each
other ideas for how to complete a project

Encourage children to consider the variety of_ ways children can get help with an activity if :hey
need it. This help may_corne from adults or children in tne classroom. Praise children for seeking
help when they need it.

3. The child Will consider different points of view before forming al opinion:

Encourage children to work in groups to solve a problem; then state their coliective solution to
an adult or to the class at large.

Plan a touchbox activity in which children guess the names of the objects after feeling them. Have
small groups of children work together to agree on the items in the touchbox before reporting their
conclusions to an adult or to the whole group.

4. When the group cannot agree; the child wiH suggest a compromise.

During whole group planning and discussion sessions; assist children to reach a c'.ompromise. solu-
tion. Use the term compromise to describe the discussion process.

As children plan in small groups, talk about the fact that sometimes everyonc il r, jiOree on
what to do: When this happens,_it is necessary to get everyone's ideas and then, as a group; decide
on how these ideas might be put together to co. ,e out with a workable plan. The children will
need much adult support in these effortS. ComPliment the children in front of the group when
they are able to come up with a comPromise Plan.

Goal Area Values learning

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child remains involved in a learning activity until the task is completed.

2. The child seeks new learning activity.

3. The child shares with others what she/he has learred.

Suggested Activities

1. The child remains involved in a learning activity until the task is completed.

Be sure that the child is capable of successfully completing an activity before she/he is expected to
complete the activity. Prior observations of the child working determines the me.ch between the
child's level of ability and the task. At the very beginning of the year, engage children in a variety
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of high_ intcrest activities which are a best guess as to successful activity for a group of five-year-olds.
For example, form boards, puzzles, stringing macaroni; sand and water play are usually high interest,
success )riented activities for this age child.

Reinforce t!ke completion of activity. This may include displaying Nprk children have completed,
talking with them about work they hnve completed, 3sking them to share with somebody else
something they have r mp

2. The child seeks new learning activity.

Encourage children to add suggestions for activity during the hole group planning sessions.

Consistently provide a range of options at the learning centers so that new activity is added to the
center as children are capable of handling it.

3. The child shares with others what she/he has learned.

Saturate the classroom errfironment with displays of children's work. These displays should change
every few days to allow children to share this work with their families.

Allow children to talk about what they are doing with other members of the group or the class.
Support children to talk about whet they learned in addition to describing the activity.
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AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST
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PROGRAM EVALUATION: AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT

Yet No Sometimes Notes

Continuur. . of Objectives

1. A continuum of objectives in the affectiVe area
is used to

A. assess individual child growth and need;

B. select and plan classroom activity:

Classroom ActiVitiet

2. In all classroom activities, children are
supported to

A. develop confidence in themselves and
their feelings;

B. siiecessfüliy participate with others;

C. accept and appreciate other people;

D. valti people and learning.

. The !ol/owing specific ieF.mina 3ctivities_have
been oianfied accnrclino to one or more of
thP gbal 'i-,.,;-i dP....:4 ibed within the continuum
of objeti:,:.-,

A AtAfrienei.s. The child is deVeloping a

ral_awareness f,-. self arid pertOnal
f'.ngs.

B. Willingnes.i. The child is develooing the
ability to successfully participate with
Others in a variety of ways.

C. Responding. The chod is developing
the ability to_listen to-, dczept and
appreciate other people.

D. Valuing_Th e child it deVelcpng the
7 bil;ty to accept and value learning
and people:

Learning Environment

I. The teacher provides a learning environment
in which children

A. can be successful most of the fiend;

B; are recogni2, s_participating and
valued members of the group;

C. are accepted for who they_ are and vi:hat
they bring with them to school (culture;
language, physical traits);

D. are recognizediprimarily for what they
can do rather than what they cannot do;

E. are encouraged_to ask quettioni and
helpel to find answe:s and solutiont,

F. are eocouraged to share their expeientas
from out cle the school setting in order
to use ant, elaborate upon that experience

,
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Yes No Sometimes Notes

5.

G. are requir6d to do only that which they
are capable of doing.

Teachers support growth of children by

A. accepting the ideas of children;

B. listening to the child;

C. expressing confidence in the child;

D. suggesting new ways of exploring and
working without pressure;

E. helping the child to articulate an idea:

F. helping the child to evaluate behavior
and acconplishments obie,

G. reinforcing the child's p :sith-ie att *_udé
and success.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW
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"In a very real measure; the degree ofsuccess the elementary child experiences in his work and
play is influenced by his ability to execute movement patterns effectively and efficiently. For the
child, movement is one of the most used means of non-verbal communication and expression. It
is one of the important avenues through which he forms impressions about himself and his environ-
ment." (Elementary School Physical Education Commission, 19771

The y_oung child's physical development, as described above, critically affects all other areas f
development Through physical activities, chiluren acquire knowledge about their own physicz:1
capabilities and limitations as a basis for a positive and accurate self-image. Children become more
sensitive to the needs and feelings of others and develop positive leadership skills as they begin to
interact with others in simple_games._Much of the young child's understanding in all curriculum
areas occurs as the result of physical interactions with objects and other people: Movement is crucial
to the development of such basic concepts as time, space, motion, force and balance. Since mo :. of
the young child's learning is expressed through some form of motor behavior, it is critical to stimu-
late physical development in a quality kindergarten program.

In selecting appropriate activities to further the physical development of kindergarten children, the
following developmental characteristics shoul, be considered.

Development of motor skilis oceurs :n approximately the same 7-,.cluence, but not at the same rate.
All children do not automatically become skilled in physical activities. There is a need for practxe
and adult guidance or instruction.

Children are naturally active; they need oppertunities to explore movement possibilities by moving
freely.

* Development of fundamental movements (running, jumping, throwing, catching, balancing) occurs
primarily during the preschool ;':,?r5.

Regardless of the specific activity planned to enhance physical development, the role of the adult
is crucial in creating a climate in which children can develop controlled, physically fit bodies.

The effective teacher should provide a learning environment in which

children are active mott of the time;
icompetition s minimized;

* children are provided with a variety of interesting arid challenging activities;

appropriate types and amounts of equipment are available;

individual efforts are recognized and mistakes are treated as a natural part of the learning process;
all children are encouraged to participate at their own level of skill creative approachei to
movement problems are encouiraged;

children are encouraged to evaluate their own performance.

The kindergarten teacher should encourage and should guide the efforts of children to use move-
ment as a means to control and adjust to their environment. As children beco-ne competent in a
variety of physical skills; they develop a sense of self-confidence and security that leads them to
initiate new physical experiences.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
GOALS
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Physical Goals

GROSS MOTOR

FINE MOTOR

Physical activity involving the use of large muscles.

Physical activity involving the use of small muscles.

Goal areas have been identified for each of the major physical development goals. For each goal area,
a continuum of objectives and suggested activities have been developed to meet the physical develop-
ment needs of children with a range ot ability.

The following objectives and activitioi are suggested for implementation with kindergarten children.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
SCOPE OF GOALS, GOAL AREAS

AND OBJECTIVES
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Goal GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

Goal Area Static balance

Continuum of Objectivas

1. The child will explore a variety of nonlocomotor movements in which the body remains in one
stable position.

2. The child will use different parts of the body as a base of support.

3. The child will use a combination of rionlocomotor movements with stability.

Goal Area Dynamic balance

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will maintain balance while exploring a variety of locomotor movements.

2. The child will make smooth transitions when changing directions, landing, stopping and starting
locomotor movements.

3. The child will use a combination of locomotor movements with stability.

Goal Area Gross motor coordination

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will explore various ways to move from one place to another in a coordinated way.

2. The child will be able to move in various speeds, directions, levels and rhythms.

3. The child will be able to combine movements with a variety of equipment.

ik The child will be able to coordinate movements with those of another child.

Goal Area Agility and endurance/strength

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will explore different amounts of force that can be use,' with locomotor movements.
2. The child will participate in sustained vigorous activity.

Goal Area Arm and hand precision

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will explore various ways to move the arms and hands.

2. The child will explore various ways to move the arms and hands in combination with different
types of equipment.

Goal Area Hand and finger dexterity

Continuum of Objectives

1. The chitu will explore different ways to move hand and fingers.

2. The child will explore various ways the hands and fingers can manipulate different types of objects.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
CHILD ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
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Child Assessment Cheallst for Physical Development

P 5-7' :' K, ..., I n
1 g

I er-

I

-

Indicators
(Derived from Basic Curriculum Content)

Height
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Age

1. Head

0.
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o

0
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0

2. Nose

3. Ears

4. Chin

5: Neck

6. Shoulders

7: Chest

8. Stomach

9. Back

1 0. .

11. Eft,

12: Hands

13. Le-S

ld. Knees
t..

15. Feet

16. Walk Forward

K r0 g
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17: Walk Backward

18. Walk Sidewavq

19. Walk High

20. Walk Low

21. Run Forwaid

22. Jump in Place

23. Hop on Right Foot

24. Hop on Left Foot

25. Gallop
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Indicators
(Derived from Basic Curriculum Content)
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27. Stsnd on Left Foot

28. Body Stretch

29. Touch Toes

W. Sguat and Tuck

31. Twist

32 Turn Around

33. Flex Hand and Extend Fingers

34. Beanbag Catch

K
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CD r)
7 c...
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35. Roll Ball

36. Catch %II

37. Kiti; E....1!

38. Bou ,3all

S
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Guidelines for the Test EvaluatorGrades K-1

Physical Education Motor Skills and Fitneu Screening
Trst Item

1-1.

Identification of
Body Parts

-Instructions Evaluator Should Observe Test Obj_e_c_tNe_

Face evaluator. Poin-t to or toucht he-
indicated body parts: (Test no more than
five students at one time )

The child's-ability-to identify own body
parts_as they are called out _

Student merely imitating other students

Body ::,,..E-eness

Coordinatoi
Directionality
Rhythm

16

Walk ForWard

(Observe from side.)
Walk to a given line or object approximately
10 feet away.

Posture
Balance _

Arm swing (opposition)
Rhythm
Correct foot plant (heel-tbe)
Stride
Eye focus (straight ahead)

17.

Walk Backward

(Observe from side.)
(May be incorporated with Test Item 16;
e.g.; walk forward;_stop, walk backward).
Walk approximately 10 feet.

Posture
Balance
Eye focus

Coordination
Directionality

18.

Walk Sideways Idirection

fObser_ve from front.)
Walk sideways approximately 10 feet in one

and return facing same direction.

Btlance
Change of direction
May step or slide

Directionality

19.

Walk High

(Observe from front.)
Extend arms over head and walk forward on
tiptoes.
Walk approximately 10 feet.

Extension of arms
Balance
TiptoeS

Dynamic balance
Drectionality

20.

Walk Low

(Observe from front.)
Flex trunk and legs and walk forward.
Walk approximately 10 feet.

Balance
Student remaining in tucked position

Dynamic balance
Directionality

21.

Run Forward

(Obser . arm motion from side.)
(Observe leg action from rear.)
Run to given line or object approximately
20 feet away.

Posture
Arm art,on (cpposition with legs)
Le9 a0G-P
Footplant
Rhythm
Balance
Eye focus

Rhythm
Coordination

22

Junk I n Place

Jump five consecutive times, leaving and
landing with both feet.
Remain-in same location.
Jump as high as possible:

Knee flexion
Balencz
ATM-usage
Take-off and landing (balanced on balls of
feet)

Dynamic balance

23:

Hop on
Right Fcot

Hop five consec,..tve times on right foot.
Remain in same location.
(Do no t. allow student to use objects for
balance.)

Balaiice
Arm movement
Foot plant
Posture
Knee flexion

Dynamic balance
Laterality

24.

HOP oh
Left Foot

Hop five consecutive times on left foot.
Remain in same location.
(Do not allow student to use objects for
balance.)

Balance
Arm movement
Foot plant
Posture
Knee flexion

DynamiC balance
Laterality

25.

Gallop Around a
Circle

(Provide circle eight feet to 10 feet in
diameter"
(Approximately three to five students gallop
at one time.)
Gallop in one direction; not necessary to
reverse direction.
(Let student choose lead leg.)

Correct leg action
Rhythm
Balance
Arm action
Posture

Laterality

26.

Stand on
Right Foot

Balance on right foot for approximately five
seconds. Keep eyes open.
(Arm position Is optional.)
Stand up straight.

Balance
Posture

Static balance
Laterality

Note: Teachers should explain and demonstrate all items except 1-15, which they should exp:al., on;y P. _ ntheses indicate teache,
information.
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_ Test Item

27.

Stand on
tett Foot

Body Stretch

Instructions

Balance on Isit font for approximately five
seconds.
Keep er:s L:pen.
(Arm position is optional.)
Stand up straight.

Evaluator Should Observe

Balance
Posture

Objective

StEt t-..:ance
Late'al *y

Stretch upward full extension, standing on
toes for five seconds.
Stretch arms upward above head.
(Say, "Make yourself as tall as you can ano
hold !:,. or "Reach for th- sky.")

3alance
Extension

Touch Toes

Bend from waist, keeping knees straight.
Touch toes.
Stand with feet shoulder-width apart.

30.

Squat and Tuck

31:

Twist

Squat on feet in tuck position
(head down, arms around knees).
(Say, "Make yourself as small as you can.

Stand with feet shOulder Width apart.
Put-hands on hips.
Twist to one side (left), then to the other
side (right).

32.

Turn Around

33.

Hand Flexion
and Extension

Make complete Circle, remaining in the
same area on floor.

_Avofrt spinning on heel or toe.

Balance
Flexibility

Balance
Flexibility

Flexibility
BalaricE

Body image
Static balance

Directionality

Flexibility
Dynamic balance
nirectionality

: balance
nility

Hexibility
Directionaliti

Bodt ccintrol
Kinesthetic Awareness
Dynamic balance

Make a fist with both hands.
Extend fingers as far as possible with both
hands.

Tightness of fist
Full extension Of fingers

Strength

ad.

Beanbag Catch

35.

Roll Ball to a
Target

(Use beanbag.)
(Beanbag is tossed underhand to student
from a distance of five feet)
Catch beanbag with both hands.

Visual tracking of oeanbag
Eto-hand coordination
Catching ability

(Use 81/2-: or 10-inc", playground ball.)

Knfti around eight- io 10-foot circle.
Rollbal! straight across circle to another
student _

_(May be used with Test Item 36.)

36.

Catch Rolling
Bail

Visual tracking of ball
Accuracy of placement
Eye-hand coordination

Eye-hand coordination

Eye-hand coordination

(Use 81/2- or 10-inch playground ball.)

Kneel-around eight- to 10-foot circle.
Stop ball with hands.
_(May be used -vith Test Item 35.)

Visual tracking of ball
Eye-hand cobrdination

Eye-hand coordination

37. (The ball and s:dent ,r." stationary.)
Stand approximately 12 ;(isas behind the
ball.

(Student is given one attempt to kick the
ball.)

Kick the_ball approximately 10 ..ches in a
general forward direction.
Use preferred leg.
Make zontact with toe, top of foot or instep
of foot for kick.
(Obsenre from side.)

Kitk Stationary
Ball

38.

Bounce Bali

(Use 81/2- or 10-inch playground ball.)
Use both hands.
Bounce hall five times in succession
without catching it.
(Ball bounces no higher than Chest level.)
(Student remains in same location.)

Eye-foot coc,dination
Visual attention to the task
!..eg Swing
Belance
Point of contact

Eye-hand coOrdincltion
Visual a,tention to ti-P r
BalariO

Eye-foct coordination
Dynamic balance

Eye-hand coordination
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PHYSICAL nEVELOPMEN1
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
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Goal GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

As children experiment with various ways to understand, adjust to -ohtrol their erwironrnent,
their motor performancP. ' : ,-,nstant'y influenced :`.)y the following ;es of movement.

Force (e.g., light hezwv;

Tiine (e.g.; fast slow; gradual sustained)

Flow (e.g.; smooth jerky)

t Space (e.g., high medium low level; wide narrow range; forward backward diagaial direc-
tion; straight zigzag pattern)

o Environment (0.g., varuus surfaces, textures and equipment)

(Gallahue, Werner and Luedke, 1975)

The teacher should activities for physical development that allow children to experience each of
these qualities of moVement in a variety of ways; Activities should be planned to follow a cycle of

ekPloring t' 9 variety of movements possible in a given setting;

discover,lo lolutions to muternent problems;
comt. -arniliar movements to form an integrated pattern.

individual_ performance and improvement should be emphasized throughout the g.ott nibtoi develop=
ment program: The process of solving movement problems posed by the teacher or by the PhYsical
environment should be more important than competition t.,,ich peers. The teacher Should eneburge
cf .7.n to use movement ascreative seif-expression. Most activives planned for young children
sh &low for individual differences by accepting more than one correct response:

Within the broad goal of gross rrctor development, the following goal areas have been identified;

Nonloconv.,tor balance, SUM as balancing on one foot;

Balance whe; thc body is motion, wch as walking a balance beam
or riding a bicyck.

Body_issenerally vi coordinated so 'hat the individual Can success-
fully participate in mcrt Aiming ute of mutcles.
Participo -on in activities which require use Of muscles oVer an
extendeo period of time.

Static Balance

Dynamic L,alance

Gross Motor Coordination

Agility and Endurance/
Strength

(Lillie, 1975)
Goal Area Ftatic balance

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will_explore a variety of nonloLornotor movements in whiC, the bc-Jy rernint in -orl
stable position.

2. The child will use different parts o4 thF y as a base of support.

3. The child will Ute 6 combination o iloi-;;ocomotor movements with stability;

Suggested Activities
.-1. The child will eXprore a variety ot noniocomotor movements in which the body remains in one

stable position.

Give children directions for bending, stretching, turning or twisting individual body parts (e.g.,
"Put your ear close to your shoulder." "How high can you reaf..:1?" "Turn at many wayt at you
can on one foot."). This might be played as a "Simon Says" game.

Show children pictures of objects or animals (e.g., tree, elephant, frog, windmill). Have them
imitate the position and movement of the picture.
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Give children hula hoops to rotate around various body parts (e.g., waist, arms, legs).

Play "Freeze" Allow children to ,ove in individual ways in one soot. When they hear the
signal, they must "freeze" and ' : mat pition until they hear the signal again.

2. The Child will be able to use different parts of the body as a base of support.

Give verl,al challenges for body positioning (e.g., "Make the whole front of your bOdy touch
the floor." "Touch the floor with just two body parts." "Balance Without your feet tout' iing
the floor. ').

Have children keep hands in one spot on the floor and move feet into different positions:
Make a shape with the body; Change the shape of the bridge (e.g., make it high, g,
twrsted).

3. The child will be able to use a combination of nonlocomotor movements with stability.

Have children combine different bases of support with landing, stretching or twisting move-
ments (e.g., stretch arms and legs in many different ways while reSting on your back, on your
stomach, on your hands and knees).

Ask children to show how irdny ways they can c /1

ward, sideways.

Have children make transit' ons from one body position to another (e.g., "Make yourself into a
tiny ball, then jump as high as you can.").

thcir arms while bending forward; batk:

4' Put a Smali collectibn of nhjects on the floor. Have children pick them up with one hand while
standing on one foot.

Goal Area Yvamic balance

Continuum EA Objectives

1. The child will maintaiil balance ,-ing a variety of locomotor movement-,.
2. The child wi i. make smooth trar1is MIL!, Lnanging directions, landing, stopping and starting

iocomotor moverr

3. 'The z:hild will use a combination of locomotor movements wiih

Stiggested Ac tiv ties

1. The .3hild wiii maintain balai-ice while exploi ir,re a variety of locomcor movement....

Use verbal challenges (e.g., "Show me different wayg to move on your feet." "How can you rol;
fi ow here to the wall?").

Play iollovd the iacler with groups of three to four children. The leader snou,1 use different
methods of moving from one place to another.

Neve children walk or run with the body in various positions (e.g , bent forward, with knees high,
With arms above the head, on tiptoes).

Have children move in various ways on t ne of tape or a balance beam (e.g., walk slowly with
alteriate feet in front, walk with one toot always leading, walk sideways, walk with bean bar:
Loa, on head).

2. The child will make smooth transitions when changing directions, landing, Stopping and star t:rig
locomotor movements.

Dodge an imaginary and then a real ball (lightweight material) in a variety of positions (e.g., by
bending while in one spot, by running or jurroing out of the way).

Use O seriet of boxes of various heights to give children opportunities to experiment with landings.
Guide theM to explore new ways (e.g., try landing with feet close together, with feet wide apart,
with one foot in front of the other).
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i Play "Jump:the Creek" by placing two ropes on the 'oor for children to jump over. Difficulty can
be changed by the distance betwee the ropes and the type of jump used.

Play a variation of "Freeze' Children may move around the r; 71 until they hear the signal. Cnal-
lenge them to stop in different positions (e.g., with feet wide apart, on their toes, with one foot in
front of the other).

Play "Bumper Cars." Partners face each other with hands on each other's shoulders. One partner
steers the other backwards. The object to avoid bumping other cars.

3. The child will be able to use a combination of locomolor movement with stabh;ty.

Provide riding wheel toys (e.g., tricycle, scooter).

Organize a game of "Mother May I?" in which children take various types of stePs (e.g., giant, baby,
backward; normal).

Balar :e a bean bag on outstretched hands or head while walking or running.

Use . ladder as a variation of the balancP hearr. Have children move on it in a variety of ways (e.g.,
< on rungs, jump cr hop in spa on right or left side).
e children move from different r ns of body support (e.g.; crab walk: sit on floor Nith
is behind body; raise body on hands and feet and walk backwards slowly. Bunny walk: place

J nas et side of head for ears and hop forward with feet together. Snake: lie flat on stomach and
Mggle forward, backward, sideways.).

Goal Area Gross motor coordination

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will explore various ways to move from one place to another in a coordinated way.

2. he child will be able to moie in various speeds, directions, levels and rhythms.

3. The child will be able to combine rncvernents with a variety of equipment.

4. The child will he able to C OG i dinate hit/her movements with those of another child.

Suested Activities

1. The child will explore varirrJs ways to rnov..,.- fr..m one place to another in a coordinated way.

Walk or run like an animal (e.g., horse, camel, hippo) or another person (e father, mother,
clown).

Pretend you are walking or running uphill, downhill, on tht- side of a hill.

Jump or hop down the street over imaginary mudpuddles.

Play circl_ games to recorded music which suggest a series of movements "Looby L cc,"
"Mulberry Bush").

Gallop or skip to the beat of a drum or tambourine.

2. The child will be able to move in various speeds, directions, levels and rhythms.

Walk, run or march to the beat of a drum pattern or to recorded music. Match movements to
the tempo of the instruments.

Move like a rag doll; like a wooden soldier.

Move (run, walk, jump, hop, skip, gallop) in different patterns set by the teacher or a child leader
(e.g., straight, curved, zigzag). Patterns may be marked with tape on the floor to follow.

Jump over a rope held at varying levels from the floor.

Hop and jump like an Indian doing a rain dance.

3. The child will be able to combine movements with a variety of equipment.

Walk or run up and down short flights of stairs.
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Create an obstacle course containing equipment such as ropes, boxes, balance beam, jumping tar-
gets; old tires; ladders, inclined boards. The materials will influence the types Of movements child-
ren use to go through it. Let children explore different ways of moving over, under, around and
through the course. Challenge them to use different movements each time they try it.

PUt jumping targets at appropriate heights on the wall or suspend them overhead; Faye iildren
combi7le r!,fferent movements to reach them.

Provide .-.:Uipment at appropriate heights for climbing (e.g., wooden structure, inclined ladders,
cargo nets, suspended tires): Challenge children to climb on them in various ways.

Provide children with bean bags or balls of various sizes. Let them experiment moving bag or ball
with different parts of the body (e.g., ball rolling, passing, throwing; catching, bouncing, kicking).

4. The child will be able to coordinate his/her movements with those of another child.

Have pairs of children play tug-of-war with hula hoops or old bicycle inner tubes.

Play "Seesaw." Pairs of children sit facing each other with soles of feet touching. One chfld leans
forward as the other leans back.

Have two children hold the ands of a long jump rope and wriggle it on the floor or swing it slowly
back a C. forth. Children jump; leap or hop over the rope in indivklual ways.

4 While one child sits on a pym scooter, a partner 2uides him/her through a simple obstacle course
by pushing on shoulders.

0o.,.1 Area Agility and endurance/strength

tinuurn of Objectives

1. Tne child will explore different amounts of force that can be used with locomotor mr)v.?inents.
2. The child will participate in sustaind vigorous activity.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will explore different amounts of fr ce that can be used with locurnotor movements.

Walk, run or jump as high or quietly as possible, then with heavy or hard steps.

Pretend they are moving on ice, in Fnow, in sanu, .n mud, on a hot sidewalk.

a Kick playground balls apin..:t a wail with varying amounts of force and with different parts of
the fobt.

T::row I- ball at increased speeds:

Push cliffermt sized objects;

2. The child will participate in sustained vigorous activity.

Using a single jump rope; child should jump as many times as possible.

Have children hop as far down the gym floor as they can without ietting the other foot touch the
floor. Have them run the rest of the way to the wall.

Supply targets on the floor and on ?be wall; Challenge children to jump as far and as high as they
can to reach the targets.

Play Follow the Leader; Movement will include running, skipping, hopping and galloping. When
children are tirea they may sit down to watch.

Goal FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

Fine motor development integrates with cognitive and affective development as the child grow§ and
matures. As is true for all development, fine motor development proceeds from development of rr.

general skills to more task-specific skills. If children under age four are allowed to experiment with a

8 7
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large variety of manipulative objects-, their fine motor abilities will develop sequentially in a normal
pattern (Lillie, 1975). Standard manipulative activities for children will include such activities as
bead stringing; small block play, sandbox play; water play; finger games; sewing card activities and
similar materials:

As children grow and develop; tine motor skills enable them to perform speci_fic tass succesFfully:
Not all kindergartenchildren will be ready for participation in more specific task situations. For
those children who are ready; participation in such activities as tracing, connecting dots, drawing
lines; following a maze and completing a figure may be appropriate (Thurstone and Lillie, 1970). A
comprehensive program for fine motor development, therefore, will include both manipulative acti-
vities for general skill development as well as activities which involve more specific motor skills. Both
the interest and development of the child will 'guide the teacher in deciding when to encourage child-
ren to participate in the more specific tasks. Development oflearningrenterswhich contain both
manipulative activity options (e.g., bead stringing) as well as more specific task options (e.g., tracing)
'.../01 assist the teacher in determinirg the interest ana ability of each child to participate in this range
of activity.

Within the broad goal of file motor development, the following goal areas have been identified:
ARM AND HAND PRECI...!ON The ability to ei acute controlled arm and ind movements with

or without equipment
HAND AND FINGER DEX- The ability to move the hands and fingers in a variety of ways
TERITY with or without equipment.

Goal Area Arm and hand precision

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will explore various ,ays to move the arms and hands.

2. The child will explore various ways to move the arms and hands in con-.bination with c if :erent
types of en:uipment.

Suggested Activities

1. Th.- child will explore various ways to move the arms and hands.

Ask children to make falling motions with their arms, such as raindrops falling or leaves falling
from tr.:es.

Ask children tc mai flyi.lg motions (e.g., flap like a L.::rd, fly like a plane, fly .like a bumblebee).

Ask children to imitate swimming mofor- (7.1i., swim like a person, a dog, 8 fiSh),
Play music that cPt be accompanied by circlit:g movements with the arms. Have children try mak-
ing fast and slow circles, large and small ones.

Challenge the children to reach as {c1- as possible overhead, to the front, to each side.

With music as a rhythmic background; have children role play everyday use of arms and hands
(e.g.; putting on clothes; washing dishes, eating, erasing chalkboard).

Play clapping games with directions given by the teacher or in rhythm with music (e.g., clap hands
once and slap knees once, clap hands twice and slap knees twice. Variation: These games can
be played by tapping out rhythms on a table top.).

2 The child vvill explore various ways to move the arms and hands in combination with different
types of equipment.

All types of drawing and painting activities using large pieces of paper

Cleaning activities such as washing windows and tahles

Tearing luge pieces of paper (e.g., collages)

Pounding and hammering actties
88
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Sawing activities

Provide large building blocks (w.-,oden, cardboard, plastic) to allow children to build crea,
structures.

Play circle passing games. With 5 to 6 childien in a circle, have them roll, bounce or throw
to another child across the circle or to one child in the center of the circle.

Many activities are possible with a surplus parachute.: (e.g., with children along the perimeter ,
chute, make waves by raising and lowering arms in unison, make ripples by raising and iowering
alternately).

Goal Area -- Hand and finger dexterity

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will evolore differ 't wayc to move the hand and fingers.

2. The child will explore varic hen& and fingers can manipulate different types of objects.

. .

Suggested Actnpties

1. The child will explore different wayt to move the hand and fingers.

Have children make 3 tight fist, then Open fingers SioWlY, Wiggle slowly, then wiggle rapidly.

Do fingerplays such as "Two Little Blackbirds," "Itsy, Bitsy Spider,' "Five Little Rabbits." Encour-
age children to create original firmer move,-nents for favorite poems.

Have children make fincer animals (e.g., birds, rabbits, rlragons). Let them role play action sequences
with their animals.

2. The chld will explore various ways the hands and fingers can manipulate different types of objects.

iic;e play familiar or original stones with fing6r nd hand puppets.
Have a child TU r n the pages of a picture Story book a:, an adult reads it.

Provide a variety of jai-s and lids, nutS and bolts for children to screw and unscrew;

EnCourage children to use hand and finger movements to creato interesting effects in fingerpaintings.
- Provide -day or play dough 'or children tu punch, roll, squeeze or form into objects.

Provide ter -1lates of basic shapes for children to trace and copy.

Provide coli ?d pegs and board for &Signing.

Prcivide jigsaw puzzles at saverai levels of diffiCUItY.

AlloW children to manipulate writing instrurnents as they show interest in them (e.g., tracing dots
and lines; following a path or maze, writing letters or words that are personally meaningful).

Generalizing Knowledge and Skill in Pt..ysinl Development

A!though many activities_will be initiated by the teacher to dev;:op new k Is more activities zhould
be presented so children may practice and -eneralize these skills ii settings. Many of the
learning centers described in Learning Environment tah provide th,s necessary practice.iln the Cbrittruc-
tion Cemter, children can integrate grott nd fihe triothe Skills as they handle a variety of material& In
the Art Center; children will use arms ihd fingers aS they manipulate brushes - issor&crayons and_
day. Childreniparticipating in ihe Game Center will_also practice fine motr : ills as they manipulate
-One pieces; dice and spinners; Chiidren will develop arm and hand a they handle books in
the Library Center; Although motor behavior of some sort will be p . virtually every class-
room activity, the teacher should be sure that each child has oppo . develop a range of these
skills.
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Equipment for Physical Development

1. Blocks

Hollowed plastic, wooden or cardboard blocks large enough to build a u_;t i'f± structure
Solid unit floor blocks 1 set, straight, circular and arched

Boards 6 foot lengths

Acreories wheels, airplane pror -ffler; used auto parts steering wheel, ti ub caps
Large Lincoln logs notch poles (four feet, two feet, eight inches) combine with scrap lumber,
bricks, tiles, etc.

2. Balls

Rubber ball 10 inch and 6 inch

Basketball hoop mounted waist high

Yarn ball or crushed paper inside nylon hose and ihaped round for indoor use

Bean bags

Ice cream carton or other container for toss g

3. Wheeled toys

Triangle games (two with wheels, two without wheels, boards with cleats)
Large pedal toys tricycles, tractors, scooters
Wagons

Ride-on truck

Wheelbarrow

4. Climbing and balancing equipment (Consider proper height for oe of child)
Rope ladder

Climbing rope

Climbing net

Simple climber

Light weight laddei 'ertically and horizontally), board, bridges and ao horse
Rocking boat (steps -fr; urned mer)
Pair of steps with boards

Large packing boxes; crates, barsels

Salante -;-aam (use four ;nch side and two inch end)

Giant airplane inner tube (roll, jump, bounce)
Bouncing board 10-foot by 12-inch plank a few incheS aboVe the ground
Trampoline fasten ,.:arvas duck over tractor tire

Stumps, blocks or posts; steels various heights and widths arranged for stepping from orle tb
the other

Rocker board 3/4 inch outdoor plywovd top with tWo irlch by 1G inch block of IVood Iziaced
11 nderneath

Balarwe board 16 inch square of wood with 'Ave inch bv fiVe inch by two inch block of wood
fastened underneath = the smaller the block underneath, the more difficult to balance

5. Indour _utdoor large muscle equipment

Turning bar

Tumbling mat old mattress or carpet samplers
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Drag boxes boxes with provisions for pulling, large enough for children to sit on or in
Individual jump ropes

Long jump rope

Tire pump and inner tube

Punching bag commercial or stuffed bag with paper, hung from rope
Saddle and sawhorse

Water play container at standing height with utensils for floatin g. sinking and pouring
Hoops

Lengths of rope for hitching wagons, etc.
Stick horses

Servire station equipment

6. Outdoor large muscle activities

Jumping pit about eight inches deep and six feet across, sawdust in the bottom of the pit
Jungle gym

Large sewer pipe

Place to dig in the earth

Small hill for roHing

Trees for climbing

Fenced arcas for animals

Area for garden with tools for gardening

Sand inside a large tire (with gravel at bottom for drainage), tools and toys for digging,
pouring, mixing

Bodies of cars, jeeps or boats with unsafe parts removed

Tires for rolling

7. Manipulative equipment (small muscle development)
Puzzles wooden. bright clear colors, four to 20 pieces for fL,Jr- ;3 nu five-year-olds
Beads and bead strings large and medium size

Pegboard and pegs large and medium size
Parquetry blocks

Nest of boxes or cans

Pounding sets

Cardboard carton with hammer and nails

Woodwork bench with variety of hammers, saws and nails
Set of snaps, bolts, pegs and blocks

Construction sets Rig-a-jig, Igb, etc.
Sewing cercL and thread

Large eyed needles, threw' and scrap materials

Color cubes

Flannelgraph board and flannd board stories, letters and numbers
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM EVALUATION CHEMUST
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PROGRAM EVALUATION: PHY:3ICAL DEVELOPMENT

Continuum of objectives

Yes Sometimes Notes

A continuum of ohicetives i!) Ph',./sic31 Arez:
of development is used t-)

A. assess individual child qrowth and need:

B. Select and r an classroom activity.

Classroom Activities

2. Specific learning activities have been planned in
one or more of the goal areas descrihef.:
the continuum of objectives.

A. Gross motor development: Development of
large muscles.

B. Fine motor de. eloprnent: Development of
small muscles.

3. Gross motcr activities are organized ij., develop

A. static balance (nonmoving balance).

B. dynamic balance (balance while bcdy is
in motion).

C. gross motor coordination (overall coord;r:,-,
tion of body).

D. agility andendurance (ust of muscles over
extended period of time).

4. Fine motor activities will include

A. Standard manipulative activities (water play,
finger games, bead stringing, etc.)

B. activities which involve more specific skills
(eatinç lacing, tracing, et.:.)

Learning Environment

5. The teacher provides a learning environment
in which

A. competition among youngsters has been
minimized.

L. enough equipment is available to engage all
children in activity.

C. all children are permitted to be engaged for most
of the time.

D. a variety of gross motor and fine motor activities
are available to children both indoors and
outdoors.

E. activities provide for individual needs of
children;
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW
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The atality to team and think changes as a child develops; therefore the teacher should provide a wide
array of activities :n which children develop the physical, social and intellectual domains by

Actively participating with materials and peope.

Using all of their sens'..t.: ce.g., hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, touching) to explore and interact
with the world around them.
Extending their ability to talk about and describe their experience;
Developing s'trategies (e.g., grouping, sequencing, planning) for exploring and discovering new
concepts and unders-.znding.

Reinforcing their understanding by providing opportunities to deal with one concept in a number
of different settings.

Raising questions to clari'sy a,r:d extend experience and understanding.

Throughout the Intellectual Development sections, empha:;is is placed on both development of
information and concepts important_to each area of study (product), as well as on the abil;ty to
think about and us.e this knowledge in a variety of ways (p(ocecs). For example; in the Creative Arts
section, the curriculum is designed to help the child dev&op the ability to explore, use and create
with a variety of media (process) and to gain basic knowledge facts about materials and art
productions (product).

Although the Intellectual Deveioprnent section of the handbook is divided into five curricuiumereas,
activity in each of these areas should be interrelated. For example; within_the area of science; con-
cepts and experiences relate naturily tothe areas of social studies; numbers, creative arts and the
communication arts; The teacher ay deliberately plan for this interrelatedness of knowledge and
learning by developing a set of retateJ activity centers, for example

Communication Arti
Center

Activity: Makin
Skills: Th recall cr.s about p!,nt growth

Sequencing
Planning
Reporting
F;ne rotor f

book

Social Studies
Center

Activ:ty: king corn
Skills: o learn facts about how:

/ People use corn
Planning
Sequencing
Reportiny

SCIENCE THEME: PLANT GROWTH

INumbers Center

Activity: Growing and caring Activity:
for plants
To learn facts about
caring for plants
Observdtk n
Labeling
Classifying
Predicting
Reporting

Skills: Skills:

Grouping seeds that
are alike
Observation
Discrimination
Classification
Reporting

1

Creative Arts Center

Activity: Mural of planting
garden_

Skills: To recall facts
about growing
and oaring for
plants
Sequencing
Painting

In promoting in'tellectual developrnent of children, the teacher should remember that both informa-
tion and thir.. ;ng 3re dependent on one another. The teacher should use every opportunity to deveiop
a classroom environment which continually integrates knowledge with thinking.

n 5
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
GOALS
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INTELLECTUAL GOALS

Communication Arts: Ability to use receptive and expressive language skills.

Creative Arts: Ability to use art, music and drama to express feelings and ideas.

Number Understandings: Ability to use numerical concepts and symbols.

Science: Ability to explore, manipulate and experiment with objects in the
physical environment.

Social Studies: Ability to understand and participate in the social environment.

Goal areas have been identified for each of theseintellectual goals. In addition, a continuum of
objectives and suggested activities has been developed for each of the gm: areas to provide for a
range of abilities and growth.

9 7
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
SCOPE OF GOALS; GOAL AREAS

AND OBJECTIVES
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Goal COMMUNICATION ARTS

Goal Area Listening

Continuum of Objectives

1. As an active listener-, the child will participate willingly in oral activities;
2; The child will recognize and discriminate among common sounds.

3. The child will demonstrate understanding of a basic vocabulary related to the environment.
4. The child will listen a.id respond appropriately to language presented orally for the purpose of

appreciation.

5. The child will listen and respond appropriately to language preser..ed orally to furnish
information.

The child will listen and respond appropriately to language presented orally for the purpose of
making judgement.

Goat Area Speaking

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will use oral language frequently and with enjoyment;

2. The child will develop a speaking vcice which is easy to understand and appropriate to specific
situations;

3; The child will build a functioi :al vocabulary related to experiences.
4. The rhild win use elaborated language to describe object. events, feelings and their relationships.
5. The child will use elaborated language to communicate Nith others.

Goal Area Reading

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will demonstrate interest in being read to as a way to enrich personal exnerience.
2; The child will discriminate auditory similarities and differerces in commonly used words.
3. The child will discriminate visual similarities and differences :n commonly used words.
4. The child will analyze and interpret Oct res of objects, people and events using elaborated

language.

5. The child will demonstrate understanding of termsqsed in reading instruction (e.g., top of page,
left to right progression, same-different, beginning-ending of words).

6. The child will recognize a:phabet letters, words and phrases that appear frequently in the
environment;

Goal Area Writing

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will demonstrate interest in a variety of written materials.
2. The child will demonstrate fine motor coordination in a variety of situations.
3. The child win dictate meaningful information to an adult.
4. The child will demonstrate understanding of the left to right pattern of writing;
5. The child will print name and other meaningful words using upper and lower case letters.
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Goal = CREATIVE ARTS

Goal Area Visual Arts

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will use art media with ease and enjoyment.

2. The child will produce work that is personally satisfying.

3. The child will learn technical aspects of working with various materials and tools.

4; The child will properly care for materials and tools.

5. The child will produce work which communicates thoughts and feelings.

6. The child will become sensitive to and enjoy art.

7. The child will increase the ability to produce things more realistically.

Goal Area Music-Listening

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will become familiar with and explore different types cf music (exploration).

2. The child will identify different notes played on an instrument (integration).

Goal Area Music-Singing

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will learn to sing on pitch within a limited range.

2. The child will respond to a request in song.

3. The child will sing spontaneously during activities.

4. The child will create songs.

Goal Area Music-Playing Instruments

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will explore a variety of instruments.

2. The child will be able to play a simple beat or tune.

3. The child will compose music on an instrument.

Goa! Area Music-Movement

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will develop tie ability to interpret music through body movements, impersonations
and dramatizations.

2. The child will develop a vocabulary of fundamental movement (e.g., walking, running, skipping

Goal Area Dramatic Play

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will express experi .nces and ideas through action and words.

2. The child will use a variety of props and costumes appropriately.

3. The child will plan a sequence of actions to assume a role in agreement with others.
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Goal Area Creative Dramatics

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will pantomime familiar actions and characters with little to no dialogue.

2. The child will act out familiar actions and characters with dia:ogue.

3. The child will dramatize poems and nursery rhymes.

4. The child will assume the role of a character in a familiar story.

5. The child will sequence actions in a familiar story.

6. The child will work with others in dramatizing a story.

Goal Area Number and Numeration

Continuum of 0'..;jectives

1. Classification. The child will be able to group objects according to similarities.

2. Seriation. The child will be able to arrange objects or events in some kind of oraer based on
differences among them.

3. Matching one-to-one. The child will be able to identify "how many" by matching objects from
one set with objects of another set.

4. Recognition and_naming of number groups: The child will be able to recognize a sst of one, a
set of two; a set of three; etc:

Counting; The child will be able to recognize and name sets in order as they increase by one.

6. Combining and separating sets. The child will be able to combine and separate sets with
different properties.

7. Reading numerals. The child will be able to interpret symbols that represent number properties.
8. Writing numerals. The child will be able to write symbols that represent number properties.

Goal Area Measurement

Continuum of Objectives

1 Comparing_and ordering. The child will be able to make statements about the relationship of at
leall two objects.

2. Using non-standard units to measure. The childwill be able :o use a go-between device (e.g.,
band; foot, paper clip; string) to measure things:

3. Using standard units to measure. The child will be able to use standard measurement tools such
as cups, mnsuring sticks, scales, clocks and thermometers.

Goal Area Geometry

Continuum of Objectives

1. Awarenesi of body in space. The child will be able to move in space vithout fear; receive and
give directions for getting from one point in space to another and judge distance to a specific
place.

2. Geometric figures and solids. The child will be able to identify, sort and construct geometric
figures and solids.

Goal Area Money

Continuum of Objectives

1. Recognition. The child will be able to recognize coins and bills as representing a value for
exchange.

Inl_
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2. Naming. The child will be able to name common coins and bills.

3. Value. The child will be able to understand the value of each piece of money and associate
specific number values with specific pieces of money.

Goal SCIENCE

Goal Area Observation

Continuum of Objzctives

1: The child will observe a variety of concrete objects.

2. The child will talk about tha observation.

3. The child will use observations to solve problems and draw conclusions.

4. The child will combine parts of previous observations to solve new problems.

5. The child will evaluate the obbarvations while maldng knowledgeable and thoughtful judgments
about the value and purpose of the observations.

Goal Area Classification

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will talk about likenesses and differences in objects and events.

2. The child will group like objects and events.

3. The child will comHne previous experience to more precisely group and classify objects or
events.

4. The child will evaluate classifications and make knowledgeable and thoughtful judgments about
them.

Goal Area Predicting

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will state a prediction:

2: The child will state a prediction based upon specific previous experience and discussion.

3. The child will state a prediction based upon a number of previous experiences.
4. The child will evaluate a prediction based upon previous knowledge and experience.

Goal Area Reporting

Continuum of Objectives

1 The child will be able to recall experience.

2. The child will be able to talk about or accurately describe his/her experience.
3. The child will be able to combine a number of experiences and make conclutiont about theSe

experiences.

4. The child will be able to evalUate the rePorting of an eXPerience.

Goal SOCIAL STUDIES

Goal Area Cooperative Group Living

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will understand that people as individuals and groups have rights which must be
respezted.

VS 1 02
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2. The child will assume responsibility for personal behavior and demonstrate behavior that con-
tributes to the welfare of the group;

3; The child will develop the concept of family as a community.
4. The child w.11 understand how individuals live together in groups.

5. The child will develop the idea that a community is a group with small contributing groups.
The child will name some contributing groups in the community.

Goal Area CUltural Diversity and Heritage

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will describe speciai events and customs in his/her own family.
2; The child will describe special events and customs in other families.
3. The child will accept thefact that although people may live, dress, speak and eat differently;

they all have similar needs.

Goal Area Physical Environment

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will he able to label and describe physical features :n the commlinity (e.g., hill,
mountain, field, meadow, valley, beach, river).

The child will be able to talk about how people use different physical areas of the community.
3. The child will be able to talk about how people misuse certain land areas in the community and

how to prevent these misuses of the erwironment.

1n3
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Child Assessment Checklist tor the Language Arts

07
ca
cri
Z
3
CD

Key:

Indicators

Basic Curriculum # Required Norm,referenced Test * Kindergarten CRT

>
43
0)

0
0
133

* Listens attentively

al
=
3'
(0

c

*
a

* Recorrizes common sounds

* Understands a Pasic vocabulary

* Responds appropriately to requests for information

Repeats auditory sequences: letters, words, numbers

Follows one--and tWo-part oral directions

Recalls stories read aloud: main idea, characterS, SeqUence, detailS, cause-effect
relationships

Identifies a picture illuttrating the main ;dee or feeHng inferred from a story read
aloud

-

Predicts story sequences or endings

Identifies a-picture of a detail stated in a story

Restates information presented orally

Makes judgments

# Belot-LS a picture that shows a singular word/plural word irl a s.tated sentence

# Selects a picture that shows the correct tense Of a veil) Stat6d in a sentence

* Uses language frequently and with enjoyment

07)
-0

=
ru

* Uses understandable language

* Describes experiences

Uses functional vocabulary

* Uses expressive language

Supplifs a word-that-makes sense in compWing a stated sentence

* Demonstrates interest in a variety of written materials

4 Demonstrates fine motor coordination

Co-pies simple-shapes, designs, numbers and letters

-) * Prints name; letters and some meaningful words With appropriate upper= and
lower-case letters

* Derndristratesunderstanding of left-to-right pattern of writing

* Dictates meaningful information to adult for experience Story
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0=
vi
z
cu

3
CD

Indicators

Key: Basic CsirriCUIL1111 # Required Norm-referenced Test Kindergarten CRT

>
Fa
0)

0
°

* Enjoys being read to

m
CD
0)
a:
5
io

g
to

Demonstrates an interest in reading
----------------------------------------

* Recognizes similarities and diffetences in spoken words

# Selects pictures demonstrating an understanding (AA basic vocabulary (naming)

Demonstrates left-to-right, top-to-bottom progression in reading books, charts,
etc.

Identifies a picture that takes the place of a missing word in a Oven Se-Mende

# Identifies a picture which illustrates the literal meaning of a given sentence

Understands the relatibnship between oral and written language

* Discriminates visual similarities and differencet in thapet, SiZes, colors, letters,
words

RevOduces shapes, letters, numberS froM memory when given a visual cue C
ID

Ca

>
a

* Analyzes and interprets pictures using-expressive language

Tells a story in sequence

Uses creative arts to interpret literature

Classifies pictures of-objestS-by-stze, Shape, color, structure or function

Identifies pictures that belong to a given category

# Identifies pk;tures of words that rhyme

#* Recognizes frequently appearing letters (upper- and lower-case) and words,
including own name

Matches upper- with lower-case letters

# Matcheelettercombinations of up to five letters

# Identifies pictures that begin or end with a given consonant sound
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
LANGUAGE ARTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
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Goal COMMUNICATION ARTS

Young children are avid users of language for a variety of purposes

to express needs and wants

to share ideas and materials

to command the attention of others

to plan activities with others

to enjoy the sounds of interesting words

to organize thoughts in ways that can be remembered.

This small sampling of a young child's language experiences illustrates the way in whJ language and
communication permeate the curriculum in a kindergarten program. Regardless of the specific
content being taught, the child should constantly be helped to organize thoughts and communicate
them effectively through language. As a child uses language to express ideas about familiar concrete
experiences, it becomes pos3ible to make those ideas more precise and accurate. In addition, the
child develops social skills while sharing past experiences and planning new ones with others. Thus,
language activities can be planned which cut across traditional subject area boundaries and occur
throughout the school day.

In order to help chiidren develop effective methods of communicating, activities must be provided in
each of the four major goal areas of the communication arts;

Listening The act of receiving and comprehending oral language in the form of stories, poetry,
reports, conversation and discussion.

Speaking Verbal transmission of information while discussing, conversing, story telling, reporting
and dramatizing.

Reading The act of decoding and comprehending meaning from written symbols in the form of
labels, captions, fictional stories, poems and informational reports.

Writing Transmission of meaning through written symbols in the form of labels, letters, reports,
stories and poems.

The development of communication skills and particularly oral skills, can be facilitated if the teacher
Presents a variety of interesting materials and experiences for exploration and discussion
Respects the individual communication styles of each child

Encourages children to establish a point of view and support it
Provides a variety of opportunities for children to t3lk, ask questions, answer questions and modify
cr expand their answers

Models appropriate listening, speaking, reading and writing behavior.

The interrelated nature of the communication arts and other crucial learning processcs for youna
children is illustrated in the diagram below.

Receptive
Skills

Listening 4 IV Speaking

Thinking
Observing

Experiencing

Reading 4

A

Writing

Expressive
Skills

(Boyd & Jones 1977) 11.
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While objectives and activities will be suggested for each major communication arts area; the subject
area label may often be arbitrary. An activity planned to develop listening ability may also ask a child
to use Qral language and observing/thinking skills to formulate averbal answer. The continuurn of
objectives and activities in each goal area_isintendedto_represent a general movement from simple to
moreeomplex abilities rsther than a rigid se,Jience of development for specific skills. Therefore,
a child may be involved in activities at more than one level of the continuum within a goal area at any
given time.

Goal Area Listening

Continuum of Objectives

1. As an active listener, the child will participate willingly in oral activities.
2. The child will recognize and discriminate among common sounds.

3. The child will demonstrate understanding of a basic vocabulary related to the environment
4. The child will listen and respond approriately to language presented orally for the purpose of

appreciation.

The child will listen and respond appropriately to language presented orally to furnish
information.

. The child will listen and retpond appropriately to language presented orally for the purpose of
making judgements.

SuggestM Activities

1. As an active listener, the child will participate willingly in oral activities.
Gather the children in a close group to listen to stories or poerns. Give them a purpose foe
listening i(e.g., think of a new name for this story, listen for some interesting words that tell
how the bears moved).

Read a_nursery rhyme or finger play to the children and have them participate by manipu-
lating their hands to the rhythmic pattern.

Read a poem to the children; but leave some of the words out. Encourage the children to
guess what the missing word might be.

Have children listen for likenesses and differences in music presented on records, played on
the piano or played with classroom instruments. Children can listen for tempo, high and low
pitches or rhythm patterns.

For additional suggestions, see Listening in the Creative Arts section.

The child will be able to recognize and discriminate between common sounds.

Establish_a collection_ofrecords or tapes that depict sounds from the environment Have the
child listen to the records and name the sounds. Have them group sounds by category (e.g.;
classroom noises, playground noises).

Introduce the child to sounds that provide aesthetic gratification such as the hidden voices of
sea shells, a tree speaking on a windy day, bird voices, water flowing over stones.

Have children imitate the sounds they have heard ar read about by using various objects or
their own voices.

Make a set of paired containers having objects that make different sounds when shaken (e.g.,
dried beans, rice; sand; bolts, broken crayons). Have children shake the containers and match
the pairs with the same sound.

Collect objects which make distinctive sounds (e.g., rhythm sticks, rubber ball, sand blocks,
triangle, music box):

Have children identify what is making the sound they hear when the object is hidden.
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3. The child will demonstrate understanding of a basic vocabulary related to the environment.

Provide many direct, personal experiences with objects, especially those that children can
manipulate. Introduce new materials by describing physical characteristics and possible uset.

Play a treasure hunt game in which the teacher describeS an object in the classroom without
naming it. Have children identify the target object from the description. Different types of
words can be emphasized depending on children's needs (e.g., color, shape; size, texture,
location, function).

Give OpPortunities to manipulate objects or pictures according to oral directions containing
relational terms (e.g., in, on, under, beside, behind).

Read stories and poems that use rich "and varied language tb dettribe aVants-familiarto
children. Ask some questions that will reveal their Under-Standing of unfamiliar words.

Show children pictures of objects, people or events. Read descriptive sentences and ask
children to match them to appropriate pictures.

The thild_will litten and respond appropriately to language presented orally for the purpose
Of appreciation.

Read and discuss nursery rhymes.

Have the child listen to a story and then draw a picture interpreting a Scene.

Have children listen to poems and imagine what they tee, hear, Smell; taste or feel.
Provide opportunities for children to watch and listen to puppet shows; movies, filmstrips
for enjoyment.

5. Tlr3 child will listen and respond appropriately to language presented oral' to furnish
information.

Give the child simple one-step oral directions, such as "touch your head ... toeS ... shins"
or "sit on the floor." Gradually increase the number of steps that must be followed.
Play "Simon Says."

Play "Grocery Store" where children take turns aeing the grocer getting the items the customer
asks for from the shelves.

Give the child oral directions to color, fold or cut materials in a construction activity.
Ask an adult to share information about an interesting hobby or occupation.
Read a short story lathe children and ask what it was about. Reread it, changing a major
event. Ask the children to tell how the second story was different from the first.
Read a short story or a poem that has a definite Sequence of events. Have children tell what
happened first, second and last.

6. The child will listen and respond appropriately to language presented orally for the purpose of
making judgements.

Read to the child anddiscuss the story for fun. Use questionS beginning with "Would you
have ...?" or "Why do you think ...?" or "Do you think ...?"
Give the child nonsense questions to listen and react to such as "Do chairs eat?" o "Do dogtfly?"

Make up some "Who am I?" and 'What am I?" ridules that allow children to ute a Series of
clues to make a judgment.

Discuss the possible ways a bulletin board could be used for the neXt Nub Weeks. Stress the
importance of hearing everyone's ideas before a decision tan be made.
Raad several possible titles for a class-created mural. Have children pick the one which is mostappropriate;

.114 1 0
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Goal Area Speaking

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will use oral language frequently and with enjoyment.

2. The child will develop a speaking voice which is easy to understand and appropriate to specific
situations.

3: The child will build a functional vocabulary related to experiences.

. The child will use elaborated language to describe objects, events, feelings and their
relationships.

5. The cLdd will use elaborated language to communicate with others.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will ase oral language frequently and with enjoyment

Provide opportunities for children to talk about experiences
familiar to them in both structured and informal settings.

Ask questions which allow more than one child to make a correct response (e.g., "What
might happen if. ...?" or "Why do you think ...?").
Plan a variety of activities in which children may use oral language in different ways.

describing objects, people or events

repeating interesting sequences of sounds

matching sounds

giving directions

informal conversations

oral discussion and planning

The child will develop a speaking voice which is easy to understand and appropriate to specific
situations.

fing plays
choral speaking

informal reporting of experiments, trips

creative dramatics

answering thought-provok irg questions

Set aside a specific time for sharing during the day. Keep the children in small groups so that
more of them may talk: Encourage children to speak in a volume that can be heard by the
members of the group.

Provide activities for role playing or dramaticplay. Emphasize the idea of the child speaking
for the audience to hear. Stories and favorite TV shows can provide ideas.

Allow children to talk to each other as they work in learning centers. Guide them to use an
appropriate volume that will not disturb children in adjacent centers:

Make a list of statements that convey_feelings. Have children act out situatic,ns that fit the
statements; saying the sentence in a tone of voice that fits the situation, such as "Leave me
alone! Oh boy! Is that for me? Can you help me? Look what I did! Could 1 try it next?"

3. The child will build a functional vocabulary related to experiences.

Using a common object such as a ball; have children describe what should be done with it.
Encourage use of different verbs and adverbs;

Say a sentence with a missing word. "John went to ASk
children to supply words that could finish the sentence.

Ask children to talk about the words in a story that made it exciting, scary or funny.
Brainstorm lists of words that fit a certain category (e.g., animals; ways a person can move,
words that tell how a person feels).

Show children a picture of something within their experience with an appropriate label
(e.g.; old clown. Have them suggest other words that could be substituted for old). Discuss
how the picture would change to fit each new label. Some children might illustrate the new
labels independently.

Make a class book of labeled pictures showing smell words, touch words, sight words and
sound words. 115 1 II
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4. The child will use elaborated language to describe objects; events, feelings and their relationships.
Take the class for a shortwalk for a specific purpose. See how many sounds we can hear....
colors we can see ... shapes we can see. Encourage each child to use common words of
descriptions relating to the environment such as pretty, ugly, beautiful, dark, light, dull,
sharp; big, little, thin, fat, short, soft, loud, s.nooth, bumpy.

Use pictures of common objects as the basis for a guesSing gaMe. Have a child describe the
object by telling how the object is used-, what it's made of, how it looks or feels, what they
think about it until another child can guess it.

Ute a grab bag of pictures depicting everyday events such as people riding the bus, children
going to school, a family eating a meal together. Children may reach in, pull Out a picture
and give a few descriptive sentences about their picture.

Use a feel box. This is a carton with hand holes at oPPoSite ends that are covered with cloth
so no one can see into the box. An object is Placed in the box, and a child sticks a hand into
the ends to feol and to dLscribe the object. Prompt with quelions if necessary, but the child
should do the talking.

Have children listen while a short story is read aloud. Then the reader can Suggest a changed
event in the story and ask the children what they think would have happened if.... (for
example, in the story of Goldilocks, what might have happened if the bears had been home
when Goldilocks first arrived?).

Show children pictures which clearly depict situations of strong feelings (e.g., anger, happi-
ness, sadness, loneliness). Have children describe the actions and feelings they think are
pictured.

Read a stanza of the poem, "I Like" to children. Let them complete sentences beginning with
I like ... that describe things and actions that are their favorites.

The child will use elaborated language with others.

Put together comic strips without words. Have a child SupPly the talk for each character:
Have a child give directions to several others for comPleting a project that he or she has already
done successfully (e.g., preparing a bird feeder, planting seeds, making a mobile).
Have o child report to a small group on the progress of a class project (e.g the growth of
plants, the materials collected for the art center, the changes in the class tadpoles).
Select a Story about talkifig animals, such as The Three Bears or Little Red Riding Hood.
Have the child make a.paper bag puppet and pretend to be that animal by creating original
conversation;

Show a filmstrip without words printed on it. HaVe Children stipply the story orally on the
second showing or have several small groups tell their versions of the story into a tape
recorder. Play back the different versions; Talk about how they differ.
Share a wordless picture story book with a Small group of children: Let them supply the
story the Second time as you show the illustrations;

Read_a picture story book and ask interesting, thought provoking qUestiohS that require more
then literal comprehension or, before reading the story, tell the children they Will be allowed
to ask you questions about it:

Encourage children to ask as well as answer queStions aboUt interesting objects and events in
the classroom.

Involve children in short planning sessions in preparation for changes in the room environment,
class projects or fieid trips.

For other suggestions, see Drama in the Creative Arts section.
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Goal Area Reading

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will demonstrate interest in being read to as a way to enrich personal experience.
2. The child will discriminate auditory similarities and differences in commonly uced words.
3. The child will discrirninal:e visual similarities and differences in commonly used words.
4. The child will analyze and interpret pictures of objects, people and events using elabbrated

language.

5. The child will dernxistrate understanding of terms used in reading instruction (e.g., top of page,
left to right progression, same-different, beginning-ending of words).

6. The child will recognize alphabet letters, words and phrase:; that appear frequently in the
environment.

Suggnted Activities

1. The child will demonstrate interest in being read to as a way to enrich personal experience.

Children should hear stories read aloud every day. Selectiont thould represent a range of
literary forms and topics.

fantasy/fairy tales realittic fiction
informational bookt animal stories
poetry

In addition, books read to children should
Have a simple; well-constructed plot.

Contain a satisfying climax.

Use colorful language.

Have main characters and tituations easily related to children's own experiences.
Children can respond to material read to them by

Creating a finger play to match the words of a poem.

Answering questions that require recall and thinking et higher levels.

Comparing incidents in the story to Orton& experiences.

Dramatizing roles or incidents from a story.

Drawing several pictures tb illustrate the sequence of events in a story.
Attempting a project or experiment described in an information book.

The child will discriminate auditory similarities and differences in commonly used words.
Play a game of nonsense questions using Orts of words with a minimal contrast: "Do you
wear ashoe or a two?' "Is your dog a pet or a pen?" Let children make up their own
questions when they understand the pattern.

Collect pairs of pictures that rePretent minimal contrasts in initial or final phonemes (e.g.,
man-pan, dog-doll). ShoW a child the pair and ask him/her to pick up the one you name.
Create a set of fdur objects or pictures, three of which represent a single beginning sound.
Have children pick out the one that begins with a different sound.
Have children sort a collection of objects or picturet into tubgroups that begin or end with
the same sound.

Give children a word that begins (or endt) with a certain letter (e.g., red for initial r). Have
them suggest other words that have the tame beginning sound.
Record a story which contains rhymes, such as Henny Penny. Have children identify the
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words that differ only by the beginning sound (e.g., Ducky-Lucky). Let them think 01 other
rhyming words.

Make up two-line rhymes that relate to some recent experience. Say all but the last word,
which children will supply.

3. The child will discriminate visual similarities from differeoces in commonly used words.

Provide each child with a small set of individual letter cards. Pick up a letter and ask each of
them to hold up the same one.

Print a single letter at the top of a sheet of paper containing a number of sinole letters or
words: Have the child mark the key letter each time it appears.

Use letter or word cards to create lotto games which allow children to match equivalent forms.

Give a child a letter card. Have him/her find as many words as possible in the classroom that
contain that letter.

Provide the child with a labeled picture. Ask him/her to find another copy of the word in a
set of individual cards, or match the same word starting with a capital letter:

The child will analyze and interpret pictures of objects, people and events using elaborated

language.

Have children name individual objects in pictures they have drawn or in pictures from books,
magazines or catalogs.

Have children create captions for pictures that capture the main idea or most important
feature;

Using a single picture or a series of two to three pictures which depict action, the teacher
asks a child to describe what is happening. Probing questions may be used to encourage a
child to expand or clarify the description.
While reading a story aloud, occasionally ask children to explain why they think a character
behaved in a certain way.

Have children sequence a set of four to five pictures and tell the story.

Use a short wordless picture story to allow children to supply the language necessary to
describe the action:

5. The child will demonstrate understanding of terms used in reading instruction (e.g., top of page,
left to right progression, same-different, beginning-ending of words).

Use appropriate terminology durirg discussion throughout the day (e:g., "Put your name at
the top of the page." or "Find SOME things with the same beginning sound as sun.")

Allow children to sequence three or four cards which picture events in a story read to them.
Stress the importance of left to right arrangement.

Move your hand from left to right under each line as you read experience charts dictated by
children:

Have children arrange sentence strips which they have dictated from top to bottom on a chart
to represent the correct sequence of events.

Give children word cards and individual letter cards. For each word card, ask them to find a
letter card that matches the beginning letter of the word; or for each word card ask them to
find a letter card that matches the ending letter of the word.

Show children pairs of objects, pictures, letters or words. Ask them to identify parts which
are the same in some way (e.g., exactly the same, the same color or pattern, the same
beginning sound or letter, the same ending, sound or letter). Encourage children to use the
terms same and different in their identifications.

Show children a series of four to five objects, pictures, letters or words. Ask them to identify
the one that is different from the others and to describe how it differs.
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. The child will recognize alphabet letters, words and phrases that appear frequently in the
environment.

Use high frequency words in meaningful contexts in the classroom (e.g., labell, captions, and
charts) Refer to them often and reinforce children's efforts to use them.
Write words on index cards for individual children who requeSt them.

Have a supply of alphabet and easy-to-read books in the classroom. Let children browse
through them individually.

Call alphabet letters by name in exercises designed primarily for auditory or visual
discrimination.

Help children read captions or short stories that they have dictated.

Provide children who can read with many opportumties to read to adults and other children.

Goal Area Writing

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will demonstrate interest in a variay of written materials.
2. The child will demonstrate fine motor coordination in a variety of situations.
3. The child will dictate meaningful information to an adult.
4. The child will demonstrate understanding of the left to right pattern of writing.
5. The child will print name and other meaningful words using upper and lower case letters.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will demonstrate interest in a variety of written materials:
Written words, phrases and sentences are made an integral part of the classroom environ-
ment through the use of

Chi ldren'S names to label personal possessions, art products or school projects.
Children's -names to identify responsibilities in the classroom.

Labels on classroom equipment and materials..

Labels to indicate areas of interest (e.g., art center).
Captions describ;ng children at work or other projects.
Charts describing recent classroom experiences.

While Watching the teacher writing in the classroom, children's question about the letters
and words being used are encouriged:

2. The child demonstrates fine motor coordination in a variety of Situat:ont.
The child uses clay for squeezing, punching, rolling and flattening in making objects.
The child uses crayons, paintbrushes of various sizet and felt tip markers with increasing
control in drawing.

Opportunities are provided for children to develop skill with scissors using materials of
different thicknesses and textures:

The child fits pieces together using puzzles or pegs and pegboard.

Additicmil activities are suggested in the Fine Motbr Development section.

3. The child will dictate meaningful information tb an adUlt.
Child will sugg, :I for a new piece of blasSrbb-m equiPthent or material.
Child will dictat comments as "MY Puppy chewed my slipper" for picture captions.
Child will particiji, small groups to dictate
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A report of a classroom incident.

Plans for a class trip or project.

A thank you note, get well letter or invitatiol.
A new ending to a familiar story.

Provide the child with short wordless story book. Let Ine child describe the story.

4. The child will demonstrate understanding of the left to right pattern k f writing.

Child will observe teacher writing words and sentences in a left to right pattern.

Ask the child to follow-the-dots from 1-5 arranged in a left to right pattern.

Give the child a card with his/her name printed on it along with plastic or cardboard letters.
Ask child to arrange the letters from left to right to show his/her name.

Have children trace over letters on chalkboard or paper from left to right
5. The child will print name and other meaningful words using uprcr and lower case letters.

Laminate pieces of cardboard with each child's name written on it. Let each child trace over
his/her name with crayon or use name card as model for printing on a separate heet of paper.

Encourage child to label work with own name.

Provide materials to allow interetted children to copy classroom labels (e.g., individual
chalkboards, unlined and lined paper, erasable paper).

Generalizing Knowledge and Skill in the Communication Arts

Developing skill in the communication arts should be planned as an integral part of instruction in
learning centers. Whenever children are working at learning centers; they should be encouraged to
talk about what they are doing with other children or an aduh in an appropriate voice level that will
not disrupt other classroom activities. In the CONSTRUCTION CENTER, children will communi-
cate what should be built and what tools and materials will be needed. At the COOKING CENTER,
children can become familiar with common sight words on labels and understand the importance
of following directions and sequencing. The LIBRARY CENTER will be a natural place to eXpose
children to a rich variety of vocabulary and literary styles. In addition, books can be chosen on a
rolating basis to supplement the concepts being taught in any area of the curriculum_ As children
work with lotto games and puzzles in the GAME CENTER;:they will develop concepts of same-
different, visual discrimination skills and picture interpretation skills: In both the ART CENTER
and MOTOR DEVELOPMENT CENTER; children can be encouraged tu verbalize their movements
and feelings as they experiment with gross and fine motor skills. The MULTI-SENSORY and
EXPLORATION CENTERS can provide opportunifies for developing auditory and visual discrimi-
nation skills. In addition, these centers can provide direct experiences that serve as the content of
discussions, oral reporting or dictated stories. Materials in the DRAMATICS CENTER cal provide
many opportunities for children to use language as they role play familiar experiences.

In order to encourage children to develop skifl in all areas of the communication arts; a variety of
materials and equipment should be provided. The following is a suggested list of the types of
materials which should be available in the classroom.

Chart paper
Classification games
Comic strips
Feely box
Filmstrips and projector
Fingerplays
Flannel board and felt letters
Informational books
Labels for classroom objects
Lined/unlined paper
Lotto games
Magazine pictures

Movable alphabet letters
(wood, plastic, cardboard)

Name cards
Noisemaking objects
Objects/piztures with intei est-

ing characteristics for de-
scription, e.g. color, size,
shape, texture, function

Picture dictionary
Picture story books
Poetry
Props for dramatic play
Puppets
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Records or tape recordilgs of
common sounds

Scraps of textured material
Sentence strips
Sequence pictures
Sound shakers
Tape recorder
Word cards
Writing implements
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ChHd Assessment Checklist for the Creative Arts
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Key: Basic Cumoulum
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Paints, paStet, draWs, Weaves, models and cuts with art tools and materials
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s E-i _u_ms_shapes/forms, textures; linps and colorsIdentifie d_

Communicates ideas and experiences through artWork

Expresses thOUghts and meanings relarding own_artworks verbally

Delights in naturaLand made art

Identifies objects in artworks

Recognizes similarities end differences in shapes/forms, colors, textures and
lines

Uses art media appropately

Properly cares f)r materials

o Listens to music
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Explores a variety of music

Re§Ohds to simple msical concepts

Demonstrates imagination ahd mood reflection

Listens for sounds of voices and certain musical instrurner.ts

Identifies different notes

Sings on pitch, within limits

n
tr3

Responds to a request in song

Sings simple songs

Creates songs_

Explores a velety of instruments

_
<.
n

cc)

Plays simple boat or tune

Plays or claps a steady beat

Claps simple rhythm patterns

Plays rhythm instruments as accompaniment to mUsit

Composes

Recognizes rhythm instruments

Responds rhcrthmically to music

0<
3
:1

Verbally descilbes movements

Participates in musical games

Acts ou song stories and dramatizations
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IndicatorS

Key: to Basic Curriculum

>
CD
tu

G)0
Lb

E(preSses ideas through actions and words o

o
3

s

USes props appropriately 70 i3

-< w.
aPlanesequence and assumes role

Pantomimes familiar actions

cp

cl)

o
E-33

3

Acts out familiar actions with dialogue

Dramatizes familiar nursery rhymes

Dramatizes role in familiar st( -y

DramaUe&sequence of actions in story

_Works with others to dramatize story
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
CREATIVE A RTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
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CP2ATIVE ARTS

Everything that we know about human beings generally, and children in particular, points to the
importance of the arts in education. They are the fancl.uage of a whole range of human experience
and to neglect them is to neglect ourselves. (Blackie, 1971)

The creative arts are, indeee, both a means of expressing feeling and a form of communication. For
this reason, the arts permeate the whole mrriculum and life of the sehooi: The arts will be delib-
erately and selectively uSed by the teacher to

Enhance the learning environment for t:ie child by contributing to the dev&,opment of an
aesthetically pleasing environment.

Stimulate and support the physical, mental and affective growth of children.

The following goal areas will be described within the creative arts.
Visual Art Creative expression with two: or three:dimensional media (e.g., paint, crayon,

collage, clay).

MusicListening Act of receiving and appreciating musical pitch, rhythm and pattern.
MusicSinging Act of producing vocally musical rhythms and songs.
Music--=Playing Act of producing musical pitches, rhythms and patterns with a variety of
Instruments musical instruments.
MusicMovement Creative expression through movement related to musical rhythms and

patternS'.

Dramatic Play Uri Structured -role playing of familiar people and events.
Creative DramatieS Aclult-g-uided role playing of familiar situations, poemS or stories.
Children will eXPress themselves freely and in a variety of creative ways if the teacher

Encourages children to manipulate and experiment With a wide Variety of materials.
Warmly accepts a child's efforts regardlts bf the retult.
Develops an informal relaxed atmciSphere in which children feel free to express feelings.

Children will express themselves freely and in a Variety of creative ways if in the classroom environ-
ment

Choices can be made from a variety of materials.

These choices are self-selected and self:pated.

The room excites children viStially with color, texture and arrangement.

Bulletin boards are at children's height for displaying finished products and art norks of others.
Criticism and dictatiOn are aVoided. All children's work is recognized.

Space is available to work at easels, on tables or on the floor where one's work can be lboked at
from all angles;

Creative expression, like all areas of the child's development, iS More effectively promoted by the
teacher who is aware of the important relatiOnShip betWeen a child's development and capability: In
the arts, children generally gb thrOUgh the folk:A/Ong cycles of activity.

Exploration, in which children need time to experiment and test materials and movement8.
Integration, in which children put together their experience to practice and recreate activity.
Creation; in which children produce a product of some kind.

These three levels of involvement operate aS a cycle of activity for as long as people continue to study
an area of the fine arts (Shickendanz, 1977). Each cycle develops a more complex level of operation
on the part of the individual.

For each of the creative arts areas, specific information related to the development of children will be
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used to specify objectives on a continuum of development and suggest activities to support these
objectives.

Visual Arts An Introduction

The cycles of development in the visual arts vary from child to child, based on maturity level. The
three cycles of development, as described above, apply to the visual arts area. Within the visual arts
area, three stages of children's development are defined.

Manipulative Stage

Symbolic Stage

Realistic Stage

In the Manipulative Stage, the child explores new art materials endlossly, usually producing a joyful
discovery. The child is most intevested in seeing what effect the media will produce. These are
explorations that frequently accompany a story of some kind, but the subjects of the story will rarely
be recognizable. The child operating in thit Stage will often be completely absorbed in the creation.
Not only will the chiid be having fun, but also will be perfecting fine motor coordination, discovering
the world through new avenues and learning the possibilities of new materials.

In the Symbolic Stage, as the child continuet to eXperiment, he or she will eventualIy discover the
ability to produce crude likenetteS of real objects. For eXample, the scale of an object or person is in
proportion to the importance which he or she attaches to it. The child's interest in space is limited to
the flatness of the working surface. Things are freely rearranged (e:g., the sun may be moved to the
ground level). At this stage, the child has no comprehension of, or interest in, realism per se.

In the Realistic Stage (usually beginning at ages seven to 10), the child becomes factually oriented and
develops a conscious awareness of adult prototypes with increasing coordination. At thit stage, the
child experiences difficulty coping with adult standards. It is a period of insecurity for the child as he
or she works to more realistically reproduce experiences through art.

A continuum of objectives for the visual arts has been identified within the above detcribed Stages of
development The reader will note that objectives for one stage overlap to the next stage of develop-
ment. (See box on page 128)

Suggested Activities

1. The child will use art media with ease and enjoyment.

Finger Painting. Print child'S name on a sheet of _glazed paper: Draw the paper through the
water in a shallow_pan. Put drops of fingerPaint on several areas of the paper. Fingerpaint may
be pre-colored or fingerpaint base may be put on the paper and powdered tempera sprinkled
in it. For each drop of fingerpaint base, a different color may be used. For beginners, inter-
ested in the feel of fingerpainting, painting may be done directly on a table which has a hard
finish or on trays: Prints may be made by pressing paper on top of fingerpainted table or tray,
if desired: Finished fingerpaintings may be used as covers for five-gallon ice cream carton
wastebaskets, scrapbooks and storage boXeS, and as wrapping paper. (It is essential to have water for
clean up within easy reach.)

Rubbings. Lay textured material on table and cover with paper. Using the side of the crayon
(remove paper from crayon), piece of colored chalk, pastel or charcoal, rub firmly over the
entire surface of the paper: Outlines of materials underneath the paper should appear. If chalk,
charcoal or pastels are used, spray with fixative (in well ventilated area or Outside). In another
exercise use a variety of textures as base for rubbing. It will take practice to use just the right
touch neither too hard nor too Soft. This variatidn should be reserved for children who have
developed a degree of motor skill.

Straw Painting. Dribble paint in several colors on paper. Blow the paint through the straws to
create designs. Paints should be thin to flow easily. Use primary Colors for beginners.
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Goal Area Visual Arts

Continuum of Objectives

Manipulative Stage Symbolic State Realistic Stage

1. The child will use art media with ease and enjoyment.
2. The child will produce work that is personally satisfying.
3. The child will learn tkimical aspects of working with various materials and tools.
4. The child will properly care for materials and tcw:ils.

5. The child will produce work that communicztes
thougfut and feelings.

6. The child will become sensitive to and enjoy
natural and creative art.

7. The child will increase
ability to produce
things more realistically.

o Collage. On a table, spread out trays of selected scraps of materials like_paper plates; egg _

carton tops, shoe-box lids. Small objects may be dipped in glue while popsicle sticks may be
used to spread glue on paper. When finished set aside to dry. In another exercise have children
select items wanted for their pictures and arrange them on a dry paper before starting to glue.
(This sort of planning should not be expectt,d from_ young preprimary children who are more
interested in manipulating the materials than in making a picture.) Holes may be punched in
the edges of paper plates; egg cartons or heavy paper for lacing with yarn to give a framed
effect. For tissue-paper collage; paint the paper with a thin coat of diluted glue. Then place
the pieces of tissue on top and press. Combine a neighborhood walk with this activity by
having children pick up material for collage.

There is an endless amount of material that children will enjoy experimenting with. The
following are given without elaboration to illustrate the variety of materials which need to
be available to the classroom teacher.

Modeling with salt and flour dough, plasticene or ceramic clay

Design printing with an array of cut vegetables and tempera paint

Carpentry

Mai let
String and yarn art

Papier-mache

Paper bag art

2. The child will produce work that is personally satisfying.
Provide choices for the child. Within an art center a choice of art activities may be available
to the child such as easel painting, fingerpainting or water color painting. Within one activity
choices may be made available. FIr example, the child may select from among five colors to
use while fingerpainting.

Allow the child to talk about the production. This language may be written at the top or

1"8
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bottom 6f the production or may be recorded on a separate sheet of paper and displayed with
the art work: Language should never be forced from the child. Child dictations, therefore, will
be fen sportaneously and not as a requirement of the art experience.

All children's art work should be displayed at some time. Displays will be in prominent places
of the classroom or school. Care should be taken to develop aesthetically pleasing displays.
Children's names should be attached to the art products.

3. The child will learn technical aspects of working with various materials and tools.

While experimenting with different media (e.g., fingerpaint, chalk, charcoal, clay) and different
art:t001S (e.g., brush, fingers, hands, glue bottie), the teacher will demonstrate these materials
and will give individual guidance to allow a child more success with these materials. Care must
be taken not to impose creative ideas with the materials. Teacher guidance will be used
primarily to assist in the technicalities of using the materialS.

Involve children in making the paste, fingerpaint or other art materials to be used.

Invblve children in selecting the tools they will need to develop their art work.

The child will properly care for materials and tools.

Children will plan the use of art materials with the teacher. The teacher may demonstrate the
use of materials during this planning time.

Peer monitors may be selected to assist childre.1 who need help in using a particular material.
_

Routines for washing tools and cleaning up the art center will be reviewed with small groups
and individual children throughout the school year.

Children Will be reinforced verbaliy for cleaning up after an art activity.

Storage areas for all art tools and rri terials will be clearly defined for the children with the
expectation that after tools 1-;ave been used they are to be returned to the proper storage
area so others may use them (e.g., use of a pegboard area tb hang tools such as stapler, use of
cardboard storage bins for scissors, use of special shelf for paper supplies).

5. The child will produce work which communicates thoughts and feelings.

Make puppets to be used for dramatic play.
Paint to music:

Use color to express a feeling (e.g., happy, sad, angry).

Make masks for creative dramatics.

Make murals to recall an experience.

Illustrate dictated language to deveiop simple language experience books.

The child Will become sensitive to and enjoy art.
Field trips can provide a core experience from which art activities may develop.

A walk in the neighborhood to specifically see an animal; tree or building.
A trip to a farm, museum or commercial establishment to see specific things or events
which may be illustrated later.

Sit outside with a small group or large group of children to look at and talk abbut such
things as the sky; clouds, sun, trees, grass, etc.

Masterpiece of the week; Keep_a print file of laminated masterpieces. Se lett Prints far interest
to children: Paintings of children, family groups, landscapes, Still life and colorful_abstracts
may be included. Children will also enjoy photographs or reproductions of statues. Ask
children to sulect "the masterpiece of the week" and hang it in a spot chosen for that
purpose. Such a spot should be low enough for children's viewing yet open to unobstructed
long range viewing.
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A small area in the classroom is set aside for display; shelf space, or a small table may be used.
Fabric, colored corrugated cardboard or other materials are used to provide a background for
the display. Colored bottles, musical instruments, flowers; leaves, fruit, interesting rocks,
plants, seashells; statuettes, costumed fruit, interesting rocks, plants, scashells, costumed dolls,
bowls, vases, model cars, collections, etc. may be used as the focus of the display. As the year
progresses, encourage children to change the display and to make one of their own.

7. The child will increase ability to produce things more realistically.

Illustration of child-made books which recall an event or story;

Talking mural which used dictated language of children as a motivator for illustrating an
experience.

Development of three-dimensional scenes to illustrate events in history, geography, science.

Maps to recall events or land ecology.

Sixne Do's and Don'ts for Teachers

Use art as an integral part of the day's activities.

r)emonstrate an active and sincere interest in the artwork.

Provide a degree of privacy.

Show equal appreciation and concern for all the members of the class.

Provide contact with art products of all ages.

Relate art experiences to part of the child's own experience.

Maintain certain standards regarding care of materials and cleanliness of work area and person.

Don't impose topics or subjects unless the child is completely without ideas.

Avoid ready made art techniques such as coloring books, number painting or ditto sheets.

Discourage children's copying a teacher-made model.

Don't grade children's art work.

Materials for the Visual Arts Center

These basic materials should be available

Crayons both large primary size and regular
Pencils
Library paste
White glue
Scissors_ include some for left hand
Powdered paint red, blue and yellow; and other colors lacer
Plasticene (sometimes called plastolene)
Colored construction paper
Manila or white paper larger sizes for younger children
Newsprint 24" x 36"
BruShes long handled, half-inch; and other sizes later

Other commercial materials that are appropriate
Ceramic clay
Pipe cleaners
Colored chalk or pastels
Paper plates
Balls of string
Craft materials glitter, sequins, raffia, balsam, etc.
Wire different thicknesses for different purposes
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Wire snappers
Wallpaper paste
Yarn
Gummed tape various types, sizes, colors
Watercolors

These materials are appropr;ate for woodworking

Carpenter bench and pegboard for tool storage
Vise or clamps
Hammer
Nails variety of the larger sizes
Screvvdriver
Nails and screws
Pilafs
Hand drill_
Nuts and bolts
Sandpaper
Wrench
Wood soft wood scraps from lumber yard

Inaredients for homemade materials

Starch
Soap flakes
Flour
Sugar
Powdered alum
Salt non-iociized
Food coloring
Salad oi!
Cream of tartar
Oil of clove

RecIpes for homemade art materials

1. Modeling Dough

6 cups flour 1 cup boi!ing water
3 cups salt 1 tablespoon salad oil
3 tablespoons powdered alum

Add boiling water to dry ingredients and stir until mixed. Add salad oil and knead. Store in a covered
container. For color add food coloring.

2. Sawdust

4 cups sawdust / cup water
2 cups wheat flour

Produces a very pliable media used like douah but not as firm a consistency. Shredded newspaper
may be used 7or sawdust.

3. Wheat-paste Mixture

2 cups wheat flour
3% cups cold water

4. Sugar Dough

1 tablespoon water
2 tablespoons sugar

3 tablespoons flour
Add vegetable coloring
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5. Do-it-yourself Clay Safe for Children

2 cups baking soda
1 cup Argo cornstarch
1% cups water

Mix cornstarch and baking soda,_add water, mix. Bring to a boil stirring constantly. Thicken to con-
sistency of mashed potatoes. Place a wet rag over while it cools slightly. Form clay into shapes. Let
dry 36 hours. Color with paint or magic marker and coat with shellac or nail polish.

6. Finger Paint

% cup dry starch Vegetable coloring or poster paint
1-1/3 cups boiling water 1 tablespoon glycerin
%cup soap flakes

Mix the starch with enough cold water to make a smooth paste. Add boiling water and cook the paste
until glossy. Stir in the dry soap flakes while the mixture is still warm. Coci. Add glycerin and pour thE
mixture into jars. The mixture can be kept for a week if it is coverkl with a damp cloth or a tight lid.
Add color later. Two or three tablespoons of ;iquid starch may be poured on wet paper, one-half tea-
spoon powdered paint added and mixed as the child paints with it.

7. Finger Paint

1/2 cup Argo cornstarch 2 cupshotwater
1 cup cold water 'A cup soap flakes/detergent
1 envqlope of Knox food coloring

unflavored gelatin

Combine cornstarch and 3/4 cup cold water; soak gelatin in remaining 1/4 c.,1p cold water. Stir hot
water slowly into cornstarch mixture. Cool and stir over medium heat until mixture boils and is
clear. Remove from heat, blend in softened gelatin. Stir in soap until dissolved. Cool, divide into jars
and color as desired.

8. Sand Painting

Add % part paint powder to 1 part sand and combine in large shakers. Place paper ir a largetray.
Shake sand mixture on paper which children have covered with paste. This is also excel:ent outside
on the bare ground.

9. Soap Painfng

Fill small dishes with soap powder. Add a little powderLd paint and water. Mix thoroughly until it
has a medium texture (not too stiff nor too soft). Children apply to various kinds of paper with
fingers or bruShes.

Soap Suds Fun: 4 pints soap flakesto 1 pint water; Beat with beater till fluffy. Let children paint
with it on paper (designs). Drys when it hardens.

Soap Painting: 1 cup Ivory soap flakes.% cup water (more if you want it thinner). Beat till it is
very thick. Let your child paint with this on colored paper or glossy magazine pages.

10. Paste

1 tablespoon powdered alum
1 cup flour

114 pints boiling water
few drops of oil of cloves

Mix flour and &um in cold watOr. Add boiling water and cook for two minutes. Add fev, drops of oil
of cloves.

1 2 7
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Music An Introduction

We hesesci only to hear chitdren's spontaneous chants_and melodic ta-unts, listen to the strong rhythms
and precise rhymes that go with ritual games, and observe the delightful playfulness and inventive
Oantomine in or--ginal dancing to recognize that children are inherently musical; (Rudolph & Cohen,
1964)

Recognizing that individuals develop essential musical concepts in varying ways and that different
Skills contribute differently to the total musical understanding of the child-, the teacher should include
as Wide a variety of musical skill activities as possible. This variety allows the child to experiment
with each skill until he or she can determine which is the most personally satisfying mode of musical
expression.

Each child should be given the opportunity to discover that there are different ways of producing
music.

Singing individually or in groups.

Playing on a variety of instruments alone or with others.

Eabh_Child_Should be given the opportunity to explore different ways that music can be used as an
expressive medium

Producing one's own music._

Reproducing music_created by others.

Responding to music played by other individuals.

The following goal areas are included as part of a music curriculum.

Music,L istening
The core component of all musical experience. Children need a wide range Of littening attivities and
should_be surrounded by good musical sound. ThiS ability is a learned Skill Which Will be taught as
carefully as any otner skills and incorporated throughout clasSroom activities,

Music-Singing
ThiS is an integrol part of the curriculum for young childrem Children will engage in spontaneous
singing throughout the day as well as in group singing. The child will develop some understanding
of high-low, repeated patterns,_moods, tone matching and rhythm through participation in spOntan:
eons singing and in group singing. The teacher's enthusiasm and participation in singing Will greatly
effect the child's involvement in singing.

Music-Playing Instruments
All children should have opportunities for exploring and experimenting with a variety of instruments
including the piano; recorder, auto harp and a variety of rhythm instruments.
Music-Movement
Bodily rhythmic movement is the young child's most natural response to music. Besides opportuni:
ties for free creative movement (e.g., responding to recorded music, singing_ games (e.g., LOndOn
Bridge is Falling Down, Little Sally Water, Farmer in the Dell) and the (Jet/616016-g Of baSic rnOve-
ments such as walking, running, hopping, skipping, swinging, and galloping to a rhtithrriic beat are
desirable. Clapping and tapping activities can accompany songs and free creative movement can help
to express the mood and meaning of the music.

Young children can learn certain concepts better through this mode of expression than any other.
There should be many occasions for children to experiment with

Fi.ee interpretation and characterization.

Fundamental movements such as walking, running, hopping, singing; oallobing.
Singing games.

Folk games.
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A continuum of objectives in each of the goal areas of mu:ic is presented for the reader's informa-
tion and znosideration.fidthough it is fairly easy to recognize and implement activities on a simple
to more complex level of difficulty within each area_ofmusic activity, it is not intended that the
order in which the areas are presented necessarily represents a continuum for all children. I t is impor-
tant, however, to recognize that all children will move through the cycles of activity as described
earlier which include (1) exploration, (2) integration and (3) creation.

C Area Music-Listening

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will become familiar with and explore al fferent types of music (exploration).

2. The child will identify different notes played on an instrument (integration).

Suggested Activities

t ThE child will become familiar with and explore different types of music (exploration).

Introduce diverse types of music informally to children by using these different types of music as
background for activities.

Teacher Today l am going to play a lullaby on the record player during our rest time.

Teacher Today I am goirg to play a march on the piano as we get ready to walk back to our own
table.

Involve children in selecting records to be played as a background for eassroom activity (e.g., rest
time, quiet activities, lunch, cleanup).

Use parents, students and teachers to introduce the sound of different instruments to children
(e.g., piano, violin, flute, guitar, trumpet).

2. The child will identify different notes played on an instrument (integration).

Play different notes on an instrument and ask children to identify high and low notes; whether the
notes just played go up or go down; whether the notes just played were the same or different

Play a record and have children listen for a particular sound (e.g., the chirp of a bird, the sound of
a bell, the sound of Peter in Peter and the Woif).

Have children identify the instrument being played on a record after they have been introduced to
the instrument as suggested above.

Have children identify changes in the dynamics and tempo of music (loud; soft, fast, slow, high,
low) and relate these changes to feelings they might express ie.g., fear, happiness, sorrow).

Goal Area Music-Singing

Continuum of Objectives

1. The chikl will learn to sing on pitch within a limited range.

2. The child will respond to a request in song.

3. The child will sing spontaneougly during activities.

4. The child will create songs.

Suggesttid Activities

1. The child will learn to sing on pitch within a limited range.

Gather children_ around _the piano, autoharp_or guitar to sing with the teacher._The teacher has a
repertoire of songs to sing. Children are invited to sing-along after the teacher has sung the :ong for
them. Songs learned in this way will be sung often by the teacher and the childr n .both during a
singing session, as well as w!je working in a variety of attiiiitie. Selett song§ woich are relatively
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short and with simple, repetitious words and a melody arid a strong rhythm (e.g., Where is Thump-
kin?, The Bear Went Over the Mountain The Farrner in the Dell).

2. The child will respond to a request ir song:

During whole_group session, while the teacher takes the role, the following phrase is used for
children to respond to in song, (Tune Where is Thumpkin?)
Teacher Where is (child's name) ?

Where is
Child Here arr.

Here I am.
Teacher How are you today (Sir_or Name) ?

How are you today
Child lam fine.

; am fine.

C ldren listen to a song on a record arid then sing along with the record at a learning center or in
the whole group.

3. The child will spontaneously sing during actMties,

Children or teacher may spontaneously sing during activity time or transition time.
it's ciean up time .
it's clean up time.
it's time to stop our work.
it's ctean up time.
it's clean up time.
it's time to stop our work.

4. The child will create songs.

Children may develop their own songs around a particular theme (e.g., snow, rain, pet.) or in
response to a particular activity (e.g., fingerpainting, stringing popcorn, working with b!ocks).

Goal Area Music-Playing Instruments

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will explore a variety of instruments,

2. The child will be able to play a simple beat or tune.

3. The child wiH compose muSic on en inStruenent.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will explore a variecy oi instruments.

Experiment with an instrument. instruments may be_laid out on a table, Children are encouraged
to select an instrument in order to find out what kind of sound it makes. The children may also be
encouraged to find out what kind of tone (loud or soft) or what kind of rhythm they can make.

2. The child will be able to play a simple beat or tune.

Use drums or sticks_to establish tempo for songs or underline beat in recordings. Select instruments
for special sound effects (e.g., Hickory, Dickory, Dock).

Tap out beat with an instrument to accompany recorded or played music.

Have children use different instruments to 3ccompany recorded or played music.

Have child pick out a tune on an instrument.
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3. The child will compose music on an instrument.

Talk about or review a story or event Encourage children to compose music to reteil the story.

Allow children to record music they have composed.

Goal Area Music-Movement

Continuum of Objectives

t The child wiil devdop the ability to interpret music through body movernents, impersonations and
dramatizations;

2. The child will develop a vocabulary of fundamental movement (e.g., walking, running, skipping).

Sugginted Activities

1. The child will learn to interpret music throug: body movements; impersonations and dramatiza-
tions:

Ask children to find their own space. This is a place where even with outstretched arms, they do
not touch anyone else. Then ask children to explore their space without moving from where they
are (e.g., down to the floor, up as high as they can reach; over to the side, to the front, to the beck).
While remaining in the same spot, c.iildren may be asked to "make yourself as small as you can,"
or "take up all your space."

Ask children to move around the room moving very slowly. Try to move at the F2 me G peed but on
a different level (higher or lower). Move around the room using just one part of your body touching
the floor.

Ask children to begin to run across the room. "When you hear the bell, freue."

Give children freedom to respond to music as they wish. At first do not give children ropes or
scarves; let them just use their bodies. Children may need some guidance to respond appropriately
to rhythm; ternpo and mood of the music. Ask questions which will help (e.g.; "Is the music fast
or slow?' "is the music high or low?" "Does the music sound like marching or skipping?").

Scarves may be used by children to trail in the breeze as they run, to lift high to the sky and down
to the ground, to wrap around themselves, to become wings.

Nylon ropes may be used to swing, twirl, skip with or to draw a circle around each child.

FolkiDance. The teacher may use recorded music; piano or guitar. For kindergarten children, folk
dancing usually consists of singing games like "R ing-Around-the-Rosey," "Here titte Go Looby Loo,"
"Doing theHokey-Pokey," "A Tisket-A-Tasket;" "Little Salty Wazer;" "London Bridge;" "The
Farmer in the Dell." Gather children ina line or semicircle so that you are facing the same direction
as they are: Demonstrate the steps for children to imitate. When the children have mastered the
steps; put on the music: Re-teach as necessary: As with singing, these folk games will be played over
and over again by the children. Over the year the children will devdop ability to engage in these
games independently.

Take children to see dancers. Whenever possible have the dancers interact with the children so that
the children can iearn new dances or steps from these dancers.

Set up a "movement corner" equipped with scarves, a drum; hoops, large pieces of cloth, hats, wigs,
broom sticks; Interact with children as they move spontaneously by naming their movements and
helping them expand their ability (e.g., "You're twisting your zrrn. What other part of your body
can you twist?").

2. The child will dev(7`op a vocabulary of fundamental movement (e.g., walking, running, skipping).
Throughout all thP activities, use specific labels for movement.

Cncoui age children to use specific labels to describe their movements and movements of others.
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Suggestiont fOr Musit Equipment end Materials

Phonograph and records (porttble, thri. p...:eds, headphone jack)
Keyboard instruments
Piano and bench or miniatme portable organ, or other accompaniment instruments
Tone bars, bells-, or xyldphone for experimentations
Scala Of bOttlet of water or pipe lengths tied to a rod
Access to autoharp or guitar

Rhythm I zruments

Rhythm instruments
Longa drums, bongos
Cymbals, finger cymbals
Jingle bells
Maracas
Rhythm sticks
Sand biocks
Snare drum
Tambourines
Tom-torn_
Tone blocks
Wood blocks
Triangle

Bowman records _

Anirrialt arid Circus_
Nat bre_and Make-Believe
Pictures and Patterns
Masters of Music
Music, USA

Homemade instruments
Oatmeal boxes
Pie tint, lidt, etc.
Bottle caps looSely nailed to a stick
Small Cans filled with gravEl
18-inch lengths of doweling, serrated
Sandpaper on blocks of wood
Wash;mard
Pie tins with bottle caps attached
Large can with stretched rubber cove.7
Resonant blocks of wood and metal
Large nail suspended on s-tring

Classroom Concert
Music of the Sea and Sky
Entembles, Large and Small

And many, many more records for young children

Capital records
Instruments of the Orchestra
Educational Activities, Inc.
Hap Palmer Song Albums
RCA Victor Educational Department
Adventures in Music series (2 athums per grade level)
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Dramatics An Intr. (Auction

The power to think, to exprez, to interpret, and to evaluate ideas distinguishes man from the
beasts of the field and the creatures of the iungle. (Mann, 1963)

Dramatization, a natural form of expression for children, affords opportunities for personal involve-
ment and free expression. Through spontaneous creiltive play, children begin to clarify and internalize
their concepts of the world around them.

Dramatics may take many forms. Two basic goal areas will be used to describe the broad area of
dramatics.

Dramatic Play

Children identify themselves with-persons or things with which they have had first hand contact or
about which they have learned vicariously; Dramatic play evolves out of a child's experiences and is
free of teacher direction or control. A housekeeping center, woodwork canter, block area, and large
wheel toys all provide excellent opportunities for dramatic play. Within these e.xperiences, children
!nay ''t-ry on" roles of parent, worker, child, friend or baby. Field triPs to the grocery store, airport,
fire department or shoe repair shop can result in delightful dramatic play.

The role of the adult is crucial in establishing an environment which encourages children to engage
in dramatic play activities. The adult

Sets up the equipment, but allows the children to decide when and how to use it.

Helps solve problems when children are not able to solvo them alone.

Adds equipment to help expand children's ideas.

Takes a role at times to share the experience with the children but does not control the play.

Observes the growth of children.

Creative Dramatics

Involves children in a group activity to act out an experience while guided by an adult. Children are
encouraged to develop their own dialogue and action. There are no lines to be memorized. The teacher
may enter into the children's play by raisiPg questions (e.g., 'What would happen next?" "How do
you think the little pig felt?"). The teacher may supply additional props and play materials.

Creative dramatics activities will include ut!'ization of stories, poems, paintings and music. Experiences
will generally develop out of the following sequence of activities.

Pantomining characters, moods and situations

Adding dialogue

leacher introduces an open ended scene as a simple problem

a Children act out stories with which they are familiar
a Children act out stories created by themselves

Goal Area Dramatic Play

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will express experiences and ideas through action and words.

2. The child will tr.e a variety of props and costumes appropriately.

3. The child will plan a sequence of actions to assume a role in agreement with others.

Sugg%ted Activities

At the Dramatics Center the children may engage h experiences that encourage development of one
or all of the objectives stated above.
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Activity* Environment Materials
Train

JeWelry Store

Clothing Store

Resraurant

Line up_chatrs, two in a r,..)w,
resemble a train:

Display related books and
pictures nearby.

Set up tables on "counter"
where "tickets" may be sold.

Arrange selectitin Of jewelry
on "counter".or table, Or place
jewelry in boxes on shelf.

Theichiidren may take turns
buying and selling jewelry.

Display related pictures nearby.

Take "dress-ups" and place on
hangers on clothes rack.

or
Place folded clothing o:, si-elves
or in drawers.

Se/ up small tables and chairs in
secluded area.

Pictures of food pasted Oh -paper
may substitute for menus:

Cut out pictures of food may also
be uSed for actual food.

Same idea maY be applied outside
in relation to tricvcleS and drive-
in restaurants.

The children may take turns
being waiter; waitress, patrons.

Use related pictures.

Other suggestions for the Dramatics Center may include

Grocery store
BeE ity Parlor
Airplane flight
Office
Hospital

Rocket launching
Space flight
Doctors office
Bus ride
Service stations

Abo'it IC) Small chairs
Railroad capt

"Tickett" colcred paper (The
thildren would love a roll of
expired theatre tickets.)

A punch and rubber stamp and
ink pad

Table or "counter"
Old suitcases fsmall)
Pictures of trains, train stations,
conductors, engineers

Old jewelry
Jewelry boxes
SaleS slips
Bags

"Money" and cash register
Pencils
Tables and shelves
Pictures of jewelry

Clothing
Hangers ahd reek
Boxes, bags
Pencils, sales slips
"Money"
Cash register
Store "counter" (chest of drawers
May be used)
Related pictures clothing stores,
children in dress-UpS

Small table and chairs
Tablicloth
Napkint
Ditties
Silverware
Trays _

Sales slips
Pencil
Menus (paper with food pictures
on each)
Empty boxes or pictures of food
Pictures restaurant scenes, food,
cooks, waitresses

*(Attiyitiet were taken from the State of Nebraska Guide for Kindergarten Teachers by Velma Schmidt, Early Cnitdhood Education,
State Capitol, Lincoln, Nebraska. 1971)
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ActivitY Environment
CoMbine dramatic play Arrange blocks in a simple basic

with block play way to suggest dramatic play and
also 4o stimulate other building
(children may add to the basic
structure or start a new one).

Blocks may be stacked nearby on
the floor as a means of suggesting
their use in dramatic play.

Have block accessories nearby
(preferably on shelves in block
corner).

Put up related pictures in
block corner.

Some themes to consider
Airititict
Fartn
Cats_and trucks
Boats
Trains
Zoo

Materials
Cars and trucks
AirPlanes
Boats
Trains
Rubber or wooden animals
Rjbber or wooden people
Blocks (hollow or unit)
Boats

Goal Area Creative Dramatics

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will pantomine familiar actions and characters with little cr no dialogue.

2. The Child will act out familiar actions and characters with d'alooue.

3. The child will dramatize poems and nursery rhymes.
4. The child will assume the role of a character in a familiar story.

5: The child will seOdence actions in a familiar story.

6. The child will work with others in dramatizing a stoiy.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will pantomioa familiar actions and characters. Ask children to move as though they
are in one of the following situations,

Subject

Animals

i4orkirig

Helping at home

Activity Condition to Suggest Feeling
or Interpretation

elephants_ walking
rabbits hopping
birds flying
horses galloping
frogs jumping

climbing a tree
sawing a tree
loading a truck
chopping wood
digging

sweeping the house
painting a wall
ironing
climbing the stairs
mowing the lawn
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in c:rcus parade
holding Easter eggs
in spring sunshine
in a race
to escape a child who is trying to
catch them

to put out a fire
for Christmas
with toys
for a campfire
to plant a flower

before company comes
c!ean, bright, yellow
party clothes
to bed
to make the yard prettier
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SUbjeCt

Characters

Nature

Activity

giant waiking
fairies tiptoeing
soldiers marching
a tired child
gobiins dancing

trees_swaying_
rain pelting down
wind blowing
leaves floating down
seed growing into flower

Conditions to Suggest Feeling
or Interpretation
through_a city
past 2 sleep_ing baby
in review before the General
waking in the morning
on Halloween night

on a windy day
during a thunderstorm
on flying kites
in autumn wind
in spring sun and rain

2. The child will act out m I la r actions of characters and dialogue.

After reading a:familiar story to children such as Goldifocks and The Three Bears, Thre,::, Little
PicL, or Three Billy Goats Gruff, have children as a group

6, Retell story.
Select parts.
Act out the story.

Name simple props available to assist children with their dialogues.

3. The child will act out familiar nursery rhymes and poems. Children may be asked to match their
movements to the words of any of the following poems.

Jack be nimble The three little kittens
Jack be quick They lost their mittens
Jack jumped over the candlestick And they began to cry

Poems to dramatize

Jump or Jiggle

Frogs jump
Caterpillars hump

Worms Niggle
Bugs jiggle

Lions stalk
But
I walk.

The Lithe TUttle

There was a little turtle
He lived in a box.
He swam in a puddle.
He climbed on the rocks.

Snakes glide
soa gulls slide

Mice creep
Deer leap

He snapped at a mosquito,
He snapped at.a flea,
He snapped at a minnow,
He snapped at me.

He caught the mosquito,
He caught the flea,
He caught the minnow,
But he didn't catch me.

Mr. Turkey and Mr. Duck

Mr. Turkey took a walk One de
In the very beSt Of weather
He met Mr. Duck on the way
And they both talked together.
Gobble, gobble,gobble,
Quack, quack, quack,
Good-by, Good-by,
And they !- ^th walked away.

(One hand on top of the other to form a turtle)

(Hands together in motion)
(Fingers of one hand climbing up other arm)

(Use your hand to pretend you are catching something
in the air.)
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The Goblin

A goblin lives in our house, in our hou. i our house.
A goblin lives in our house all the year round.

He bumps
And he jumps
And he thumps
And he stumps
He knocks
And he rocks
And he rattles at the locks.

A goblin lives in our house, in our house, in our house,
A goblin lives in our house all the year round.

Fingerplays

Hinges

I'm all made of hinges,
'cause everything bends,
From the top of my neck
Way down to the end.
I'm hinges in the front,
I'm hinges in the back,
But F have to be hinges
or else I will crack.

Our Little Baby

Our little baby has ten toes
Two little ears and
One little nose.

Ten Little Friends

Tvvo little houses across the street
Open the doors and ten friends meet
How do you do, and how do you do,
Such nice sunny weather
Off they hurried to (school?)
Ten 4.-tie fr iends together.

Poems to music

(Bend elbows, Pend knees, partiaHy)

(Motion from neck down)

(Bend front)
(Bend back)
(Clap hands)

(Show ail ten fingers)
(Point to ears)
(Point to nose)

(Hold hands, fists closed)
(Open fingers)
(Fingers bow to each other)
(Bring fingers back up)
(Move fingers in a huirying motion)

The Spaimman's Out in Space (Sing to tune of The Farmer in the Dell)

The spaceman's out in space, the spaceman's out in space,
Hi oh, the dairy oh, the spaceman's out in space.
The spaceman takes a suit....
The suit takes a rocket..,.
The rocket takes a launch...
The launch takes a satellite...
The satellite takes the sun...
The sun stands alone... 13 7
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Did You Ever See a Rocket?

Did you ever see a rocket, a rocket, a rocket?
Did you ever see a rocket, go this way and that?
Go this way and that way, go this way and that way,
Did you ever see a rocket, go this way and that?

(Repeat using other aerospace items)

Where is Thumbkin?

Where is Thumbkin? W. ?, is Thumbkin? (Hold up thumb)
Here I am. Here I am.
HoW are you_this morning? Very well I thank you.
Go a-way. _Go a-way.

Where is Pointe (Hold up first finger)
Where is Tall Man (Hold 60 second finger)
Where is Ring Man (Hold up third finger)
Where is Pinky (Hold up fourth finger)
Where are all men (Hold up all fingers/thumb)

Singing games

Ring Around the Rosy
Lon-19n Bridge
Lobt, ' oo
Did Yol! Ever See a Lassie?
Here We:Go Round the Mulberry Bush
Yankee_Doodle
Pop Goes_the Weasel
A-hunting We Will Go
Skip to my Lou
Go Round and Round the Village

4. The child will assume the role of a chb. acter in a familiar story.

Children will plan together by identifying the characters, the sequence of the plot and simple
properties needed.

The adult serves as a guide in helping children plan the dramatization and in deciding on the pro-
perties. Suggestions for dramatizations

Goldilocks and The Three Bears
The Three Little Pigs
The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Caps for Sale
The Little Red Hen
Henny-Penny
Ask Mr. Bear
The Elves and the Shoemaker
The Tates of Peter Rabbit

5. The child Will sequence actions in a familiar story.

Use any of the stories suggested for dramatization in Objective No. 4. Bring their attention to the
importance of roie playing incidents in the correct order.

Have children create a story play using one of the following suggestions.
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AttiVity

Situations children have experienced
like going to the farm or to parents'
place to work, making_a house, buying
groceries. Field trips, films and class
visitors suggest story plays.

A story play

Trip to the woods
Going to the woods take the school

bus to the gate.
Walk and look at the beautiful trees.
Pick up a pretty stone and feel all its

sideS.
Listen to the airplane see it through the

leaves.
Listen to the bird's song find it, see the

nest
Run and jump over the stream.
Look at the violets.
Stop and sway like the trees.
Sit down to rest.
Eat a snack and take a drink.
Walk to the bus.

Proce6ures

Children suggest the -sequence of activities. The
adult narrates while the children pantomime the
action.

The adu;t narrates a story play he or she has
prepared or that children have created together.
Children pantomime the action.

Other topics for story plays

Baking a cake, playing in the snow, hunting for ... , wrapping a gift.

6. The child will_ work with other children in dramatizing a story. After listening to_the story several
times, the child will plan the dramatization with other children, identifying the characters, sequence
of events, needed props, music. The child will then work with other children in performing the
drama f,.-)r others.
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
NUMBER UNDERSTANDINGS

CHILD ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

1 0
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Child Assessment Checklist for Mathematics

C)=
ern-

z
0

Indicators

Key: Basic Curriculum # Requfred Norm-referenced Test *Kindergarten CRT

>
El0

0
0
EP

* Groups objects according to similarities

E

* Groups objects according to differences

* Arranges/orders objects according to size, shape, color

# Recognizes ordinal position to 10 zc
* Recognizea/narnes nurnber of items in a set up to five

9
g-,
0=
0.
zc
30
@.
0=

* Counts number of items in a-set upto 10

#* Combines ard separates sets by a given characteristic

#* Matches objects of sets one-to-one

#* Selects numeral that names the num ber of elements of a set up to 10

# Recognizes numerals to 10

* Writes numeral that represents number property up to 10

Arranges nurnerals in (irder to 10

* Compares two objects according to size (tallest, smaNest, longest, etc.) K
0,0c
Zi

* Uses nonstandard units to measure

Uses standard units to measure

* Moves oneself -or an object from one point to another point using given directions
C*)

8
30
?

# Identifies spatial relationships (inside, above, near, etc.)

#* Sorts and identifies basic geometric shapes (circle, square, triangle, rectangle)

# Recognizes shapes that have been dMded into equal parts

* Recognizes coins and b Ils as representing a system of exchange

K
0
n
ct,

*<

#* Names coins up to 250

ii Names bills up to $5

# Identifies the-total value of coins to 100 1
Can purchase !terns using apnropriate coins/bills
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
NUMBER UNDERSTANDINGS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
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Goal = NUMBER UNDERSTANDINGS

. . number concepts cannot be taught by the teacher since the only way th&y can ba learned is
by the child's own construction. (Kamil and Devries, 1.976)

The curricuium is to be thought of in terms Gf activity and experience rather than knowledg,
to be acquired or facts to be stressed. (Hadow Report, 1931)

IhtrodUction

An understanding of numbers and number relationships is, indeed, 3 natural part of the active life
of a child. One need only witness a five-year-old sharing a sack of candy, counting marbles won or
keeping track of who ate the most cookies to realize the vital role the',- number concepts play in the
le of 3 young child. As an integral part of *e daily living of children in a kindergarten classroom,

numbers and number understandings are experienced by the child through

stories
songs
rhythms
experimenting with and e, pioring many different things
group games _

cards and dominoes
aiming games
racing, chasing and seeking games
creative manipulative materials
routines including distribution of materials, cleanup, transitions and Planning
collecting things
hearing adultsuse number language arid number concepts
dividing things
keeping records
many impromptu happenings during the day.

Development of number understandings involves two levels of knot 'ledge on the part of the learner.

Quantitative attributes and relationships of objects in the world (e.g., "He has more than I have."
"My tower is higher." "She ate all the cookies.")

Symbols used to represent these attributes and relationships (e.g., A learning center invitation
with the number "4" in the corner to indicate how many children may work in that area at one
time.)

To develop both of these vital levels of numher understanding, the cla:sroom environment should
provide children with

Many concrete situations which encourage children to use and gain understanding of quantity
and relationships before they are introduced to number symbols.

Exposure to number symbols as these are used to represent quantities and relationshipt of objects
in a variety of meaningful concrete learning settings.

Effective teaching in this area involves the teacher in extending and expanding mathematical under-
standings as children interact in a wide variety of classroom routines and instructional settings. The
role of the teacher includes

Teaching number concepts when they are useful and meanii igful to the child.

Talking about number relationshPs as they relate to activities.

Providing appropriate materials and equipment to stimulate discovery of number relationships.

integrating number experien c-! into all areas of the curriculum,

Allowing children to repeat activities to reinforce number concepts.
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Encouraging children to verify answers among themselves.

Encouraging children, in a general way, to become aware of the relationshipt among objects and
events ir . their daily environment.

Development of number understandings has been diVided into fthir broad goal areas:

Number and Numeration The ability to identify the propertiet of a c011ection which an3wers the
question "how many?" or "'which one?"

Measurement The ability to express the size of a particular characteristic of an object
or set or experience in terrns of some reference unit which possesses
that characteristic.

Geometry The ability to understand position in space.
Money The ability to identify and use money in eXchange for something else.

Children may operate with understanding from more than one goal area at a time. In other words,
the goal areas, as presented, do not constitute a continuum. Within each goal area, objectives have
been identified along a continuum to represe-rt a range of child growth. The fodowing objectives
and activities are suggested for implementation with kindergarten children.

Goal Area Number and Numeration

Continuum of Objectives

1, Classification. The child will be able to group objects acc:Drding to similarities.

2. Seriation. The child will be able to arrange objects or events in some kind of order based on
differences among them.

3. Matching one-to-one. The _child will be able to identify "how many" by matching objects from
one set with objects of another set.

4. Recognition and naming of number groups. The child will be able to recognize a set of one, a ;et
of two, a set of three etc.

5. Counting. The child will be able to recognize and name sett in order at they increase by one.

6. Combining and separating sets. The child will be able to combine and separate sets with different
properties.

7. Reading numerals. The child will be able to interpret symbols that repreSent number properties.

8. Writing numerals. The child will be able to write tymbols that rePresent number properties.

Suggested Activities

1. Classification. The child will be able to group objects according to timilarities.
Grouping. Children are asked to group thernselves based on something they are wearing (e.g., "All
children wearing tennis shoes may be seated at the table," or "All children wearing something
green will sit on the floor.")

Touchbox. A grouoof objects which are alike in some way are placed in a box tuch that the child=
ren cannot see the objects: (Attach a sock to a hole in the box or have the -child close his/her eyes
and feel the things through a hole in the box.) As the child feels the objectt, she/he may describe
them and conclude how all the objects are alike (e.g., "All of the object§ in the box are long,
smooth, brushes.")

Sorting Boxes. Boxes are made from tins oe ca tons whieh contain a collection of things, such as
buttons, shells, socks, gloves, toys; spoons. The child or a small group of children is asked to select
obiectS from one sorting box whose contents have been spread out on a table or area of the flOor.
After amp:: time to manipulate and group the objects along some dimension, the teacher will ask
the child to talk about how the objects grouped together are alike.
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I Spy. Describe one common property of a set. For example, "I spy a set of round things that are
silver." Different sets can be placed in different areas around the room. The children try to identify
the set by asking questions (e.g., "Is it a set of four yellow buttons?" or "Is it a set of three baby
shoes?"). Children can play this game in pairs or groups of four.

2. Sedation. The child ',yin be able to arrange objects or events in some order based on differences
among them.

Children order themselves from shortest to tallest.

In the dramatic play area; a child is encouraged to put the dolls in sequence from smallest to
largest in order to decide which dolis would best be used to act out a story.

Usinsi sorting boxes containing grouped objects such as bottles, shoes, hats, pans, each child is
asked to arrange the objects in some order: After the child has had ample time to manipulate the
objects, she/he is encouraged to talk about how she/he ordered the set of objects (e.g., smallest
to largest, heavieSt to lightest, light pink to dark red).

Based on the manipulation of sorting box materiak, the child develops a stick or button collage
and puts the objects in some kird of order.

3. Matching one-to-one; The child will be able to identify how many by matching objects from one
set with objects from another set.

Have child put scissors, or jars of paste or the boxes of crayons back on the shelf by putting each
object in its designated hole, or slot or circle.
Encourage a small group or pair of children to place dominoes together so that the ends with equal
sets are matched. With some children, the teacher or another adult will need to be available to
encourage children to accurately match the dominoes by asking such questions as, "Can you find
another domino with as many dots on the end as this one?"
A pair of children; using felt board pieces and a felt board will build sets of objects which will be
accurately matched by their partner, constituting an identical set of felt pieces.

Ask child to get enough napl6ns, or cups or straws so each person in the group will have one.

4. Recognizing and Naming of Number Groups. The child will be able to recognize a set of one, a set
of two or a set of three.

Using a set of cards that have a set of objects on them; the child can match the cards that have the
same number of objects on them.

Using a set of farm animals, the child can recognize a set of onr :iorse, two pigs, three cows.

When selecting a learning center, the child can recognize when a center has the maximum number
of children (e.g., two children at the art center; five children at the listening post).

Using a set of _flash cards with d ifferent numbers of objects on them, the child can identify the
number of objects on the cards at an increasing rate.

5. Counting; The child will be able to recognize and name sets in order as they increase by one.

Using an egg carton or other container with pockets, the child is asked to place chips or objects
in each pocket, increasing each pocket by one object.

Using a group of objects, each child is asked to make a one more than pattern, e.g., X
X X

X X X
XXXX

Using a set of felt pieces; the child is asked to point to the sets that correspond with the song
One //tile; two_liffle; three little iindians
Four little, five little, six little Indians
Seven little, eight little, nine little Indians
Ten little Indian boyS.
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Each child (two to three in a group) has a small rubber ball anda set of jacks. Each child has a
turn to bounce the ball and pick up an increasing number of jacks before the ball bounces again
(e.g., bounce pick up one jack; bounce pick up two jacks; bounce pick up three jackS).
If the child does not pick up the right amount of jacks in sequence, she/he lotes her/his turn.
The first child able to pick up all of his/her jacks wins the game.

6. Combining and separating sets. The child will be able to combine and Separate sets which have
different properties.

When distributing materials, ask child_ such questions as, "If ou put a box of crayons at the
art center; the game center and the construction center; how many boxes will you need?".

Using a set of cubes, children are encouraged to combine and separate sets. As the children
are doing this, the adult asks questions such as, "How many cubes would you have if you put
the red ones and the blue ones together?" "How many would you have left if you took the
yellow ones away?".

Using a sorting box of objects, children are encouraged to combine ar, separate sets asking
questions such as those suggested above.

iWhen routinely collecting things n the classroom, ask child such questions as, "If you collect
a Spoon from each table; how many will you have in ah?" "If you collect two paste bottles from
each center; how many paste bottles will you collect?".

7. Reading numerals. The child will be able to interpret symbols that represent number properties.

Using felt objects and felt numerals, have children match the numeral to the number of felt
objects on the felt board.

Use numerals at each center to indicate the number of children who will work at that center.
During the planning session with the whole group of children, these numbers and numerals will
be discussed.

Use a variety of games in which the child rolls a die or uses a spinner chart with numerak on it
to determine how many spaces she/he can move on the game board.

Using sets of objects put together by a child, the child will be able to select the numeral which
accurately describes the number in the set.

8. Writing numerals. The child will be able to represent in writing number properties with symbols.
The children trace numerals that represent the number of objects in a set of objects.
A child records the numeral representing the number of children abtent each day on a daily
attendance chart.

A child records the number of children having a birthdaY that month on a birthday cake chart.
The child makes a number book in which ,ne number of cut outs or drawn objects on a page
is described by a numeral wr:cten on the page beside the page with pictures on it.

X X X

Goal Area Measurement

Continuum of Objectives

3

1. Compaimg and ordering. The child will be able to make statements about the relationship of at
least two objects.

2. Using nonstandard units td measure. The child will be able to use a go-between device (e.g., hand;
foot, paper clip, string) to measure things.

3. Using standard units to measure. The child will be able to use Standard measurement tools such as
cups, measuring sticks, scales, clocks and thermometers.
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Suggest(fd Activities

1. Comparing and ordering; The child will be able to make a statement about the relationship of at
least two objects or events.

Using blocks, cubes, cuisenaire rods or Uniflex blocks, have children build trains which are higher,
longer, shorter or wider -than a train which has already been built.

Ask children to build something longer, shorter or the same length as something else.

Use a variety of games in which children identify such things as "Whose car traveled further?" or
"Whose balloon is largest?" or "Which ribbon is longest?".

Using stories read to children dealing with relationships, such as The Three Bears or Three Billy
Goats Gruff, children are asked -to dramatize these stories recalling relatonships among the story
characters.

2. Using nonstandard units to measure. The chiid will be able to use a go-between deVce to measure
things.

Have a child measure a distance in the yard or room by stepping off the distance. First, have the
child use giant steps, and then have the child or another child use baby steps. Ask, "Why are the
numbers different?".

Have a child stand against a wall and mark his/her height. Have the child measure the height in
hand lengths. After the child counts the number of hand lengths, repeat the procedure using your
hands. Ask, "Why are the numbers different?".

Using arbitrary units such as books, index cards; pieces of ribbon or paper clips, let the children
measure objects_around the room. Record their measurements on a class chart which illustrates the
object measured and the measurement Discuss why some objects measured in different ways have
different measurements.

Using different containers, have children measure a pail of sand at the sandtable. Record their
measurements on a chart. Ask, "Why do different children get different measurements for the
same pail of sand?".

3. Using standard units to measure. The child will be able to use standard measurement tools such as
cups, measuring sticks, scales, clocks, thermometers.

Use time as a means of talking about and planning the day's schedule (e.g., "It is twelve o'clock
Time to go to lunch." "It is two o'clock Time to clean up.").

Use a large class calendar to talk about the day, the week and the month.

Read and record the classroom temperature and the outdoor temperature.

Use a centimeterruler or centimeter cubes to determine line segrnent distnnces such as the distance
between fairly close pieces of classroom furniture.

Use metersticks or a meter trundle wheel to measure the length of a classroom or hallway.

Compare the weight of a variety of objects on a balance scale.

Goal Area Geometry

Continuum of Objectives

1. Awareness of body in_space. The ch:ld will be able to move in space without fear, receive and
give directions for getting from one point in space to another and judge distance to a specific
place.

2. Geometric figures and solids. The child will be able to idelltify, sort and construct geometric
figures and solidS.
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Suggested Activities

1. Awareness of body in space. The child will he able to move in space without fear, receive and
give directions for getting from one point in space to another and judge distance to a specific
place.

Use a variety of movement activities in which the child can freely eXplore own space. (See
Creative Arts.)

Have Children Use landmarks; address; sign, phone number to identify how to go from school to
Vocations such as the child's home, grocery store, nearest mailbox.

Use direction names such as north, south, east, west in describing locations in classroom or out-
side the classroom when appropriate.

Estimate distances using terms such as blocks, incheS, feet, yards, (e.g., "We will walk about
two blocks to the stoplight.").

2. Geri-Metric figures and solids. The child will be able to identify, sort and construct geometric
figures and solids;

Allowchildren to explore and manipulate a container of geometric figuret cut from Cardboard
or tagboard: As children work with these figures, the adult can interact tb help children find
figures that are alike and provide their namel.% Children maY then Put together and identify
figures that are alike.

Make templateS from cardboard or another stiff material; Make these available in the number
center. Children may use pencils or crayons to trace different figures on paper.
Shape Bingo. Children can play this game independent of the teacher as they would a regular
Bingo game. Children should do the calling so they can practice the narries -of the figures.
Use geoboards or pegboards on which ch:idren may:construct a Variety Of geometric forms.
Teacher may encourage children to make different figures bY asking questions such as; "Can
you make a square on your geoboard?" "Can you change your square into two rectangles?"
"Can you change your square into two triangles?".

Clay or plasticene construction. Make clay or plasticene models available for children to use
during activity time. Encourage children to make a clay or plasticene construction to look the
same as one of the modelS.

Goal Area Money

Continuum of Objectives

1. Recognition. The child will be able to recognize coins and bills as representing a value ior eXchange.
2. Naming. The child will be able to name common coins and bills.
3. Value. The child will be aL'e to understand the value of each piece of money and associate specific

number values with specific 1-Aeces of money.

Suggested Activities

1. Recognition. The child will be able to recognize coins and NHS aS representing a value for exchange.
Encourage children to engage in store play where they will use Play money or real coins to purchase
grocery items;

Discuss with children the money you will need to purchase items for the next cooking experience.
Encourage children to buy stamps ir the play post office using play money or real coins.
Encourage children to buy train, plane or boat tickets in the conttruction Corner using play moneyor real coins.

2. Naming. The child will be able to identify by name common coins and bills.
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Have Children Sort coins that are alike. The adult will assist the children in naming their groups of
coins.

Develop a money chart displaying a penny, n.ckel, dime, quarter, fifty-cent pleCe and a dollar bill.
Children may use this chart to help them identify coins they 3re using. After each corn or bill is
written, the value amount is written using numerals. Children may work in pairs to recall the value
of each coin.

Use a MorreY Bingo Game in which children match the name of the coin with the picture of the coin
On their bingo cards.

Using a Box-O-Money, children will identify the specific value of each coin in the boX.

3. Value. The child is able to underStand the value of each piece of money and associate specific num-
ber values with specific pieces of money.

lei the play grobery store, the child can pay the exact amount of money charged for each item.
Give the children a variety of coins and a shopping list with the price after each itern. Have them
purchase the list of items.

Have individual children be the grocery check-out person in the store. The check-out pecson will
give exact change for purchases made.

Arrange a ShOpping trip to a neighborhood grocery store for three of the children. Each child will
0-Lir-chase the same item for the same price (e.g., an apple tor 12 cents). One child will be given two
nickels and two pennies; one child will be given one dime and two pennies; and the third child will
be given twelve pennies. They will discover that each amount of money is the same and will buy
the same amount.

Generalizing Knowledge and Skill in the Area of Number Understandings

Number understandings should be deliberately worked i_nto the learning centers in the clas§rturri. In
the_Construction Center, children will, at tirtiet, be. comparing sizes of structur s. c;,tirhanno, distancc
and stating relationships_Of structures. At the Cooking Center; measurement .and nurnber.are a .

natural part of the leirning process..Lottagames, bingo_games and pegbolrds will all entice_ young
children to .become naturally involved in.number understandings at the Game Center: Numbericorn-
parisons_and relationships.will be a vital part of the Multisensory_Center as they will_be at the Explora-
tion.Center where classification and prediction tasks will be most relevant, The Art Center and Drartia:
tics Center should provide many opportunities for children to apply nUMber under-Standings to their
representations_ of practical life experiences. Numerous comparisons and use of number symbols w.:II
be possible at the _Motor iDeVelopment Center. Number understandings will be a vital part of the books
ahd stories looked at and read to children at the Library Center:

As has been illustrated in the Si4-ciesteid Activities a wide variety of materials and equipment should
be_.available in the elattrbbm Which invite and stimulate children to learn.and use numbers. The
following is_ a suggested list of the kinds of materials that should be available for use by young child-
ren in the classroom.

Adding machine
Attribute blocks
Bingo number games
Building blocks
Calendar
Cash register
Cornpass
Containers of various sizes
Cubes
Cuisenaire rods
Dial telephones
Dominoes

Egg cartons
Felt or flannel pieces and board
Geoboards
Geometric shapes
Geometric shape templates
Geometric solidS
Lotto number games
Measuring cups and spoons
Measuring sticks
Milk cartons
Number finger plays
Number poems
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Number songs
Numoer die games
Number spinner games
Pattern blocks
Pegt arid pegboards
Scales
Touchboxes
Toy money
Variety of m-Ininulable things
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CHILD ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
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Child Assessment Checklist for Science/Health

_. 0
7a
th-

2
co

3
m

Indicators

Key: Basic Curriculum

>
R3
co

0
0
a)

w0.
5
m00

Observes a variety of concrete objects

0a
01
(i)
2
n

co

I-- Talks about observations

Observes groVrth changes in living things

Identifies and experiences activities usina-the five sepses

Uses observations to solve problems and draws conclusions

Combines parts of previous observations to solve new problems

Talks about likenesses and differences

0
co
coca

.'--
5
(0

0 sorts by shape; color, size; texture

Groups objects and events that have one characteristic in common

Differentiates between living, nonliving; plants, animals

Evaluates classifications and makes knowledgeable and ;houghtful judgments
about them

States a prediction -,0
a.5
m

States a prediction based on a specific previous experience

Evaluates a prediction based on previous knowledge and experience

Accurately describes an experience

m0
-00

3
CID

Identifies colors

Identifies hot, colct wet, dry; ligftt tlark

Identifies sounds as loud, soft; high, low

Describes a conclusion drawn from a variety of observations

Describe§ differences in weather from day to day

kientifies motions, such as push, pull

kientifies objects by characteristics, such as lighter, heavier; larger, smaller; floatable,
nonfloatable

Identifies time frames, such as day, night; yesterday, today; hours, minutes

Evaluates the accuracy of the-report of an experience

Identifies certain parts of the body

i
CD

gu

Identifies ways to care for the eyes, ears and teeth

Demonstrates habits of cleanliness

Recognizes the importance of food in the growth process

Identifies various foods by name
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Goal SCIENCE

Every time you tell a child the outcome, you rob him of the chance to dicover it by himEelf.
(Source unknown)

Introduction

Children are natural scientists with_their spontaneous curiosity and sensitivity to change. They
eXplóre, discover and experiment long before they hear the word science. Science experiences, both
formal and informal, help children develop their thinking skills as well as gain knowledge about the
world. Children need many opportunities to develop the skills of observing, questioning and solving
problems with familiar materials. Many science materials may be brought into the classroom by the
children themselves.

Science act ,,ties will allow and encouraae children to

eXplore summarize discover
experiment compare group
question report plan
contrast find Wationships draw conclusions
collect observe generalize

With such subjects as

_leaves vegetables conservation
seeds flowers space
soil chicks safety
rocks turtles air
insects snakes cloth
frog§ hamsters electricity
eggs liquids machines
water sand magnets
heat mud a ly other subject of
light balance interest to children
birds sanitation

Children at this level have already begun to study the world around them but they have not yet
developed the thinking skills necessary_to be_truly successful in their efforts to understand their
natural surroundings; The continuum of development for young children in science is based on the
development of basic thinking and problem solving skill:. What children think about and what
children experience is the content for development of thinking skills.

In:general, Children wit need_to.exploreand_manipulatemany things in their environment which
will arouse their curiosity and interest_This curiosity and interest will then be used by the teacher
to develop and extend the child's language, knowledge and thinking abilities.

Activities which aid in the development of the most basic thinking skills, then, need to be included
in the kindergarten program. These goal areas are

Observing Finding differences in physical properties (e.g., color, size, Shape, texture) of objects
by directly observing and manipulating or changing them

Classifying Finding likenesses and differences in a collection of objects and grouping according
to those that have or do not have a single characteristic (e.g., red, not red)

Predicting Making predictions based on observation and experiences

Reporting Describing observatiuns in ways that can be understood by other children and adults

These four areas are the basis for a kindergarten science program. Objectives for children's developrner.
will be developed within each of these four areas that will provide a range of abilities in the', develop=
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ment of thinking skills.

The following objectives and activities are suagested for implementation in a science program for kinder-
garten children.

Goal Area Observation

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will observe a variety of concrete objects.

2. The child will talk about the observation.

3. The child will use observations to solve problems and draw conclusions.

4. The child will combine parts of previous observations to solve new problems.

5. The child will evaluate his/her observations as he/she makes knowledgeable and thoughtful
judgments about the value and purpose of the observations.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will observe and talk about observations with others.

Following the reading of the book Round As A Pancake, the child discusses the objects described
in the book.

As children explore and manipulate a variety of objects from the treasure box which today con-
tains 200 buttons, the children will respond to teacher questions that allow more than one correct
answer.

The children will talk about the doors they observed on their door walk around the block that
morning

The children will talk about the collection of rocks that was placed in the science center this morn-.-
ing.

2. The child will use observations to solve problems and draw conclusions.

The child brings objects from home that are rounr

The child is asked to describe an article of clothing that might belong to a set of but-tc-Is the child
has selected from the treasure box;

The child dictates to the teacher (or other adult) an experience chart story that describes the best
kind of environment for their turtle, bawd on their observations of the turtle.
The child will plan and draw a mural to illustrate the different plants and leaves they observed on
their walk.

The child will group rocks that look alike in some way.

3. The child will combine parts of previous observations to solve new problems.

The children will participate in an Art Center to develop collages containing round objects and
shapes using a variety of materials such as yarn, strings, paper, etc.
The children will match sets of buttons to pictures of clothing.
The children will develop an appropriate habitat in the classroom for an animal they observed and
talked about before.

4. The child will evaluate his/her observations as he/she makes knowledgeable and thoughtful judg-
ments about the value and purpose of the observations.

The child will discuss his/her collage with an adult. The child will be asked to talk about why she/
he selected or designed the collage as she/he did,

The child is asked why the buttons she/he selected E'e appropriate for a particular type of clothing.
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The child will talk about his/her block construction with an adult or another child.
The child will talk about why she/he grouped the rocks as she/he did;

The children will evaluate how well they built the habitat for the turtle by looking at the chart 4
they developed; and with an adult's help, check to see if they have planned for all the needs of
the turtle.

Goal Area Classification

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will talk about likenesses and differences in objects and events.

2. The child will group like objects and events.

3. The child will combine previous experience to more precisely group and classify objects or events.
4. The child wiH evaluate classifications and make knowledgeable and thoughtful judgments about

them.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will talk about likenesses and differences in objects and events.

Using egg carton sections, group a vane./ of objects from the treasure box (rocks, bottle caps,
buttons, leaves, shells, corks, sponges, plastic and metal objects; wood objects, bolts, hinges). The
child and teacher (or other child) will discuss why the objects were grouped together.

Using pictures of animak, clothing and fruit, sort those which are alike and talk about why they
are alike.

Match and talk about pieces of materials which may be grouped by color, design or texture.
Group children who are alike in one way (e.g., eye color). Have a child who has been asked to
close his/her eyes or leave the room, guess why these children are grouped together.
Group pictures of food (e.g., fruit, meat) and talk about how each group of food is alike.

2. The child will group like objects and events. After discussing similarities and differences, a child
will independently group objects that are alike.

3. The child will combine previous experience to more precisely group and classify objects or events.
Using activities similar to those listed under objective "1" (see above), the child will be able to
group objects together based on finer discrimination of features of each group.

e.g.: Buttons are grouped together because they are round and silver.

Pictures of animlls are grouped together because they are dogs; they are all long-haired dogs.

4. The child will evaluate classifications and make knowledgeable and thoughtful judgments about
them.

The child will select an item that does not go with the rest of the group (e.g., a wooden cube among
a set of rocks):

The child will make judgments about the work or value of a group (e.g. What can we do with these
brushes? Are hinges important to us?).

The child will be able to group and classify ideas as helpful or not helpful. (While discussing ground
rules for behavior at centers today, it is agreed by the children that the idea to let the kitten out of
the cage will not be accepted because this would frighten him/her.)

Goal Area Predicting

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will state a prediction.
1 55
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2. The child will state a prediction based upon specific previous experience and discussion.

3. The child will state a prediction based upon a number of previous experiences.
_ .

4. The chOd will evaluate a prediction based upon previous knowledge and experience.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will state a prediction.

The child Will respond to sucn questions as

Do you think it will rain today? Why or why not?
Do you think these objects will sink or float? Why or why not?
Do you think our kite will fly today? Why or why not?
What do you think will happen to this piece of bread if we let it sit on the table all day?

What do you think will happen to this piece of ice if we leave it on the patio?

2. The child will state a prediction based on Specific previouS experience and discussion.

The child will respond to such questions as

6 Based on your experiment yesterday with floating and sinking objects, which of these objects do
you think will float? Why?

Based on our dixussion of clouds, what kind of weather do you think we will have today? Why?
Based on our experience with ice yesterday, what do you think happen to the ice in this
tray if we let it sit outside the refrigerator? Why?

3. The child will state a pr6diction baSed On a nUmber Of previous experiences.

The child will respond to such questions as

Based on the fact that it is cloudy today and based on the fact that the temperature is below
freezing, what kind of weather do you think we will have today?

Based on our experience of growing bean seeds and based on what we know plants need to grow,
whi do you think the farmers had trouble growing crops this summer?

4. The child will evaluate a prediction based on PreviOuS knowledge and experience:

The child will be able to explain why she/he does not agree with a prediction. (John just said he
thought this paper clip would float, but you don't thin!-. so. Can you tell us why you think it will
sink?)

The child will be able to explain why she/he changed his/her prediction. (First, you said that you
thought it would rain today. Then you said it would snow instead. What did you think of that made
you change your mind?)

Goal Area Reporting

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will be able to recall an experience.

2. The child will be able to talk about or accurately describe an experience,

3. The child will be able to combine a number of experiences ano make conclusions about these
experiences.

4. The child Will be able to evaluate the reporting of an experience.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will be able to recall an exPerience.
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The child will have opportunities in discuttion grouPs to tal- about something that has happened
in or out of school.

o The child will participate in creative art activities to recall previous experience (drawing, pantomime,
creative movement).

2. The child will be able to accurately describe an experience.

The child will draw a picture after a walk to recall what she/he saw on the walk.
The child will participate in developing a Wall Mural to sequence the things that happened on the
walk.

The child will report to an adult what happened on the walk.
The child will take snapshots of interesting things that happened during the walk, then detcribe Fmeh
picture.

The child will develop a graph with blocks showing the number of different types of buildings
observed during the walk.

The child will develop a picture book to be developed over time to record changes (e.g., seasonal
changes, plant growth).

3. The child will be able to combine a number of experiences and make conclusions about these
experiences.

All of the above activities might be used to respond to the following questions.
Based on our field trip to the farm and based bri the_pictures we have been talking about in class,
what kinds of things would yoU expect to find on a farm?

Bawd on what we have done at the Cooking Center this v.'eek, what ingredients can we use to
make a salad?

What do you think are the most important things we need to remember when we are working
at the Woodworking Center, so that nobody will get hurt?

4. The child will be able to evaluate the reporting of an experience;
The child will be able to add an idea to a Writ:en report;
The child will be able tb questiOn an inclusion in the report.
The child will suggest using another word to describe what happened, as part of developirg a
report.

Generalizing Knowledge and Skill in Science

Development of a variety Of learning Centert focused on a skill or topic related to the science program
will allow children to_ use and generalize these skiHs and knowledge to different settings. In other
word$, the child will have marlY different settings, provided by the learning centers, to use and
practice new skills and understandings (e.g., The child will tme observation skills to sort at the multi-
sen7ary center, build at the construction center, make a collage at the art center, etc.). The following
are suggested as possible content themes for development of science centers.

Water play table

Weighing instruments such as a balance scale

Measuring instruments such as ruler, yardttick, meterstick, or common day objects such as shoes,
gloves, hands, which can be used to measure

Magnets: bar and horseshoe

Sandtable with scoops, Meaturing cups

Treasure box containing a variety of objects
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Touchboxes containing a variety of objects

Nature items such as: shells, stones, leaves, bark from trees, moss, wood, cocoons, nests, insects

Compass

Seeds and bulbs

Aquariuin
a Terrarium

Hot plate and cooking utensils

Electric bu!bs and battery

Worn out dock and other items to take apart and put together

Tape recorder
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL-STUDIES/SAFETY

CHILD ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL STUDIES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
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GOal: SOCIAL STUDIES

Introduction

Since gfective development has been discussed in another section of the handbook, the emphasis in
thisarea of curriculum will be to identify and illustrate knowledge concepts in social studies that are
meaningful for the five-year old chid. The following goal areas have been identified for social studies.

Cooperative Group Living Understanding how people cooperatively live and work together.
Cultural D;versity and Heritage Understanding that people come from many different back-

grounds.

Physical Environment Understanding how physical features of the environment affect
what people do.

Because young children's thinking is egocentric, they have great difficulty understanding many con=
cepts in the area of social studies. They see the world from their own point of view and do not
understand things that are quite different from their own experience. Involving children in a variety
of social studies experiences should help them expand their understanding of time and space.
Successful social studies activities will allow children to

have many real life, first hand experiences with people and placet.

reproduce these experiences in a variety of play and !earning activities:

build and use past experiences and current interests to understand new content about experiences
with their immediate environment and eventually the larger world.

Community Involvement

One means of providing children with first-hand experience about their environment is to invnlve
community people (e.g., doctor, fire_fighter, police officer, garbage collector, grocer, banker, airplane
pilot) directly with the children. Through discussion and direct experience these community people
can share their job experiences and travel experiences as well as particular customS that may be
unfamiliar to the children. In addition, parents can bring many home eXperiences into the classroom
for use as a base for instruction. Such things as cooking experiences, crafts, music, art and dance that.

are already familiar tc one child may be shared with other childron, This will promote a greater
understanding of cu'tural influences on one's 1ife.

Field Trips

Another means of providing children with first hand experiences with their environment is to
variety of well planned field trips. To insure learning for children, field trips should be planned in
three stages.

Preparation

Implementation

Follow-up

Prkoaration. The teacher should consider a variety of ways to introduce new ideas, new language and
new people to the cnildren before they begin a field trip. The teacher may use one or more of the
following in preparing a child for the field trip.

Pictures

6 Language activities related to new concepts

i Bulletin boards

Mültimedia (films, filmstrips, records)

A carefully planned introduction greatly increases the meaning of the experience for the child. For
example, the teacher is preparing the children for a walk around the block to observe the different
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kinds of homes people live in. Using a set of pictures; the teacher and children talk about each
picture; describing what each house is made of, how many rooms it has, and how it is different from
other houses. Following the five to 10 minute discussion, the children are

Grouped so that about five children are Nith one adult (parent volunteers in addition to teat.Ater
and assistant).

Asked to dictate to their adult !Pader hcw each house looks so that the adult call write down
what each child says.

Told they will talk some more about the houses when they return to the classroom and develop
a mural to share with others.

A letter of explanation about the field trip to the parents will serve as an effective school commu-
nication, and can serve to_involve parents as volunteers in the preparation, implementation, and
follow-up phases (Figure 1).

implementation. Thrcughout the field trip experience, adults should encourage discussion by
children in their small groups. Adults should be available to limit small_ group size from five to seven
students per adult. A low child-adult ratio will also help insure safety of the young children. Per-
mission slips should include information about destination, means of transportation, date and time
schedule; lunch arrangements, child's name and parent/guardien signature (Figure 2).

Follow-up. Following the field trip experience, the teacher and children should review concepts and
apply understandings the children have gained from the experience. This experience may be worked
into several learning centers. For example, following a trip to a farm, building a farm with plastic
animals and blocks may be worked into the CONSTRUCTION CENTER. Other activities which may
be used as follow-up activities include

language experience charts crafts
murals reading

making a book audio recordings, tapes, recordings

building with different <inds of blocks organizing photographs taken during the
experience

Goal Area Cooperative Group Living

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will understand that people as individuals and groups have rights which must be respected.

2. The child will assume responsibility for own behavior and demonstrate behavior that contributes to
the welfare of the group.

3. The child will develop the concept of family as a community.

4. Th: child will understand how individuals live together in groups.

5. The child will develop the idea that a community is a group with small contributing groups. The
child will name some contributing groups in the community.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will understand that people as individuals and groups have rights which must be respected.

Set up cubbies, bins, or shelves to serve as individual storage spaces for children's personal
possessions. Designate individual spaces by labeling each space with a picture and/or child's
name. Encourage childreit to store their personal possessions in the space and to respect each
other's spaces.

Arrange the classroom so that children can find a private space to be Mone if they want to be.
lalk with children about how this space will be used.
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Talk with children about whether they would like to display something they have made. Respect
the decision of the child.

2. The child will assume responsibility for own behavior and demonstrate behavior that contributes
to the welfare of the group.
4 Throughout the year discuss and establish with the children basic rules for behavior which will

make it more pleasant to work together. The fewer rules, the better. Refer children to these
rules occasionally to help them develop appropriee and successful behavior in the classroom.

During snack time involve individuals and groups of children in preparing and serving the snack.

Ask children to assume responsibility for routine tasks such as watering plants, feeding animals
and arranging materials.

3. The child will develop the concept f family as a community.

Interact with and observe childre as they play in the DRAMATICS CENTER. Pick up cues
from the children about their understanding of family roles and living together as a family. Use
their cues for planning activities and discussion;

During a whole group session talk about who lives in each child's house (e.g., goldfish, cats, dogs,
aunt, mother, father, sister, brother). Show and discuss pictures different families, ranging
from those with one parent and one child to those with two parents, grandparem., several

Figure 1

Letter to Parents Requesting Their Assistance

Dear Parent(s):

Tuesday morning, October 18th at 10:00 a.m., your child will take a walk around the block of the
school to observe and talk about houses people live in. We need parent volunteers at that time to
take small groups (5-7) of children on the walk. I will need to meet with these parent: t k about
the procedures for this walk at 900 a.m. that same morning.

Please send the bottom portion of this note to schoc' th your child if you can be with us on the
18th. Thank you.

Name can assist with the walk Fusdãy morning, October
18th. I will meet with you at 9:00 a.m. that morning;

Figure 2

Sarnple Permission Slip

has my permission to go on the class field trip to
child's name

I understand they will be leaving school
destination

at and returning at on
time time date

and that they will be transported by unch* wili be provided by
car, bus

from home, school cafeteria

*If federal lunches are provided for any students, they must still be provided to the students regard-
less if a fiald trip has been planned.
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children and pets. Ask such questions as, "What makeS a family?" "Why do we live in families?".
The teacher or assistant may wish to record the language of children from such a session to
display later or to be illustrated.

Read books about a variety of families. Discuss the characteristics of these families with the
rhildren:

Have children draw pictures of their families. Label the members of the fa :Jr the children.

4. The child will understand how individualS live together in groups.

DiStuss with the children how eath rriernber 6f the class is_dependent upon other members to
keep the classroom clean; keep the noise level such that others can hear each other speak, help
keeP materials and equipment organized at a designated place.

Take a walk with children to observe and use traffic signs. Discuss how these signs help uS to
live with other members of the community.

Implement a scavenger hunt in which small groupt of thildren have to work together to find a
list of items. Discuss how members of each group help each other:

5. The child will develop the idea that a community is a group w-tl ll contributing groups. The
child will name some contributing groups in the community.

Visit members of the tommurlity and talk about how they help other community member- to
live better together (e.g.. storP owner, fire fiohter, police officer, farmer, dentist).
Set up i'L=y area so groups of children can role play community members as they live
in P ;.,ommunity .

t-fc chii develop books, murals, individual pictures describing the function of community
filer, IN::

Gt;'4! Area Cultural Divetsity and Heritage

Continktuiri of Objectives

1. Pie chiid wiH describe special events and cuStOrns in own familY.

2. The child will describe special events and customs in families other than oWn.

3. The Child wii: accept the fact that although people may live, dress, speak and eat differently, they
all have needs similar to own.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will deScribe special events aiid customs in own family.
During whole group time give individual children opportunitieS to talk about Special happenings
in thetr family. irico --ate this information into daily newSpaperS or ekperience charts (e.g.,
Yesterday Maria's grandmother came to visit from Mekicb. She brought Maria a pinata.).
Encourage children to talk about the food they eat at home: "What is your favorite food?" "Do
you know how it is made?" Incorporate these discussions into cooking and eating experiences
at school. Invite parents to wOrk at the COOKING CENTER to introduce and Make special
recipes for the children.

Encourage children to share pictures of th14.ir family celebr-ting a special occasion. Allow
children to talk about or dictate destript,ors of what is happening in the pictures. Make a special
display of thesc pictures in the classroom.

2. The child will talk about and describe special events in families other than own.
Read stories abont ,,hildren who come from different backgroundS than moSt of the chAren ir
the class. Discuss with the group !tow these children live differently and how these children live
like they do.
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Develop a class scrapbook with pictures of children celebrating events in special ways.

Listen to records and sing songs related to a variety of cultural holidays.

Show filmstrips and films depicting the celebration of a variety of cultural events.

3. The child will accept the fact thai although people may live, dress, speak and eat differently, they
all have similar needs to own;

Show pictures of a variety of people who live in the immediate community (e.g., young old,
tall and short, fat and skinny, black and white, poor and rich). Raise questions as "How a, all
these people different from one another?" "Even though these people are different from one
another, how are they alike?".

Develop a class mural depicting people who come from different backgrounds, but have s'milar
needs.'The mura/ might be divided into three or four sections titled "All People Need."

When reading about, listening to or talking about famous people (e.g., Abraham Uncoln, Martin
Luther King, Betsy Ross ik about how these very famous people are like ech r: us.

Goal Area Physical Envirc grrE"

Continuum of Objectives

1. The child will be able to label and describe physical features in the community (e.g., hill, mountain,
field, meadow, valley, beach, river).

Z The child will be able to talk about how people use different physical areas of the community.

3. The child will be able to talk about how people misuse certain land areas in the community ano
how to prevent these misuses of the environment.

Suggested Activities

1. The child will be able to label and describe physical features in the community.
As children hare experiences they have outside of school with the class, encc...:rage childr n to
describe thi.. 'ocations they have been to, such as a mountain, a stream, a beach.

Allow children to photograph and bring photographs of land features that they ha6 visd or
that are in the neighborhood. Have them dictate some sentences to describe ec:ich photograph.
D;splay the photographs with the dictation in the classroom.

Make books using photographs, drawings, or cut-out pictures of land features. Have children
dictate a label and description for each picture.

2. The child will be able to talk about how people u different physical areas of the community.
Take chi!dren to observe a land feature such a lake, a meadow, or a forest. Ask the children
what they would like to do in the area. What do other people do r. this area?

Visit a read construction site to observe such things as removal of hill or scraping for a road
surface.

On a teacher-outlined terrain mural of mountains, rivers, valleys, lakes and forests, have
children add roads, bridges, tunnels and houses to show how people change these physical
environments.

3. The child will be able to talk about how people misuse certain land areas in the community and
how to prevent these misuses of the environment

Take a walk to a polluted stream. Ask questions such as, "Why can't we drink this water%"
-What makes the water unsafe to drink?" "How can we help keep our rivers clean?"
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On a smoggy morning talk about how the air outside feels and looks. What causes smog? How
can people in the community help eliminate smog?

Take a ride or walk to a park. Talk about the sounds, smells, looks of the park. Ask questions
such as, "Why .t so quiet in the park?" "What do you hear?" "What smells do you smeH?".

Generalizing Knowledge and Skill in Social Studies

Social studies concepts are integrated into all aspects of our lives. In the classroom, social studies
concepts should be integrated into all learning centers. The following examples reflect this multi-
disciplinary activity approach:

Periodically introduce career bo.,:es containing a few role playing props into the HO'JSE KEEPING
CENTER.

Set up a grocery store using a cash register; empty boxes, empty cans, grocery bags, and an "open"
sign in the MATH CENTER.

Let a child record directions on how to get between two specific points, or report vital location
information for a fire at a neighbor's house in the LANGUAGE ARTS CENTER.

Have the children cut out pictures of people working and people playing from magazines in the
ART CENTER.

Make a pizza in the COOKING CENTER.

Many resources will undoubtedly be needed to extend social studies activities into your learning
centers. The following materials would be appropriate to include in these centers.

dress-up clothes

career boxes for wz:i tress, c,..instruction worker, carpenter, nurse, police offic9-, fire
fighter; airplane pilot

picture file of people and places

magazines for cutting

collage materials art box

bookS about young children in various cultures and socio-economic settings

I CS
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Program Evaluation Intellectual Development

0; 3-15)ectit,,es

1. A cenTriuum of objectives in the intellectual Area of
d;:vPIopment is used to

A. Assess individual child growth and need.

. Select and plan classroom activitV.

Classroom Activity

2 :Spic learning activities have been planned in the
intellectual Areas of

A. Communicarinn Arts

B. Science

C. Social Studies

D. Numbers

E. Creative Arts

3. Classroom activities place emphasis on development of
information and concepts (PRODUCT) as well as on
the ability to think about th is knowledge in a variety
of ways (PROCESS):

A. Expectations for learning specific understandings
or skills are communicated to children.

. Children are encouraged to raise questions.

C. Children are encouraged to plan strategies for
learning.

D. Teacher records information about HOW a Clild
learned as well a WHAT a child learned.

4. Classroom activities provide foi the integration
learning and development to take place and

A. All areas of development (physical, affective,
intellectual) are considered while planning
activities.

B. A variety of activity options and materials
related to a center theme are available at each
center.

Learning Environment

5. A wide 3rray of activities are available for children.

176
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Yes No Sometimes Notes

6. Organization of the learning environment motivates
children to

A. Actively participate with materials and people.

B. Use all of their senses to explore and learn.

C. Extend ability to talk about and describe
experience in a variety of ways.

D. Develop strategies for exploring and discovering
new concepts and understandings.

Deal with one concept or skill in a number of
different settings.

Raise questions to clarify and extend experience.

7. Children's_intlres!s and work are continually ditplayed
around the room.

177
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WORKING WITH PARENTS
OVERVIEW
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Overview

During the 12 months following kindergarten entrance, the child spends a minimum of 810 hours in
the fUll=day kindergarten program. Five times as many waking hours are spent under the supervision
of the parents; baby,sitter; older siblings, relatives; day care workers or television. When collabore=
tion exists between teacher and parent, the impact of kindergarten is likely to be significant; when
there isignorance about the school's objectives and activities, or about the home't values and
activities,_the school experience will have minimal significance. Clear cOmmunication and mutual
understanding between teacher and parent Will enhance the program's effect on the child.

Importance of Parent Involvement at the Kindergarten Levei

Obviously, kindergarten may be the child's first contact with an educational wogram, certainly with
"real" school. Consequently; this is a time of some anxiety for the parent, the child and even the
teacher. No matter how impoverished, overwhelmed, insecure or ambivalent, most parents want
their children to do well in school. It may appear that the parentS who want to be involved are those
who cause the greatest problems for their children.

The teacher's primary responsibility is to teach children, not parents. However, devoting some energy
tv helping parents develop their skill and confidence aS their child's home teacher is likely to have
both immediate and long-term benefits for that child and for younger siblings.

A Word of Caution

One surely will not be equally effective with every parent. All parents probably will not attend each
parent meeting, el'ery open house or all field trips. One can only begin with a small cadre of parents
and then expand the program as more parents become hooked, and as one's own skills grow.

Setting the Stage for Parent Involvement

Parent involvement begins with the school's first contact with the parent. Parent participation can be
encouraged or discouraged during these early contacts. Impress- on parentt the importance their
behavior plays in what their child learns. Many parents are unaware that in their informal interactions
with the child they are actually teaching. Make sure parents feel they still play a very important role
in th_ir child's learning, even though the child is enrolled in a classroom progrp

Administration of the assessment and screening tettt is another of theSe impor, t early contact:.
Since screening instruments will be closely related to program objectives, it may be helpful for
parents to observe the testing session. Parents can be briefed about how they are to behave during
teSting. In a subsequent feedback session, discuss how to teach for underlying processes rather than
the test item.

In Planning a successful parent involvement program; remember some basic principles.

For any group of parents a variety of adtivities should be available. Different parents have varied
needs and interests. A teacher working cooperatively with colleagues in the school can increase the
Variety of activities available.

An asSessrren; of parents' needs and interests must be conducted if activities are to i,.:°!ect parent
-preferences. Schools, alone, cannot decide what parents need.

Differing degrees of support may be required to enlist the participation of individual parents. For
eXaMplei single parents with very young children and without an automobile may require baby
sitting and transportation services: Without such logistical support, their partiCipatioll might be
impossible.

Location of parent involvement activities should be determined by_the preferences z,nd circUM:
stances of the parents. Homes, community centers and churches, as well as the school, Could be
used:
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An on-r,i parent involvement program will have to accommodate shifts in parent interost, need
and competeicy. like children, develop and change. Thus, programs will have to adapt

fr', r 'nent for parent participation will need to be an integral part of the program. Certifici2s
.1a;.reciation; luntheons, dinners, trading stamps, door prizes donated by local merchants and

;)r regular volunteers are w-2.ys of recognizing regular participation. These Could be financed
iy th,) PTA.

Each ce6eher must think realistically about the types of parental irwolvernent activities which can
be irnr. i;, the classroom. Parent conferences, parent meetings and open houses are basic
and esserti .11 for any classroom. One teacher working alone can probably implement only one
idditionai activi,/, such as training classroom volunteers, helping parents learn to use home-teaching
a.:Iivities or helping organize discussion groups. However, if two or three teachers agree to collaborate,
additional options could be offered.

The pUrpoge of each of theparent involvement activities must be sharply focused and clearly com-
municat,k1 tb the parents. Coming to hear a speaker talk about how to get your child ready for
first grade may be less clearly focused than what a parent can do to help children learn to read.

Conducting the Needs Assessment

A brief; onepage questionnaire can outline basic hi le-school communication activitieS (conferenceS,
meetings) that parents can expect and it can determine the concerns, preferences, interests and needs
of this parent group. It would be well to use such a questionnaire at the beginning of the year and at
mid-year to assess changes in parent preferences and interests.

FIGURE 3
Parent Questionnaire

(Need Assessment)

As your child's teacher, I plan to work closely with you to insure that your child gains the most from
kindeigbrten. When the parent and teacher work together, the child seems to feel that important adultt
care and consequently becomes more interested in learning and in school. I want you to know ;low
your child is doing in school and how you can help him/her continue to learn at home: I also want to
know about what you see your child doing and learning at home. If we_can share this inorrnation, your
child will benefit. Some activities have been designed so we can exchange this informatior,

We Will have thrbe Y2 hour parent conferences during the year; in Nlovember, February anu May: if at
all PoSSible, these Will be scheduled at school. Monthly classroom meetings will be held on the third
Wednetday of each month; except for December and June: At most of these, we will be talking in
general about what the class is learning and how you can reinforce this learning at home. TopicS
which interest you fnm be scheduled for discussion at these meetings. I hope that some of you will
agree to serve on a pareni ::ommittee to work with me to plan these meetings.

We have found that mui mole. can be accomplished during the year if parents volunteer to help on
Some taSkS. Please check E 11'; o I. tiv.i following activities with which you can help:

Volonteering in class, iOrn for one session each week as a_regular volunteer:
2. Volunteering o-:....asionally_to share one activity with the children:

______ 3. Accompanying.e3ss on field p5. . .

4. Preparing learning material!. the classroom.
5. Serving asa bus aide.
6. Assisting the school nurse librarian-, readingspecialist or.resource teacher. _.- 7. Rartitipoting in 8 short series (four meetings) of discussion groups of parents; scheduled at

the Ciannience of the group: (ropics would be decided by the group but could focus on
chilthrearing problems-, discipline; communicating with your child or working with your
spouse to establish joint child-raring strategies.)

74
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8 Learning how to use specifk 3arning activities with your child at home.
9. Serving on classroom parent committee (two parents needed).*

* if many parents have volunteered, an election may be required to select the parent committee.

What kinds of special skills do you
family with others in the class;

1. Sewing
2. Cookina
3; Woodworking & constructiun
4. Plumbing
5. Auto mechanics
6. Playing a musical instrument
7. Painting/sculpture

have? This is

Please indicate your cultural heritage.1

1. African
2. Cuban
3. Mexican
4 French
5. Scotch- rish
6 German
7. Southern Mountain

way° for us to share the child's culture and

8.
9

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Canntng/preserving foods
Farming/gardening
Weaving, quilting, crocheting
Basket weaving
Jewelry making
Curing and smoking meats
Other crafts (please describe)

8. Vietnamese
9 Chinese

10: Native American (please indicate
tribe)

. Japanese
12 Other (please indicate)
12 F'o specific ethn ic/cu I tu ra 1 group

If this inquiry is presented properly, most parents will support the school's effor to develop curriculum which
reflects the wide cultural variation in the community and the world.
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WORKING WITH PARENTS
STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING

HOME-SCHOOL COMMUNICATION
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Open channels of communication are essentia' to sound teacher/parent relations. Parents expect a
warning before a major problem is encountered. They also want to know about the successes. Cer-
tainly, some parents are more difficult to reach than others. A variety of strategies will need to be
considered.

A school conference
A home visit
Telephone call
Contact by the pupil personnel service workers
An evening or weekend conference

One fundamental principle should guide our behavior.
It is the classroom teacher's responsibility to exchange information with parents about children'
progress.

Parent Conferences

The individual parent-teacher conference is probably the most effective way that teachers and parents
have found to share information. Tc conserve teacher time, these are usually conducted at school,
although an occasional home visit may need to be made. For either, good preparation will insure a
successful conference.

Preparation

The teacher will want to collect, analyze and summarize infor- ion about the child's functioning
with respect to program objectives. Use and study anecdotal records, checklists, norm-referenced and
criterion-referenced tests you have available then decide what is the most relevant and important infor-
mation to share. Problem areas should be presented concisely. Discuss emergent skills and achieve-
ments, areas where the parent can most easily provide help to the child and can readily see progress.

The conference should be conducted at a place and time; convenient to both teacher and parent. If
a home vist is planned, parents should be asked to res: this time exclusively for the teacher with
no distractions from neighbors, relatives or salespersons. The conference should be scheduled well
in advance, with a reminder note or phone call prior to the conference.

Conducting the Conference

1. Establish rapport. Describe a humorous incident in the classroom.

2. Start by telling the good news. The child's progress, what she/he has learned.

3. Present problem areas concisely.

4. Wait at each point for parent comment.

5. Listen to how they see the child's strengths and problems. Acknowledge that you hear this.

6. Consider plan of action and commit yourselves to it.
7. Set a time for follow-up evaluation.

8. Summarize the major points of the conference.

Parent Meetings

Group meetings provide a sound s'eategy for sharing similar information with many people at once.
Such meetings can promote pt ..pport systems or soci& networks in the parent group. As parents
come to know and trust one another, support for the development and maintenance of more appro-
priate parenting behavior can be established. Programs like Alcoholics Anonymous, Parents Anony-
mous and Weight Watchers have exploited this principle to effect and maintain dramatic changes in
behavior. Surely schools can use the same principle to help parents become more effective facilite-gs
of their children's development.
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Topics for meetings might include the following.

The program goals and objectives
6 Buying safe, durabie Chriqrnas toys

How to avoid your child be- ling a fat adult
Living sanely with your children

bevvsletters

In a one page monthly newsbrief, a variety of information ca.1 be provideo and events described.

Field trips
Class visits by comm....inity people
Class projects or visits
Community events
Home activities other parents have tried successfully
Stories relating individual children's experiéndeS

6 SurriMaries of newspaper and magazine artiCles on health; nutrition or child rearing

Initially, the teacher may have to function as editor. Later a parent Could be asked to ass,_ :ihle it. A
stiort newsletter is more likely to be produced and read. Later it might be expanded, as parents are
convinced of its utility.

Training Parents as Class-oom Volunteers

Training parents as classroom aides and home teachers is a principal way to work with and through
parents; When parents become skillful in implementing classroom learning activities we have increaSed
children's instructional time.

Early childhood programs that have systematically trained parents as teachers of their children have
produced consistent academic gains for the children. The success of thete parent training Programs
with carefully outlined training objectives and closely Mionitored training aCtivities has been revealed
in study after study. A successful volunteer program, hoWeVer, requires careful planning by the teacher.
Volunteer programs fail when teachers ladk Confidence in leading parents or when parents feel
threatened or unchallenged.

The teacher should assess and match the level of each parent's 4kill to the assigned task. The range of
entering skill usually will be large. Think of the range of specific tasks with vl,hich they might provide
assistance.

Reading stories to children
Transcribing dictated stories
Participating in dramatic play with children
Working With children in cor,-truction or block center
Working in the cooking center to children prepare_special snacks or lunch items
Sharing their specialty with the children through Sbrne joint activity like construction of a brick

bench on the playground
Working in the manipulative materials area
Helping c.hildren at the measurement ar d weight table to corr- weights lengtht and

widths of objects

Once tn.:: icarent and teacher have identified the specific task -iat rnatches 'he parent's skill level,
trairliog ;,essions to help the parent perform this task effecte y can he Oev'-ed.

Such training sessions should be brief and convenient. Make sue to cher:us managing children't
behaviori perhaps as foliows.

State the behavior expected in positive terms.

instead of saying "Don't throw paint on Jeffrey,- say "Torniny, we paint on the paper. If you
caniiot use the paints properly you will have to select another activity.
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Praise childrer who conform to these behavioral expectations and name their appropriate behavior.

"Look at Sarah. She really knows how to use paints (praise). She dips her paint brush in the jar,
wipes off the excess and then paints on the paper" (naming the behavior).

When minor disruptions occur, intervene quietly but firmiy by touching; establishing eye contact
with the disruptive child and refocusing attention on the task by asking a question or giving a
direction.

"Tommy let's inoe your paper a,:ci paints on this counter top so you cen finish your racing cF,r
more easily,"

Assure parents that you will be in the room and will give them support and help if needed. Ground
ruies for child behavio- also should be outlined.

We use normal and quiet voices inside.
We walk in the classroom and in the halls.
We work and play without hitting other peope or throwing things at them.
When children are working individually rift-h a material or game, it is theirs until they put it back

(unless they give you permission to work with them):

/Another problem must be anticipatetl. What will be the effect of the parent's presence or the child?
If separations ircln the parent have been difficult, one might predict that the pare t's presence might
renew this dependency. However, if separation is not problematic. the parent's visit to the classroom
will cause transitory or little change in the child's behavior.

Some children will have greater difficulty sharing their parent thz will others. Similarly, f.:ome
parents can check their ego-involvement with their child and permit the child to be outside their
scrutiny. Parents may need support and guidance in how to assure their child of their affection and
love, and yet encourage him/her to work alone or with peers. Inviting the parents of particularly
dependent children may help the child work through these feelings.

Specify the teaching behavior required for each task that the teacher wants parents to supervise.
Once outlined, techniques like demonstration, role play and discussion can be used to help parents
acquire these. As an example, parents might be trained to ex-- it the following behavior during
story reading:

Holding the book so all children c-m see the pictures
Changingthe pitch; speed; loudness of the voice appropn: tory events and child interest
Telling the story largely from memory
Asking recall and inference questions about the events .--nd illustratiopq in the book
Praising children for appropriate behavior and naming thz.t behavior

Such a list will guide the teacher as she/he models and selectik Jly reinforc particulas behavior during
the training sessions. The list could be given to the parents to help guide their own befuivior.

Other training techniques mieht be

use of role play; any initial discom or-t may be overcome by discussing how simulation/r hearsal
enable us to try out and practice new behavior.

have parents observe the aid. working witn children you point out key elements in the interac-
tiOn.

use selecied filmstrip/cassettes to discuss how children use i..aterials or how 3 teacher might teach
a specific concept; You might construct them yourself; they are relatively inexpensive and require
little technical skill.

selected journal articles from Young Children, Childhood Education, Day Care and Early_Educa-
tion and The Early Years Which outline basic strategies for working with young children in cook-
ing, dramatic play; construction and other activities. Attach introductory questions to orient the
parents to key content and include a summary to review these key principles:
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Training Parents as Home Teachers

7nhancing the quality of int,- :.. -tlon be`ween parent .-nd child is a wort! ::011. Extensive research
about parent-child interact,o, si.g,jests that parents teach their children ihformally. Several parent-
focused early childhood programs use basic individual or group consultation strategies. The individual
consultation models generally us:- the home visit in which a pt----rit educator demonstrates learning
activities and materials to the parent In a group consultation model, small groups of parents meet
week!y to discuss how to use training materials with their children.

Time limitations may force the classroom teacher to use a group consultation approach sirnply
because it is more efficient: Cartainly a possible alternative involves full-time teachers working with
children during the :norning session and then working with the parents in the afternoons, evenings
and on weekends. Several other strategies might be used.

A Toy Lending Library

In this strategy, commercial toys, gamesiand books have been selected to help children master speci-
fic physical Interectual and affective_skills. The parent learns alternate uses of these materials in
order to mos*, f-ferlively meet th child's particular developmental level, One toy is checked out a
time. SUCh ". ...an might operate as a part of the school library or in the kindergarten classroom.
Pu7:les, lottu anes, lego, tinker toys, cuisinaire rods, table blocks and pan balance with weights
might he availah!e for borrowing.

A Parent Workroom

Obviou..j,,, many commercially available materials could be home made. Several recent books provide
parents with guidenes for making and uSing such materials;-some os these are listed in the curriculum
resources section.

In this parent -i-.--rkroon-i, "found" mgteriais, su. -s ,:offee cans, egg cartons, TV dinner plates, pos-
ter Paper, construction paper, glue and string could h vailab Directions for raking home learning
games would also be provided. The librarian and the p;:. cot Lssistant cot.ld help parents select an
appropriate learning game to make for theft child.

Home Learning Episodes

Learningepisodes could be distributed weekly to parents who wculd he encouraged to keep them in
a looseleaf binder Each episode might folic N a similar format. Activii :s designed for physical,
:ntellectual or affective development could be m imeographed or papes of the same color. The class-
room teacher would probably prepare these. These might encouraoe irents to maximize the learn-
ing opportunities in their usual household routine, of laundry; cooking, doing yardwork and w2shing
the car. The following might be one sudi activity.

Doing laundry. Help your children learn v. they help you with the laundry. Have them help
sort the clothes. Talk about wl-py you make different piles and why a piece belongs to each
pile: lights vs darks delicate vs 'This is the white pile and this is the dark pile. You
can put your clothes in the piles they dela; ig. That's right, your T-shirt goes with the whites: your
jeans go with the dark clothes. Good thinking." Afterwards di -...:ss sorting the clothes, loading the
washer; starting the machine, aciding detergent, drying the clo.nes, folding them and putting them
away: This can help your child learn to order events in time. Make this usual chore fun for both
of you. Talk about what you are doing.

Parent Discussion Groups

Discussion_groups provide effective and flexible means for parents io acquire more information about
a variety of subjects. Auerbach's Parents Learn Through Discussion is a thorough guide for acquiring
guest speakers and conductiny such discussion groups. To be successful, consider the following.

Select clearly focused topics
Select knowledgeable speakers
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Plan time and location of meetings in keeping with parents Preferences
o Plan a short series of meetings ra,her than long series

Provide for babysitting/transpor 'inn where needed

A real danger presents itself in any parent involvement program when the same parents are involved
in all aspects of the program. This easily causes parent "burn out." The classroom teacher will have
to help V-- participants make realistic commitments without overburdening any one parent:

Tailoring the Program to Different Populations

Too often Tvrent involvement means mother involvement. The planned activities often do not
reflect !he :qterests or skills of fathers. Teachers who make concerted efforts to support paternal
invo1.,erlien*. and prov..Je a male flavor to sornil, involvement activities are more likely to foster
father involvement Some discussion groups might be organized just for men. They might discuss
the father's role V the child's development ,Jsing local psychiatrists, pediatricians, psychologists
or educators. So:rlie programs have involved fathers to work nights where furniture has been

.

repaired, painted, classrooms rearranged or playground equipment constructed. Certainly fathers
and mothers olght to be ;nvolved it Similar tyPes of -tivities; hoN.%ever, same sex meetings might
encourage reluctant fathers to join in.

Working Parents

Usually they can par cipate only in evening or weekend activities. Many of the types of involVernen
activities that have been d . .ussed could easily occur at those times.it is possible that some working
parents may l(ave flexible schedule, c would allow them to visit the classrooms once a month.
Grandparents may have considerao:y more free time than do the children's parents. Likewise, parern
aunts, uncles a7ld cousins of the ch pecaliy tose retired, could provide assistance in the class-
room.

Pinnority Parents

C'jban-Arnericaris, Native Americans; Vietnamese-Americans and so^-- Black-A-r.::rioariS may have
a culture different from that of the school. Many minorit parents are concerned :let their children
deve'op basic skills but also want them to develop a healthy self-respect regarding their family
cc:lure and that of others. Where thc aacher makes a concerted effc t io find out about the culture
of a!! of the i!h:ldren in the ';'essroom (their ,:alues, cs °toms, recreational activities; celebrations;
musi ! ard lai;juage) and whc)re she/he systera.;cally incorporates it :n the curricu!.im, minority
and majority parents are likely to feel welcome and supportive of the school's program.

rhe Role of the Administrator in Parent Invoivement

The discussion has focused thus f2r on the classroom teacher's role in working p3rents. Certa;n1
this role is central but the classroom teacher does not possess total responsibii...i for these activities.
If a parent involvement program is to be effective; it cannot be confined to one classroom or to one
grade level in the school. If the princi- P c.,ni;jrt.... (he kindergarten teacher's efforts much more can
be achieved; a coordinated; continuoir ni( re diversified parent involvement program can be con-
struct.-- Other amt:Iliary personnel in the school may wish to devote part of their time to t eVort
Eler 3 . ! school counselors, social workers, school psychologists, nurSes, coMmunication specia;si
and ijrrians have skill and training needed in an effective, diversified and coordinated pareil nvok
ment program.
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WORKING WITH PARENTS
EVALUATION

18-2
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Professional educators want to know their programs work: Obviously, the types of effectiveness
to be assessed will determine how the program is evaluated. The most pertinent questions follow.

Are parents involved in the school program? Do they part:cipate in these activities?

Are the activities in which they participate helpful to them?

Do they know the specific objectives of the school and the classroom in which thei- ch:
enrolle,2

Can they I! you what activities they do at home tnat support the same types of skills the class-
room teacher is attempting to develop?

Are they able to design a more effective home learning environment?

The most direct measure is attendance at the various parent involvement discussion groups, class
meetings, parent-teacher conferences and meetings with the librarian. Attendance records are easy to
maintain And are powerful indicators of the extent to which the program has developed parent parti-
cipation.

QuestibnhOfres rhight be used to ask parents to identify the classroom objectives and to describe a
learning activity (home-based or classroom7based). Parents could be asked to cate each of the acti-
-vities on a H.,e .ioint scale according to quality of content and efficiency of implementation. Several
questionnaires and checklists are available to assess changes in the quality of the home learning
environment:

Ur Hrtimateiy, many educators nave unreatir. expectations for parent involvement programs. Some
assume that they are the panacea for assurin-,7, ..):1 youngsters' school SuCc8Ss. Sharing informatiOn w.,11
p its about children's progress, about hov: parents can foster home learning, and about how they
cz elp at school certainly will increase the benefits children receive from schooling. Most parents
want this involvement, but involving parents is hard work. It is not successful with everv p_sent
Nevertheless, modeSt beginnings which teflect parent's interest and which are skillfully carried out
can help boost children's learning.

1 63
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WORKING WITH PARENTS
PROGRAM EVALUAT/ON CHECKLIST
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No. of Families
Contacted lb
this Manner

2 Notes

Sharing information

1. Information is shared between hon n chool
in the following ways

A. Individual parent conference:.

B. ClattrOdm-leVel parent meetingS

C. Telephone calls

D. Home visits

E. Mini-conferences when child is dropped off
or picked up

F. Notes

;. Nav.slitters

H. Schoolwide parent meetings

7. 7:.e following information and issues are discussed
with inaividual parents

A. A statement ir nlain language about the ch:ld's
leval of functi 'ng

B. The learning goals (long-range a id shut-range)
for their chile'

C. The specific classroom strategies used tc r,ealize
these goals

D. The timeline in which these goals will be achieved
and progress reassessed

E. The parent's view of the child's level of development

F. The parent's view of appropriate goals ano strategies
for the child

G. Activities the parents can implement to achieve
desired goals

H. Assessment of progress made toward specified
goals and setting of new goals
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No. of Families
Contacted in
this Manner

3: The following information is shared with all the
parents in the classroom

A. The general goals and curriculum for the
children

B. The general progress children are making toward
the goals

C. Specific_activities implemented to achieve
particular goals

D. Evaluation procedures used in the classroom

4. The following information is sought from parent'

A. Ways in which the program car be made mure
appropriate to the culture and litestyle of the
children

B. Assessment of what the children are learning

C. Parents' goals for children

D. Paients' view of the appropr2 of the
curriculum for their child- m ,r-.5 of
parents' objectives

E. The types of parent invOlvement act,vitieS in
which they would like to participake

F. The ..;ffectiver.....ss of the parent involvement
activities in which they participate

Classroom Activities

5. Parents visit in the classroom at their convenience

6. Parents accompany children on fit trips

7. Parents regularly work in the classroom as teaching
assistants

8. Parents occasirmally work in the classroom as
teaching assi

Parents volunteer their help in other aspects of
the school program (List different roles parents
perform.)
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No. of Families
Cor.tacted in
this Mariner

a-
n)

a

Notes

Parent Meetings

10. Regular meetings are held with parents to help
them interact more effectively with their children
at home

11. Occasional meetings are held with parents to
help them interact more effectively with their
children at home

12. Discussion or study croups are held regularly
to help parents acqu're relevant child-rearing
information n selected topics, e.g., discipl:ne,
nutrition, health

1 . Parents volunteer their help in other aspects
of the school program (List different roles
puents perform)

14. Pzients help to plan the activities which inVOlve
them and in which they participate

15. Parents participate in advisory group. viiich
consider the following.

A. Budget

B. Curriculum

C. Program ev.luation

D. Personnel

E. Supportive services (i.e., health services,
social serviee.., psychological services)

F. Other (specify)

1 . Social events (breakfasts, dinners, picnics) arse
held for parents, children and teacher,
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ASSESSING CHILD GROWTH
OVERVIEW
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Introduction

A model awssment plan for kindprric-rte,, ;n Georgia is outhned in this chapter. "Model" implies
that this chapter is a guide to teachers and other personnel in school systems. The model does not
dicte how a teacher or school system should conduct assessment, but rather, it intends to help
kinderwrten teachars and school systerv evaluate their assessment plans: The chapter contains
recommendations if revisions are necessary. The term assessment, as used in this z,ocument, involves
two components sc,-eening and on-going evaluation of student progress. Each component uses
different instruments and recomniends different --ocedures. The purpose and target population
for cor poncnt is given in Table 7,

TABLE 7

A Comparison of Assessment Components in the Model Assessment Plan

Screening

Purpose

On-going EValuation

To provice quick and reasonably accurate
information on development& and medical
histo-y.

To identify children who need comprehi---
sive diagnostic evaluation.

Population

When

All children in a school district who a, c'
ble by age criteria for kindergarten.

Prior to school entry.

To provide aCcurate information for the
purpose of plauling individualized
educational activities, and for describing the
degree to which each child is mastering
program objectives.

In each section of t;is chapter the follovOnr:4 format

A flow char: illustrating the component

Criteria V3 evaluate current foroceduret

Re?commended Procedures
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ASSESSING CHILD GROWTH
DEVELOPMENTAL SCREEMNG FOR KINDERGARTEN
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Flowchart of Kindergarten Screening Program

Implementation ol Screening Program

I

Recruit Setect Choose
Children Time and Met_hods

Place

Choose Select and Train
Instruments Personnel

Conduct_
Screening

Interpret Data

Make Decisions on Individual Children

Notify Analyze Group Dat:
Parents Against Existing_

Educational Program

_

Evaluate Screening Program

Redesign Where Appropriate
Based on Evaluation

Introduction

The purpose of kindergar.en screening in Georgia is to identify chiidren who need comprehensive
diagnostic evaluations. This screening will typically occur in the spring to identify the kindergarten
population for the next school year.

Criteria for Evaluating Screening Procedures

Do personnel in thr district understand the purpose of screening a- defined in document?

Arc Fcreening data being mis.;sed (e.g., labeling, diagnosis or planning individual educational
objectives)?

Doe,- rt.? per:ion directing screening have the necessary time and experience?

Are mos- ?eligible children screened?

Are recruitment procedures simple and systematic?
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Do parents have easy access to screening times and locations?

Are screening locations adequately staffed?

Are testers adequately trained?

Are childreir screened for developmental problems in all areas intellectual, physical, affectide,
vision and hearing?

Are decisions made about the results of screening in an objective nd reliable manner?

Are parents notified of results p:orriptly?

Does the school district systematically evaluate its screening efforts to improve them?

Recommended Screening Procedures

The following procedures are listed in Cu-onological order.

1. Choose director.

The director(s) should possess or have access to persons who possess

expertise in the areas of measurement, instrument selection, instrument data interpretation
and instrument administration, as these topics relate to the screening of young children.

6 familiarity with the community and its resources such as parent or church grouPs.

'_he ability to communicate effectively with parents.

familiarity with referral and diagnostic services and procedures:

2. Evaluate and select instrument(s).

CUrrently Used instruments should be evaluated and either retained or replaced by recommended
instruments:

3. Recruit childrei.

Use media announements, posters and 'etters to parents. All recruitment information should be
positive in tone: no not use s Jen phrrsc, as "screening for handicaps." (See examplet.)

4: Select times and places.

I f possible, have parents make screcning appointments. Otherwise, devise some syttem to avoid
long waiting times for parentt and children.

Provide transportation if needed. Use PTA or other community service groups.

ChObse !Pc tions convenient to all areas of a district.

5. Select and train personnel.

Pertonnel snould have experience working with young children:

Ai! personnel should be adequately trained.

Each screening location should always have on site a person trained in attettrnenL such at a tpeech
therapist; psychometrist or psychologist.

6. Plan method.

The purpose and possibie outcomes of the screening should be clearly explained to the parent(t).
Children shoi: Id be encouraged but not forced to separate from their Parents.

7. Interpret screenhig data:

After a child has been screened, one of three decisions should he made on each child.
(1) The screening results :ihould stand.

(2) The child thoUld be rescreened. This is_done if specified by an instrument's procedure _manual,
or if there Ere serious questions about the screening's validity for a particular child and the
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circumstances are felt to be transitory.

(3) The screening results should_stand, and the child should be referred for further assessment and
diagnosis. If complete diagnostic evaluation is indicated, existing district policies and procedures
should be followed.

a When screening is complete, all children screened should be assessed using a common and objective
operational definition of greatest developmental need.

All parents should be notified of the results of the screening.

8. Follow-up.
After a district has screened children, the group's data should be reviewed. These children will soon
be of mandatory school age and screening data can help in projecting future enrollment and educa-
tional needs.

A post evaluation of screening procedures should make recommendations for change. Parents,
5Creeners and teachers should be among the persons evaluating the screening program.

Criteria for Evaluating Instruments

Administrative Characteristics The following questions related to test administration should be
considered.

Can the instrument be administered by a paraprofessional with relatively little training?

Can the instrument be adminis;red in a relatively shorf time?

Can the instrument be administered in a nonisolated setting?

Ai-9 the admirlistration procedures standardized?

Does ihe instrument require a response mode such as pointing or short verbal respon:es?

Can the instrument be simply 3nd manually scored in a short amount of time?

Instrument Relevance The following questions related to instrument relevance should be consi-
dered.

Does the instrument measure development of either affective, physical or intellectual domains
(or in combination) in a way relevant to program goals?

Does the total set of instruments screen all intellectual, physical, affective, vision and hearing
areas?

Is the instrument appropriate for four- and five-year-olds of different backgrounds and character-
istics?

Technical Properties The following questions related to the technical aspects of tests should be
considered.

II Can the instrument be scored objectively?

Does the instrument have high test-retest reliability?

Does the instrument have high validity in its ability to predict the need for further diagnosis?

1 93
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EXAMPLES

MODEL LETTERS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Model Letter to Parents

(Local School District Letterhead)

Dear Parent or Guardian,

Kindergarten Round-up is coming to your school district

School records show that you are the parent of a four-year-old child The_
School District is planning to screen all four-year-old children to make plans for the future educa-
tional nttids of the community. Screening_ is a free service which takes about
minutes. Your child vvill be given a free vision and hearing screening and development check.

If you have a child who was born between (date), and
(date), please call (name

of contact person) at (phone number) for an appointment. The
screi ning will be held in the

I Room, of the
building, (date).

Tell your friends and neighbors with_children who will be five by September 1 about Kindergarten
Round-up. They, too, may obtain a free screening by calling for an appointment If you need trans-
portation to the screening, please inform us when you call; and we will make arrangements.

We look forward to meeting you and your child at Kindergarten Round-up.

Sincerely,

Superintendent
School District

D irector
Division of Early Childhood Education

_Schoo I District
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Model Letter for Announcing Screening to News Media

(Local School District Letterhead)

Dear

We would appreciate your including the following bulletin in the
edition of your newspaper as a public service notice for your readers. We are trying to screen all four-
year-old children in (sftool district) and your help is needed.

Bulletin: Kindergarten Round-up will be held at
on The School
District is trying to screen all children who will be five by S:Ttember 1. This registration is a free
service to all and will take about minutes. During this time, your child will be given a
free vision, hearing, language and developmental activities screening. To obtain this free screening,
call at

Thank you very much. If you have any questions, please call for additional information.

Sincerely,

Superintendent

1 9
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ASSESSING CHILD GROWTH
ON-GOING EVALUATION
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Flowchart of Kiriderprten On-Going Evaluation Component

Implement Educational
Experiences and Reassess

Familiarize Staff and Parents with Goals ana CHectives

Review and Select I'Vlans of Assessment

Train Staff to Use Means of Assessment

Do Initial Assessment of Children

Plan Instructiona; Level Objectives and Appropriate
Educational Experiences for Each Child

Record Infcrmation on CheckliSts
and Anecdotal Records. Use all'

Recommended Sources

Evaluate All Assessment Data, Report Information
to Parents and a Child's New Teacher

Administer the :Required
PA.

Norm-Referenced Test

Introduction

On-goingevaluation of_pupil progress gathers information so that an appropriate individualized:
educationatprograrn can be developed for each chil.1 and describes the degree to which each child
is mastering program goals. On-going evaluation rests on several assumptiont.

Development is aided_when child't needs are accurately assessed and experientet are planned
which are related to those needs.

Children's differences Will be reflected in their educational needs.
i; A teacher has the desire and skills to design educational experiences that meet assessed need.

c The teacher has the time and materials necessary to design educational experiences that meet
(messed needs.

This section addresses only the first assumption. The other assumptions are listed to make three
points.

There is nothing magical about gathering assessrnent data. How that data it Uted maket a
difference.

Time for planning and assessment, materials and teacher expertise is necessary to use assess-
ment data effectively:

No teacher can constantly keep up with every individual difference in children's development.
As a retult, teachett mutt be open to information that children give and should not treat evalua-
tion data as being infallible.
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Criteria for Evaluating On going Evaluation Procedures

The procedures recommended for on-going evaluation in this document meet the criteria to be pre-
sented. A teacher should either use the procedures recornmended here or be assured that other
procedures being used meet the criteria.

Do procedures involve gathering and recording on-going infortnation Jn children in a systematic
way?

DO prbcedures involve gathering and rcTordingintorrnation from all sour ?.s including observe-
tiari, teacher-child conferences , resource teachers, work samples Ind child-made records?

Are times scheduled for each day that are devoted exclusively to gathering evaluation information?

Are procedures establizhcd to systematically communicate objective information about a child's
accomplishments to a child's parents or next teacher?

Recommended On-going Evaluation Procedures

The following steps are listed in chronological order.

1. Familiarize staff and parents withithe program's goals and o'...)jectiveS. DiScuss the handbook with
particular attention to understanding its structure and terms.

2. Review and select means of assessment.

3. Train Staff to use means of assessment.

Discuss the means of gathering and recording information, using the variety of attetsment
techniques.

D6cuss the terms i!sed on more formal instrurnentt and arrive at Common understandings.

4. Do initial assessment of children.

Establish a system for gathering information so that no children are slighted. Perhaps focus on
certain children each day.

Use procedu res for gathering information that ere tbrititterit with the ways in which the children
are taught. If the room is child-centered and inforMal, try to cather assessment data informally.

Attess in each area of the curriculu,n only until_ there is sufficient information to plan educa-
tional experiences, then perform the experiences and reassess.

Assess several situations before recording judgements.

Use a variety of assessment sources such as teacher obServationt, teacher-child conferences,
information from resource personnel and parents, work samples of children and child made
records. These sources are described following thiS liSting of recommended procedures.

Be flekible and remember that evaluation data can be fallible;

Schedule about 15 minutes each day to do nothing but gather evaluation data.

5. Plan instructional level objectives and appropriate educational experiences for Oath child. See
Organizing the Learning Environment for a discussion of planning appropriate activities for
individual children.

6. Implement educational experiences and re-evaluate. See Organizing the Learning Environment for
diScusSiOn bf implementing experiences.

7. Record inforMation on checklists and anecdotal records.

Use all the recommended sources discussed in the next section:

After re-evaluation, begin planning again;

8. Administer the required norm-referenced teSt &ring the deSighated tirne Period:

9. Evaluate all assessment data and_report information to a child's parent DI new teacher. Report
ob.iective information about the child's highest level of functioning in each program area.
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Sources Used in Gathering On-going Evaluation Data

When establishing on-going evaluation procedures, al! possible sources of information must be identi-
fied. There are many potential sources of on-going evaluation information open to the teacher. Since
sources have different strengths and limitations, a teacher should try to use all sources.

Teacher Observation of Child BehaviorThe most widely used source ot('n-going evaluation data is_
teacher and assistant teacher observation of children. For this to be productive-, certain things must be
remembered. Children tend to strongly react to immediate situations. For any complete picture of a
child, si..e/he must be observed in many situations. Since it is necessary to observe children in different
situations at different times-, it is also necessary _to write some of these observations down so that they
can be accurately recalled Although_teachers often keep mental records, their accuracy is impossibie
to check. Teachers should keep anecdotaLrecords of their observations. Record development related
to program goals and indicative of a change in a child's status in relation to these goals. Also record
when change has not occurred in a reasonable time.

Keep records objective and short. A person should be a selective tape or video recorder. A tape
recorder doesn't record why things are happening,: It only records what happened. Also, a good tape
recorder is accui ate. It does not record all children as running if one child gallops and the other child
trott.

Below is an example of a functional anecdotal record.

REG 9/28 9:41
SG/Math_
R spoke 1st time with sentencc.-

The record illustrates sweral things.

Child is idsntified REG are initials. You know who that is and it is not necessary o write out a
full name.

I Section is Hentified -- SG/Math refers to small group/math activity. Patterns of behavior may be
tied to particular settings.

i Date and time are identified Patterns of behavior may be tied to particular days and times.
-f; The behavior is objectively stated Behavior should relate to program goals.

The record is short and uses some form of shorthand -- These records must be short or they take
too_long to do. Remember, they are for planning instruction and should be meaningful to thc
teacher, not necessarily written in perfect prose.

Teacher-and Conferences These can range in size from large group to individual; Classroom
observation does not permit much probing to allow one to find out the reasons behind behavior. In
the conference situation, the teacher tan ask well chosen questions to try to understand a aild's
motivation arid reasons behind overt behavior. Far example; if a child is doing a workjob matching
r umbersto their appropriEte domino% it is one thing to observe that a child places the card with thetvvo on it next to the domino that has three dots. Only in dialogue can a teacher begin to identiii
cause of the mismatth (e.g.i not recognizing tvvo, not counting the dots; carelessness due to wantingto be finished to go outside); Again teachers should write aneodotal records of significant informationgained in conference& Holding successful conferences is a complex skill for a teacher to acquire.
&ever& things are important. First, do not ask leading questions Did you just forget to count thedots? The answer will usually be ye) Second, do not talk toornuch, the purpose of conferences isusually to get the child to talk. Third, summarize andolarify points raised during the conference; Thishelps the teacher and the child to be clear on what has been discussed in the conference and what, ifany; subsequent action is necessary.

A second thing which conferences add to assessment is that conferences are a teaching situation forhelping children build self-assessment skills. The ability to analyze what has gone on so that future
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plans can be made is a goal of all education, in the conference setting; the teacher has the opportunity
to model and teach this skill: After a conference; anecdotal notes should be made concerning
disci., -ion.

Information from Resource Personnel and Parents Parents or guardians have greater contact wbth a
child than teacher: In many districts; resource teachers_(eg.,_music teachers; speech therapists) also
have extensive contact with certain children: Since these people see and affect the child in many
situations where the teacher is not involved, it is important to involve them in the assessment process.
For parents and resource teachers to be helpful in on-going evaluation, they must be familiar with the
kindergarten's goals and with an up-to-date knowledge of achild's statusin relation tiO these goals. If
this is nnt the case; then parents and resource personnel will not:know what o look for. Information
coming from parents and resource teachers provides a valuable check on a teacher's assessment infor-
mation and, conversely;_a teachersinformation provides a valuablecheck on other evaluations of the
child: Gathering information from parents and resource teachers on a regular basis helps them to
understand and to affect the kindergarten program. If parent-teacher interactions can occur on a
regular basis, a foundation of "we're all in this together" can be laid upon which crises can be effec-
Vvely handled. Anecdotal notft Ihould be kept on significant infprmition gained in conferences with
other adults in the child'S life.

Work Sfirn pies of the Children Work samples most graphically describe a child's stage of develop-
ment. However; work: samples are observations of behavior and as such; it is difficult to know the
motives and reasons that went into creating them. Second, most kindergarten work is oriented toward
process rather than_producttherefore; many kindergarten activities_do not culminate in durable
samples of work. Some samples such as selected pieces of arfwork can provide a good record of fine
motor development. Since chiluren often want to take such items home, it is usually necessary to ask
the child to "make an extra picture that I can keep." The picture, or any work sample that is being
saved, should be dated, with anecdotal comments recorded on the sample.

Child-male records Kindergarten children keep records when they check their names on a centcr
roster to indicate they visited the center or when they place pegs in a board to indicate that they
visited the yellow center (which may be art to you). Teachers:should involve children in record
keeping. It will help both the teacher and child to monitor behavior.

Other Assessment instruments One potential source of on-going evaluation is the screening
administered at the beginning of a year. This source should not be relied on in any definitive way
for on-going evaluation. The time lag between screening and school is too long to have an accurate
record of a_child's specific strengths and weaknesses. Also, the items on the screen are often
developed because they predict problems, not because they are important things to teach.

The Georgia Kindergarten Criterion-Referenced Test was developed to evaluate student mastery of
many of the objectives recommended for the areas of language arts and mathematics in this guide.
The instrument is administered throughout the school year in an informal manner. Assembling_the
materials into skit makes it a readily available tool, and evaluation then becomes an integral part of
the instructional program.

A norm-referenced test, required by state board policy, is administered to all kindergarten students
in the spring of the year. The test measures student mastery of selected objectivesin two goal
areas, reading andmathematics. Procedures for administering this standardizer' test are identified
in the teacher's manual and must be followed exactly.

In summary, there is a variety of sources that a teacher should use to gather dataio eve iate
student progress. Each source adds a significantly differentdimension to_the on-going evaluation
process and yields valuable_information for assessing astudent's readiness for more formalized
learning. All data collected become a part of a child's permanent school record.

Recommended Child Assessment Checklists for On-going Evaluation

Each checklist included in the previous chapters meets the criteria listed for on-going evaluation
instrumentS.
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Instructions For the Use of the Child Assessment ChecklistsAn indicatoris a child behavior
which signals mastery of an intermediate level objectiveAndicatorsehould be thought of as signals
of development rather than asobjectives. These check1:3ts are designed to be used with the lists of
intermediatelevel objectives given earlier in this document Ta make these checklists efficient, only
a few indicators are listed for each area, representing intermediate range objectives at increasing
levels of difficulty. When used with the curriculum suggestions previously presented, these
checklists will provide sufficient information for grouping and planning individualized activities.
When a child has demonstrated a behavior, the date is noted on the checklist (See the example of
completed Physical Development Checklist.)

2
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Example of Completed Child AttettMent Checklist
for the Affective Domain

("")
7
6
fe
2
m

indicators

>a
0,
D,

00

9/13 Can state complete name

- >
a)
3
0o
g

_ Can describe self physically

9/13 9/15 Can identify own feelings

Can identify self as somebody other people like

Can identify other children

0.o
@

Can describe other children
_

Gan reSpond to frelings of other children

9/13 Willingly participates in a particular activity_ >0 9,

co

Willingly participates in a variety of activities

9/10 Willingly participates with a particular group * *
y)

Willingly shares experiences with other children

9/20 Listens to another child

o-I

0
5
@

-_

m

coIvo
a5

CO

Answers another child's request

11/13 11/12 Anticipates another child's need

Shares something of value with another child

ReSponds to indoor and outdoor limits o-I
CO

A
3c
-o

11/19 11/15 Works with a group to complete a project

Participats i-, group planningsupplies information and asks questions

Takes care of self physically

<
c.5

co

Statiet wishrfts and opinions

11/18 11/12 Defends wishes and-opinions appropriately

Listens to other child's opinion
0
5-'o
Ca

Asks other child for opinion

9/19 10/20 Suggests compromite

Remains involved until task is completed r-
a)
a?0
5o

Speaks out in leaming activity

Seeks to share what she/he has leamed

Note: Dates are included:on- thit thecklitt to-illustrate the recording procedure. When a child evidences a behavior; the
date iS indicated. This is one recording procedure; use another if it iS More helpful to you.
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EXAMPLE

REPORTING TO A CHILD'S NEXT TEACHER OR PARENT/GUARDIAN

Summary reports should be objective and directly related to program goals. They should help the
next teacher or the parent/guardian know where to begin teaching a child. The report should be
stated in observable terms and should state the child's most advanced accomplithrnent in each
program area.

Example of a summary report

Child's Name Addrett

Birthdate Parent/
Guardian

I. Physical Development

A. Gross Motor
Static balance balances on one foot, no supports
Dynamic balance runs smoothly, walks 12-foot balance beam with no support
Gross motor coordination catches volley ball thrown_from six feet.

Throws tennis ball accurately to cohort six feet away.
Agility and endurance runs 50 yards with quick recovery

Fine Motor

Arm and hand precision
Hand and finger dexterity

II. Intellectual Development
A. Science

Observing
Classifying
Predicting
Reporting

B, Social Studies

(Include other curriculurn areas)

2 7'3
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Reporting to a Child's Next Teacher=-Sample Format (Ail instructional objectives shoUld be included.)
Kindergarten Student Record Sheet

Child's Name School System
Last ArsI

Birthdate Teacher
Month Day Year

Year__

Listening

Actively listens to verbal activities

Recognizes and dischminates common sounds

Demonstrates understanding of a basic vocabulary

Appreciates orally presented language

Follows specific oral directions

Responds to orally préténted language for purpose of making judgments

Speaking

Uses oral language to describe experiences

Modulates voice to accomodate setting

Uses understandable language

Uses functional vocabulary related to experiences

Uses elaborated language to describe

Uses elaborated language to communicate with others

Reading

Demonstrates interest in being read to

Discriminates same and different sounds in common words

Discriminates visual similarities and differences in common words

Analyzes and interprets pictures using elaborated language

Tells a story in sequence

Demonstrates understandingof termsr used in reading instructions (top-bottom,
same-different left-to-right, beginning-ending of words)

Recognizes frequently appearing letters and wurds

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZa bcdef ghijklmnopqrstu v w x y z

Writing

Demonstrates interest in a variety of written materials

Demonstrates fine motor coordination

Dictates maningful information

Understands left-to-right pattern of writing

Writes name using upper and lower case letters

Writes name and Other meaningful words legibly
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Item Number

11
--
2

3

5 8

7 8

9 10

11 2 13

14

15

18 17

18 19

20 21

24 15

20

NJ

30

33 3 I

35 38 37 38

40 41

43

44 45

47 48

49 Si

52

53
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Number and Numeration

GrOUpt Objects according to similarities

Item Number
55

56 57 58Arranges objects in an order based on difference:;
59Establishes one-to-one correspondenc.
eo 81

ReocigniieS and names number groups one-to-five
62 81 64Recognizes and names sets in order as they increase by one
88 ee 70 71

Combines and separates sets
72 73Recognizes tonumerals

Writes numerals to

MeatUreMent
75 7

Compare§ and orders objectS
T7

Uses nonstandard units to measure

Geometry
78 79

Can follow directions in getting from one place to another
81 83Identifies and sorts geometric shapes

Money

Recognizes money as representing value

Names common coins and bills

Aer

Uses and cares for variety of art media

Willingly shatet an Work with others

Names basic colors: red, yellow, blue, orenge, purple, green, black, broWn, white

Produces individual work that communicates thoughts and feelings to others

Delight in natural and man made art

Mac*
Explores and responds to a variety of activitiet

Identifies high-low notes

Interprets music through music

Sings spontaneously

Drama*

Expresses ideas through action and word§

Dramatizes various roles
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creette*_
Observes and diStusses a variety
Of concrete objects

Classifies objects

States experiences

Social Studies*

Plan8 ahd wbeks with a group

StateS birthday

States address

Knows telephone number

Physical Development'

Balances on foot with support

Balances on foot without support

Moves rapidly, then freezeS

Runs smoothly

Ski-PS

Walks balance beam unsupported

Kicks rolled ball

Hops

Butons jacket, etc.

Zips zippers

Ties shoes

!Tuns 50 yards with quick recovery

Builds with biocks

Nails objects together

Strings large beads

Wes scissors well

Can put simple puzzle together

Key: Not introduced

Affective Developments

States complete name

Describes self physically

Identifies own feelings

Identifies other children

Describes other children

Responds to feelings of other children

Willingly participates in a variety of activities

Works independently

Plays with peers

Willingly shares experiences and thing8 of value
with Other children

Listens and responds to another child

Anticipates another cnild's need

ReSporidt t6 indoor and outdoor limit

Works with a grOUp to cOrriplete a project
Partitipates m grd_up planningsupplies
information and asks questions

Takes tare of self physically

States wish-et end Opinionb

Defends wishes and opinions appropriately

Listens to other child's opinion

SUggests compromise

Remains involved until task iS tompleted

Speaks out in learning activity

Speak§ to Share what he/she has learned

Introduced JUt riot mastered

*Not in Georgia kindergarten CRT

Number indicates month
objectiw was mascered

Comments
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Federal law prohibits discrimination on the basisiof race, color or national origin (Title VI Of the Civil Rights Act of 1964);
sex (Title IX of the Educational ArnendnteltS Of 1972 and Title II of the Carl D. Perkins VocationalEducation Act of 1984); or
handicap (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973) in ethiCatibnal programs or activities receiving federal financial
assistance.

Employees, students and the general public are hereby notified that the Georgia Department of Ethication does not
discriminate in any educational programs or activities or in employment policies.

The following individuals have been designated as the employees responsible for coordinating the department's effort to
implement this nondiscriminatory policy.

Title11Ann Lary, VOcational &laity COordinator
Title VIPeyton Williams Jr., Associate Superintendent of State 5;:hoolS and Pliblic Libraries
171 181XMyra Tolbert, Coordinator
Section 504 Coordinator of Special EdUCatiOn

inquiries concerning_lhe application Of Titre 11, Title V1, Title IX or Section 504 to the policies and practices of the
department may be addressed to the persons listed above at the GeOrgia Department of Education, Twin Towers East
Atlanta 30534; to the Regional Office for Civil Rights, Atlanta 30323; or to the Director, Office for Civil Rights, Education
Department, Washington; D.C. 20201.
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Office of _instnWionst Wo/Uces
Gwrgis Department of Educatkin
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